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STATUTES OF THE YUKON TERRITORY 
1983, Chapter 13 

THE BUSINESS CORPORATIONS ACT 

(Assented to November 3, 1983) 

The Cormrissioner of the Yukon Territory, by and with the advice and 
consent of the Legislative Assembly, enacts as follows: 

1 (1) This Act may be cited as the Business Corporations Act. 

PART 1 

INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION 

2 (1) In this Act, 

"affairs" means the "relationships among a corporation, its 
affiliates and the shareholders, directors and officers of those 
bodies corporate ~ut does not include the business carried on by 
those bodies corporate; 

"affiliated means an affiliated body corporate within the meaning 
of subsection 3(1); 

"articles" means the original or restated articles of incorpora
tion, articles of amendment, articles of amalgamation, articles 
of continuance, articles of reorganization, articles of arrange
ment, articles of dissolution and articles of revival, and 
includes an amendment to any of them; 
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"associate", when used to indicate a relationship with any person 
means 

(a) a body corporate of which that person beneficially owns or 
controls, directly or indirectly, shares or securities 
currently convertible into shares carrying more than 10: of 
the voting rights under all circumstances or under any 
circumstances that have occurred and are continuing, or a 
currently exercisable option or right to purchase those 
shares or those convertible securities, 

(b) a partner of that person acting on behalf of the partnership 
of which they are partners, 

(c) a trust or estate in which that person has a substantial 
interest or in respect of which he serves as a trustee or in 
a similar capacity, 

(d) a spouse of that person, or 
(e) a relative of that person or of his spouse if that relative 

has the same residence as that person; 

"auditorD includes a partnership of auditors; 

"beneficial interest" means an interest arising out of the 
beneficial ownership of securities; 

"beneficial ownersh1 pA includes ownership through a trustee, 
legal representative, agent or other 1ntermedia~; 

"body corporate" includes a company or other body corporate 
wherever or however incorporated; 

"Canada corporatfon" means a body corporate fncorporated by or 
under an Act of the Parliament of Canada; 

"corporation" means a body corporate incorporated or continued 
under this Act and not discontinued under this Act; 

"debt obligation" means a bond, debenture, note or other 
evidence of indebtedness or guarantee of a corporatfon, whether 
secured or unsecured; 
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"director" means a person occupying the position of director by 

whatever name called and "directors" and "board of directors" 

includes a single director; 

"distributing corporation" means a corporation 

(a) any of whose issued shares, or securities which mayor might 

be exchanged for or converted into shares, were part of a 

distribution to the public, and 

(b) which has more than 15 shareholders; 

"extra-territorfal corporation" means a body corporate which is 
not a corporation or a Yukon company; 

"incorporatorU means a person who signs articles of 
incorporation; 

"individual· means a natural person; 

"lfabfl ity" fncludes a debt of a corporatfon arisfng under 

section 38, subsection 184(19) or paragraph 234(3)(g) or (h); 

"ordinary resolution" means a resoluti'on 

(a) passed by a majority Jf the votes cast by the shareholders 

who voted in respect of that resolution, or 

(b) signed by all the shareholders entitled to vote on that 

resolution; 

"person" includes an individual, partnership, association, body 
corporate, trostee, executor, administrator or legal 

representative; 

"prescribed" means prescribed by the regulations; 

"professional corporation" means a corporation that has the words 
"Professional Corporation" as the last words of its name; 

"redeemable share" means a share issued by a corporation that the 
corporation, by its articles 

(a) is required to purchase or redeem at a specified time or on 

the happening of a certain event, 

(b) is required to purchase or redeem on the demand of a 

shareholder, or 
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(c) may purchase or redeem on demand of the corporation, 

and includes a share issued by a corporation that is purchased or 
redeemed by a combination of any of the methods referred to in 
paragraphs (a) to (c); 

aRegistrar" means the Registrar of Corporations or a Deputy 

Registrar of Corporations appointed under section 253; 

"Registrar of Securities" means the Registrar appointed under the 
Securities Act; 

"secur1ty", except in Part 6, means a share of any class or 

series of shares or a debt obl igation of a corporation and 

includes a certificate evidencing such a share or debt 
obligation; 

"security interest" means an interest in or charge on property of 

a corporation to secure payment of a debt or performance of any 

other obligation of the corporation; 

asendn includes det"iYer; 

"series" means, in relation to shares, a division of a class of 

shares; 

"special resolution" means a resolution passed by a majority of 

not less than 2/3 of the votes cast by the shareholders who voted 

in respect of that resolution or signed by all the shareholders 

entitled to vote on that resolution; 

"unanimous shareholder agreement" means 

(a) a written agreement to which all the shareholders of a 

corporation are or are deemed to be parties, whether or not 
any other person is also a party, or 

(b) a written declaration by a person who is the beneficial 

owner of all the issued shares of a corporation, 

that provides for any of the matters enumerated in subsection 
140(1) ; 
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"Yukon company" means a body corporate incorporated and 
registered or deemed to have been incorporated or 
registered or otherwise subject to the provisions of the 
Compani es Act or any of Hs predecessors but does not i nc 1 ude a 
body corporate 1ncorporated pursuant to the provisions of the 
Societies Act or the Co-operative Associations Act. 

3 (1) For the purposes of this Act, 
(a) one body corporate is affiliated with another body corporate 

if one of them 1 s the subs 1diary of the other or both are 
subsidiaries of the same body corporate or each of them is 
controlled by the same person, and 

(b) if two bodies corporate are affiliated with the same body 
corporate at the same time, they are deemed to be affiliated 
with each other. 

(2) For the purposes of this Act, a body corporate is controlled by a 
person if 
(a) securities of the body corporate to which are attached more 

than 50~ of the votes that may be cast to elect directors of 
the body corporate are held, other than by way of security 
only, by or ~or the benefit of that person, and 

(b) the votes attached to those securities are sufficient, if 
exercised, to elect a majority of the directors of the body 
corporate. 

(3) For the purposes of this Act, a body corporate is the holding 
body corporate of another if that other body corporate is its 
subsidiary. 

(4) For the purposes of this Act, a body corporate is a subsidiary of 
another body corporate if 
(a) it 1s controlled by 

(1) that other, 
(i i) that other and one or more bodies corporate, each of 

which is controlled by that other, or 
(iii) two or more bodies corporate, each of which is 

controlled by that other, or 
(b) 1t is a subsidiary of a body corporate that is that other's 

subsidiary. 

4 (1) For the purposes of th1s Act, securities of a corporation 
(a) issued on a conversion of other securities, or 
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(b) issued in exchange for other securities 

are deemed to be securities that are part of a distribution to 
the public if those other securities were part of a distribution 

to the public. 

(2) Subject to subsection (3). for the purposes of this Act. a 
security of a body corporate 
(a) is part of a distribution to the public if. in respect of 

the securi ty • there has been a fil i ng of a prospectus. 

statement of material facts. registration statement. 
securities exchange takeover bid circular or similar 

document under - th'e laws of Canada. a provi nce or terri tory 

of Canada or a juri,sdiction outside Canada. or 
Cb) is deemed to be part of a distribution to the public if the 

security has been issued and a filing referred to in 

paragraph (a) would be required if the security were being 

issued currently. 

(3) On the application of a corporation. the Registrar of Securities 
may determine that a security of the corporation is not or was 

not part of a distribution to the public if he is·satisfied that 
his determination-would not prejudice any security holder of the 

corporation. 

4.1 Cl) A document or writing requi red or permi tted by thi s Act may be 

signed or executed in separate counterparts and the signing or 

execution of a counterpart shall have the same effect as the 
signing or execution of the original. 

4.2 (I) This act applies to every corporation and Yukon company. except 
where it is otherwise expressly provided. 

(2) Notwithstanding the repeal of the Companies Act. 
(a) all memoranda of association and amendments thereto. 

(b) all cancellations. suspensions. proceedings. acts. 
registrations. strike offs and things. and 
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(c) all affidavHs, declarations, articles" of association, 

resolutions, special resolutions, and documents 

lawfully granted, issued, imposed, made, taken, done, commenced, 

filed or passed, under any provision of that Act or any of its 

predecessors, shall be conclusively deemed to have been granted, 

issued, Imposed, made, taken, done, commenced, filed or passed, 

under this Act and shall be continued under this Act as though 

they had, in fact, been granted, issued, imposed, made, taken, 

done, commenced, filed or passed, under this Act. 

(3) A Yukon Company In existence when this Act comes Into force or 

revived under this Act shall be deemed to be continued under this 

Act. 

(4) Where any provision of the memorandum of association o!" any 

amendment thereto, articles of association, resolutions or 

special resolutions of a Yukon company, except a provision which 

contravenes section 117, that was valid and in force at the time 

that this Act comes into force, is inconsistent with, repugnant 

to, or not in compliance with this Act, such provision continues 

to be val1d and ,in effect for a period of two years after the 

date of the coming into force of this section, but any amendment 

to any such provision shall be made in accordance with this Act. 

(5) Unless otherwise specifically provided for by this Act, any 

provision to which subsection (4) applies that has not been 

amended in accordance with this Act within the two year period 

shall be deemed upon the expiry of such period to have been 

amended to the extent necessary to bring the terms of the 
provision Into conformity with this Act. 

4.3 (1) Where the words "the objects for which the company Is establ1shed 
areu

, or words of like effect, are contained In the memorandum of 

association of a Yukon company. those words shall be deemed to be 

struck out and the words ~the businesses that the corporation is 
permitted to carry on are restricted to the followingA shall be 

deemed to be substituted therefore.' 

(2) Subject to subsection 16(3), where the memorandum of association 

of a Yukon company excludes or is deemed to exclude any of the 
powers authorized by any former Comoanies Act, it Is deemed to 

restrict the corporation from exercising the power so excluded. 
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PART 2 

INCORPORATION 

5 (1) One or more persons may incorporate a corporation by signing 
articles of incorporation and complying with section 7. 

6 (1) Articles of incorporation shall be in the prescribed fonn and 
shall set out. in respect of the proposed corporation. 
(a) the name of the corporation. 
(b) the classes and any maximum number of shares that the 

corporation is authori%ed to issue. and 
(i) if there are two or more classes of shares. the special 

rights. privileges. restrictions and condftions 
. attaching to each cl ass of shares. and 

(ii) if a class of shares may be issued in series. the 
authority given to the directors to fix the number of 
shares in. and to determine the designation of each 
series. and the rights. privileges. restrictions and 
conditions attaching to the shares of each series. 

(c) if the right to transfer shares of the corporation is to be 
restricted. a statement that the right to transfer shares is 
restricted and either 
(i) a statement of the nature of the restrictions. or 
(ii) a statement that the nature of the restrictions appears 

in a unanimous shareholder agreement, 
(d) the number of directors or, subject to paragraph 102(1)(a). 

the minimum and maximum number of directors of the 
corporation. and 

(e) any restrictions on the businesses that the corporation may 
carry on. 

(2) The articles may set out any provision pennitted by this Act or 
by law to be set out in the by-laws of the corporation. 

(3) Subject to subsection (4). if the articles or a unanimous 
shareholder agreement require a greater number of votes of 
directors or shareholders than that required by the Act to effect 
any action, the provisions of the articles or of the unanimous 
Shareholder agreement prevail. 
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(4) The articles may not require a greater number of votes of 
sha reho 1 ders to remove a di rector than the number requ i red by 
section 104. 

7 (1) An incorporator shall send to the Registrar 
(a) articles of incorporation, and 
(b) the documents required by sections 19 and 101. 

8 (1) On receipt of the documents required under section 7 and the 
prescribed fees, the Registrar shall issue a certificate of 
incorporation in accordance with section 255. 

9 (1) A corporation comes into existence on the date shown in the 
certificate of incorporation. 

(2) A certificate of incorporation is conclusive proof for the 
purposes of this Act and for all other purposes 
(a) that the provisions of this Act in respect of incorporation 

and all requirements precedent and incidental to 
incorporation have been complied with, and 

(b) • that the corporation has been incorporated un4er this Act as 
of the date shown in the certificate of incorporation. 

10 (1) The word "limitedD
, Umi tee", "IncorporatedU

, "Incorporee" or 
"CorporationU or- the abbreviation "Ltd.", "Ltee-, "Inc." or 

"Corp." shall be the last word of the name of every corporation 
but a corporation may use and may be legally designated by either 
the full or the abbreviated form. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the words "Professional 
Corporation n shall be the last words of the name of every 
professional corporation whose incorporation is specifically 
permitted by any other Act. 

(3) No person other than a body corporate shall carry on business 
within Yukon under any name or title that contains the word 
"L fmi ted" , "L imi tee", "Incorporated" , "Incorporee" , or 
"Corporation" or the abbreviation "Ltd.", "Ltee. n

, "Inc.", or 
"Corp." or the words "Professional Corporation". 
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(4) A person carrying on business in contravention of subsection (3) 
is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than 
$5,000. 

(5) Subject to subsection 12(1), a corporation may set out its name 
in its articles in an English form or a French form or an English 
and French form or in a combined English and French form and the 
corporation may use and may be legally designated by any of those 
forms. 

(6) Subject to subsection 12(1), a corporation may, outside Canada, 
use and may be legally designated by a name in any language form. 

(7) A corporation shall set out its name in legible characters in or 
on all contracts, invoices, negotiable instruments, written 
adverti sements and orders for goods or services, issued or made 
by or on behalf of the corporation. 

(8) Subject to subsection (7) and subsection 12(1) and to section 87 
of the Partnership Act, a corporation may carry on business under 
or identify itself by a name other than its corporate name. 

11 (1) The Registrar may, on request, reserve for 90 days a name for 
(a) an intended corporation, 
(b) a corporation about to change its name, or 
(c) an extra-territorial corporation about to continue as a 

corporation pursuant to section 181. 

(2) If requested to do so by the incorporators, a corporation or an 
extra-territorial corporation referred to in paragraph (1)(c) , 
the Registrar shall assign to the corporation as its name a 
deSignated number determined by him. 

12 (1) A corporation shall not be incorporated with, have, carry on 
business under, identify itself by or change its name to a name 
that ;s 
(a) prohibited by the regulations, 
(b) identical to the name of a body corporate incorporated under 

the laws of Yukon, 
(c) reserved for an intended corporation or a corporation under 

subsection 11(1), or 
(d) disapproved by the Registrar pursuant to subsection (2). 
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(2) The Regi strar may di sapprove the name or the proposed name of a 
corporation If. in his opinion. the name 
(a) is objectionable. 
(b) Is likely to mislead or confuse. or 
(c) Is similar to the name of any other body corporate or to the 

name of any association. partnership or firm known to the 
Registrar and the use of that name would be 1 ikely to 
confuse or mislead. 

(3) If a body corporate. association, partnership or firm referred to 
in paragraph (2)(c) 
(a) consents in writing to the use of the name in whole or in 

part, and 
(b) if required by the Registrar. undertakes to dissolve or 

change its name to a dissimilar name within 6 months after 
the filing of the articles by which the corporation's name 
is to be or was acquired, 

the Registrar may approve the name. 

(4) Notwithstanding anything in this section. a corporation may be 
incorporated with or change its name to a name similar to that of 
a corporation or a Yukon company which has been dissolved, 
liquidated and dissolved or struck from the register, if 
(a) the corporation or Yukon company was dissolved, liquidated 

and dissolved or struck from the register more than three 
years before such incorporation and has not since been 
revived or restored to the register, 

(b) the Registrar approves the use of the name, or 
(c) the name of the new corporation inc1ud,es the year in which 

it is incorporated. 
(5) If, 

(a) through inadvertence or otherwise, a corporation comes into 
existence with or acquires a name that contravenes 
subsection (1), or 

(b) the Registrar disapproves a corporation's name after it is 
acquired by the corpOI-ation, 

the Registrar may, by notice in writing, giving his reasons, 
direct the corporation to change its name to one that he approves 
within 60 days of the date of the notice. 
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(6) The Registrar may give a notice under subsection (5) on his own 
initiative or at the request of a person who feels aggrieved by 
the name that contravenes subsection (1). 

(7) If a 
(a) 

(b) 

corporation 
is directed to change its name under subsection (5), and 
does not appeal the request of the Registrar within 60 days 
of the date of the notice, the Registrar may revoke the name 
of the corporation and assign to it a designated number, and 
until changed in accordance with section 167 the name of the 
corporation is the designated number so assigned. 

(8) If two or more corporations amalgamate, the amalgamated 
corporation may have the name of one of the amalgamating 
corporations, or, with the prior approval in writing of the 
Registrar, 
(a) a distinctive combination, that is not confUSing, of the 

names of the amalgamating corporations, or 
(b) a distinctive new name that complies with subsection (1). 

(9) The amalgamating corporations shall be deemed to be bodies 
corporate for the purposes of this section. 

(10) If an application is made to revive a corporation under this Act 
and, between the date of dissolution of the corporation and the 
date of its revival, another corporation has come into existence 
with or has acquired a name that is likely to be confused with 
the name of the corporation. to be revived, the Registrar may 
require, as a condition of the revival, that the revived 
corporation does not carry on business or, if it seeks to carry 
on business, that it change its name to a designated number 
immediately after it is revived. 

(11) If the Registrar is satisfied that a professional corporation has 
ceased to be the holder of a subsisting permit as a professional 
corporation issued under the Act which specifically permitted its 
incorporation, he may, on giving notice to the professional 
corporation of his intention to do so, change the name of the 
corporation to exclude the words ·Professional Corporation" and 
replace them with the word "Limited" or the abbreviation "Ltd.". 
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13 (1) When a corporation has had its name revoked or changed and a 
name assigned to it under subsection 12(7) or 12(11), the 
Registrar shall issue a certificate of amendment showing the new 
name of the corporation. 

(2) The articles of the corporation ar~ amended accordingly on the 
date shown in the certificate of amendment. 

14 (1) This section applies unless the person referred to in subsection 
(2) and all parties to the contract referred to in that 
subsection 
(a) believe that the body corporate exists and is incorporated 

under, or 
(b) intend that the body corporate is to be incorporated under 

the laws of a jurisdiction other than Yukon. 

(2) Except as provided in this section. if a person enters into a 
written contract in the nah~ of or on behalf of a body corporate 
before it comes into existence, 
(a) that person is deemed to warrant to the other party to the 

contract 
(i) that the body corporate will come into existence within 

a reasonable time. and 
(if) that the contract will be adopted within a reasonable 

time after the body corporate comes into existence. 
(b) that person is liable to the other party to the contract for 

damages for a breach of that warranty. and 
(c) the measure of damages for that breach of warranty shall be 

the same as if the body corporate existed when the contract 
was made, the person who made the contract on behalf of the 
body corporate had no authori ty to do so and the body 
corporate refused to ratify the contract. 

(3) A corporation may, within a reasonable time after it comes into 
existence, by any act or conduct signifying its intention to be 
bound thereby, adopt a written contract made before it came into 
existence in its name or on its behalf, and on the adoption 
(a) the corporation is bound by the contract and is entitled to 

the benefits of the contract as if the corporation had been 
in ex i s tence at the da te of the contract and had been a 
party to it, and 
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(b) a person who purported to act in the name of or on behalf of 
the corporation ceases, except as provided in subsection 
(5), to be liable under subsection (2) in respect of the 
contract. 

(4) If a person enters into a contract in the name of or on behalf of 
a corporation before ft comes into existence and the contract is 
not adopted by the corporation within a reasonable tfme after it 
comes into existence, that person or the other party to the 
contract may apply to the Court for an order dfrectfng the 
corporation to restore to the applfcant, fn specfe or otherwfse, 
any benefft received by the corporation under the contract. 

(5) Except as provided in subsectfon (6), whether or not a wrftten 
contract made before the ,coming into exfstence of a corporation 
is adopted by the corporatfon, a party to the contract may apply 
to the Court for an order 

(a) ffxing obligations under the contract as joint or jofnt and 
severa 1, or 

(b) apportioning liabflfty between or among the corporatfon and 
a person who, purported to act in the name of or on behalf of 
,the corporatfon, 

and on the appl icatfon the Court may make any order ft thinks 
fit. 

(6) A person who enters into a written contract in the name of or on 
behalf of a body corporate before it comes into existence is not 
in any event liable for damages under subsection (2) if the 
contract expressly provfdes that he is not to be so liable. 

PART 3 

CAPACITY AND POWERS 

15 (1) A corporation has the capacity and, subject to this Act, the 
rights,powers and privileges of a natural person. 
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(2) A corporation has the capacity to carry on its business, conduct 
Its affairs and exercise its powers in any jurisdiction outside 
Yukon to the extent that the laws of that jurisdiction permit. 

16 (1) It is not necessary for a by-law to be passed in order to confer 
any particular power on the corporation or its directors. 

(2) A corporation shall not carry on any business or exercise any 
power that it is restricted by its articles from carrying on or 
exercising, nor shall the corporation exercise any of fts powers 
in a manner contrary to its artfcles. 

(3) No act of a corporation. fncluding any transfer of property to or 
by a corporation. fs invalid by reason only that the act or 
transfer is contrary to its articles or this Act. 

17 (1) No person is affected by or is deemed to have notice or knowledge 
of the contents of a document concerning a corporation by reason 
only that the document has been filed by the Registrar or is 
available for inspection at an office of the corporation. 

18 (1) A corporation. a guarantor of an obligation Of. the corporation or 
a person claiming through the corporation may not assert against 
a person dealing with the corporation or dealing with any person 
who has acquired rights from the corporation 
(a) that the articles. by-laws or any unanimous shareholder 

agreement have not been complied with. 
(b) that the persons named in the most recent notice filed by 

the Registrar under section 101 or 108 are not the directors 
of the corporation. 

(c) that the place named as the registered office in the most 
recent notice filed by the Registrar under section 19 is not 
the registered office of the corporation. 

(d) that the post office box deSignated as the address for 
service by mail in the most recent notice filed by the 
Registrar under section 19 is not the address for service by 
mail of the corporation, 

(e) that a person held out by the corporation as a director, an 
officer or an agent of the corporation 
(i) has not been duly appOinted, or 
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(ii) has no authority to exercise a power or perform a duty 
whi ch the di rector, offi cer or agent mi ght reasonably 
be expected to exercise or perform, 

(f) that a document issued by any director, officer or agent of 
the corporation with actual or usual authority to issue the 

·document is not valid or not genuine, or 
(g) that financial assistance referred to in section 42 or a 

sale, lease or exchange of property referred to in section 
183 was not authorized, 

unless the person has, or by virtue of his position with or 
relationship to the corporation ought to have, knowledge of those 
facts at the relevant time. 

PARI 4 

REGISTERED OFFICE, RECORDS AND SEAL 

19 (1) A corporation shall at all times have a registered office within 
Yukon. 

(2) A notice of 
(a) the registered office, 
(b) a separate records office, if any. and 
(c) the post office box designated as the address for service by 

mail, if any, 

shall be sent to the Registrar in the prescribed form together 
with the articles of incorporation. 

(3) Subject to subsection (4), the directors of the corporation may 
at any time 
(a) change the address of the registered office within Yukon. 
(b) designate or revoke or change a designation of a records 

office within Yukon, or 
(c) designate or revoke or change a designation of a post office 

box within Yukon as the address for service by mail of the 
corporation. 
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(4) A post office box designated as the corporation's address for 
service by mail shall not be designated as the corporation's 
records office or registered office. 

(5) A corporation shall send to the Registrar, within 15 days of any 
change under subsection (3), a notice of that change in the 
prescribed form, and the Registrar shall file it. 

(6) The corporation shall ensure that its registered office and its 
records office are 
(a) accessible to the public during normal business hours, and 
(b) readily identifiable from the address or other description 

given in the notice referred to in subsection (2). 

(7) Unless the directors designate a separate records office, the 
registered office of a corporation is also its records office. 

20 (1) A corporation shall prepare and maintain at its records office 
records containing 
(a) the articles and the by-laws, all amendments to the articles 

and by-laws, a copy of any unanimous shareholder agreement 
and any amendment to a unanimous shar~holder agreement, 

(b) minutes of meetings and resolutions of shareholders, 
(c) copies of all notices required by section 101 or 108, 
(d) a securities register complying with section 46, 
(e) copies of the financial statements, reports and information 

referred to in subsection 149(1), and 
(f) a register of disclosures made pursuant to section 115. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (I), a central securities register may 
be maintained at an office in Yukon of a corporation's agent 
referred to in paragraph 46(2)(a), and a branch securities 
register may be kept at any place in or out of Yukon designated 
by the directors. 

(3) If a central securities register is maintained under subsection 
(2) at a place other than the records office, the corporation 
shall maintain at its records office a record containing the 
names and addresses of a 11 agents and offi ces at whi ch those 
registers are maintained and descriptions of those registers. 
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(4) A corporation which 
(a) complies with subsection 20(2), and 
(b) maintains in Canada a register or record referred to in 

subsection 20(3) 

complies with subsection (1). 

(5) In addition to the records described in subsection (I), a 
corporation shall prepare and maintain adequate accounting 
records and records containing minutes of meetings and 
resolutions of the directors and any committee of the directors. 

(6) For the purposes of subsection (1) , if a body corporate is 
continued under this Act, Rrecords D includes similar records 
required by law to be maintained by the body corporate before it 
was so continued. 

(7) The records described in subsection (5) shall be kept at the 
registered office or records office of the corporation or at any 
other place the directors think fit and shall at all reasonable 
times be open to examination by the directors. 

(8) If accounting records of a corporation are kept at a place 
outside Yukon, there shall be kept at the registered office or 
records office or at any other place in Yukon the directors think 
fit, accounting records adequate to enable the directors to 
ascertain the financial position of the corporation with 
reasonable accuracy on a quarterly basis, and those records shall 
at all reasonable times be open to examination by the directors. 

(9) A corporation that. without reasonable cause, contravenes this 
section is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine not 
exceeding $5000. 

21 (I) The directors and shareholders of a corporation, their agents and 
legal representatives may examine the records referred to in 
subsection 20{I) during the usual business hours of the 
corporation free of charge. 

(2) A shareholder of a corporation is entitled on request and without 
charge to one copy of the articles and by-laws and of any 
unanimous shareholder agreement, and amendments to them. 
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(3) Creditors of a corporation and their agents and legal 
representatives may examine the records referred to in paragraphs 
20(1)(a), (c) and (d), other than a unanimous shareholder 
agreement or an amendment to a unanimous shareholder agreement, 
during the usual business hours of the corporation on payment of 
a reasonable fee and may make copies of those records. 

(4) Any person may examine the records referred to in paragraphs 
20(1)(c) and (d) during the usual business hours of the 
corporation on payment of a reasonable fee and may make copies of 
those records. 

(5) If the corporation is a distributfng corporation, any person, on 
payment of a reasonable fee and on sendfng to the corporation or 

its agent the statutory declaration referred to in subsection 
(9), may on applfcatfon require the corporation or its agent to 
furnish within 10 days from th'e receipt of the statutory 
declaration a list (in this section referred to as the Qbasic 
listU

) made up to a date not more than 10 days before the date of 
receipt of the statutory declaration setting out 
(a) the names of the shareholders of the corporation, 
(b) the number of shares owned by each shareholder, and 
(c) the address of each shareholder, 

as shown on the records of the corporation. 

(6) A person requiring a corporation to supply a basic list lliay, if 
he states in the statutory declaration referred to in subsection 
(5) that he requires supplemental lists, require the corporation 
or its agent on payment of a reasonable fee to furnish 
supplemental lists setting out any changes from the basic list in 
the information provided in it for each business day following 
the date the baSic list is made up to. 

(7) The corporation or its agent shall furnish a supplemental list 
required under subsection (6) 
(a) on the date the basic list is furnished, if the information 

relates to changes that took place prior to that date, and 
(b) on the business day following- the day to which the 

supplemental list relates, if the information relates to 
changes that take place on or after the date the basic list 
is furnished. 
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(8) A person requiring a corporation to suply a basic list or a 
supplemental list may also require the corporation to include in 
that list the name and address of any known holder of an option 
or right to acquire shares in the corporation. 

(9) The statutory declaration required under subsection (5) shall 
state 
(a) the name and address of the applicant, 
(b) the name and address for service of the body corporate if 

the applicant is a body corporate, and 
(c) that the basic list and any supplemental lists obtained 

pursuant to subsection (6) wfll not be used except as 
permitted under subsection (11). 

(10) If the applicant fs a body corporate, the statutory declaration 
shall be made by a director or officer of the body corporate. 

(11) A list of shareholders obtained under this section shall not be 
used by any person except in connection with 
(a) an effort to influence the votfng of shareholders of the 

corporation, 
(b) an offer to acquire shares of the corporation, or 
(~) any other matter relating to the affairs of the corporation. 

(12) A person who, wfthout reasonable cause, contravenes this section 
is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than 
$5000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than 6 months or 
to both, 

22 (1) All registers and other records required by this Act to be 
prepared and maintained may be fn a bound or loose-leaf form or 
in a photographic film form, or may be entered or recorded by any 
system of mechanfcal or electronic data proceSSing or any other 
information storage device that fs capable of reprodUCing any 
required information in legible written form within a reasonable 
time. 
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(2) If a person is entitled to examine any register or record that is 
maintained by a corporation in a fonn other than a written form 
and makes a request of the corporation to do so, the corporation 
shall 
(a) make avallable to that person within a reasonable time a 

reproduction of the text of the register or record in 
legible written fonn, or 

(b) provide facilities to enable that person to examine the text 
of the register or record in a legible written form 
otherwise than by providing a reproduction of that text, and 
shall allow that person to make copies of that register or 
record. 

(3) A corporation and its agents shall take reasonable precautions to 
(a) prevent loss or destruction of, 
(b) prevent falsification of entries in, and 
(c) facilitate detection and correction of inaccuracies in, 

the registers and other records required by this Act to be 
prepared and maintained. 

(4) A person who, without reasonable cause, contravenes this section 
is guilty of an offence and. Hable to a fine of not more than 
$5000 or to imprisonment for a tenn of not more than 6 months or 
both. 

23 (1) A corporation may adopt and change a corporate seal that shall 
contain the name of the corporation. 

(2) A document executed on behalf of a corporation by a director, an 
officer or an agent of the corporation, is not invalid only 
because the corporate seal is not affixed to the document. 

(3) Share certificates of a corporation may be issued under its 
corporate seal or a facsimile of that corporate seal. 

(4) A document requiring authentication by a corporation may be 
signed by a director or the secretary or other authorized officer 
of the corporation and need not be under its corporate seal. 

(5) A corporation may adopt a facsimile of its corporate seal for use 
in any other jurisdiction outside Yukon where use of a facsimile 
complies with the laws of that jurisdiction. 
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PART 5 

CORPORATE FINANCE 

24 (1) Shares of a corporation shall be in registered form and shall be 
without nominal or par value. 

(2) If a body corporate is continued under this Act. a share with 
nominal or par value issued by the body corporate before it was 
so continued 1s. for the purpose of subsect10n (1). deemed to be 
a share without nominal or par value. 

(3) If a corporation has only one class of shares. the rights of the 
holders of those shares are equal in all respects and include the 
rights 
(a) to vote at any meet1ng of shareholders of the corporation. 
(b) to receive any dividend declared by the corporation. and 
(c) to receive the remaining property of the corporation on 

dissolution. 

(4) The articles may provide for more than one class of shares and. 
if they so ·provide. 
(a) the rights. privileges. restrictions and conditions 

attaching to the shares of each class shall be set out in 
the articles. and 

(b) the rights set out in subsection (3) shall be attached to at 
least one class of shares but all of those rights are not 
required to be attached to one class. 

(5) Subject to section 27. if a corporation has more than one class 
of shares .• the rights of the holders of the shares of any class 
are equal in all respects. 

25 (l) Subject to the articles. the by-laws and any unanimous 
shareholder agreement and to section 28. shares may be issued at 
the times and to the persons and for the consideration that the 
directors determine. 

(2) Shares issued by a corporation are non-assessable and the holders 
are not liable to the corporation or to its creditors in respect 
of those shares. 
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(3) A share shall not be issued until the consideration for the share 
is fully paid fn money or in property or past service that is not 
less in value than the fair equivalent of the money that the 
corporation would have received if the share had been issued for 

money. 

(4) In determining whether property or past service is the fair 
equivalent of a money consideration, the directors may take into 
account reasonable charges and expenses of organization and 
reorganization and payments for property and past services 
reasonably expected to benefit the corporation. 

(5) For the purposes of this section "property" does not include a 
promissory note or promise to pay given by the allottee. 

26 (1) A corporation shall maintain a separate stated capital account 
for each class and series of shares it issues. 

(2) A corporation shall add to the appropriate stated capital account 
the full amount of any consideration it receives for any shares 
it issues. 

(3) Notwithstanding subsection 25(3) and subsection (2) of this 
section, if a corporation issues shares 
(a) in exchange for 

(i ) property, other than a promi 550ry note or promi se to 
pay, or 

(i 1) issued shares of the corporation of a di fferent cl ass 
or series, and all the shares issued by the corporation 
in the exchange are redeemable shares created for that 
purpose, or shares which the corporation is required to 
issue pursuant to conversion rights or privileges 
atta~hed to the shares to be exchanged at the time that 
they were issued, or 

(b) pursuant to 
(i) an amalgamation agreement referred to in section 176 or 

IBO.1, or 
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(i;) an arrangement referred to in paragraph 186(l)(b) or 

(c) 

to shareholders of an amalgamating body corporate who 

receive the shares in addition to or instead of securities 

of the amalgamated body corporate, 

the corporation may add to the stated capital accounts maintained 

for the shares of the classes or series issued the whole or any 

part of the amount of the consideration it received in the 

exchange. 

(4) On the issue of a share a corporation shall not add to a stated 

capital account in respect of the share it issues an amount 

greater than the amount of the consideration it received for the 

share. 

(5) If a corporation proposes to add any amount to a stated capital 

account it maintains in respect of a class or series of shares 

and 

(a) the amount to be added was not recei ved by the corporati on 

as consideration for the issue of share~, and 

(b) the corporat!on has issued any oatstanding shares of more 

than one class or series, 

the addi ti on to the stated capi ta 1 account must be approved by 

speCial resolution unless all the issued and outstanding shares 

are shares of not more than two classes of convertible shares 

referred to in subsection 37(5). 

(6) When a body corporate is continued under this Act, it may add to 

a stated capital account any consideration received by it for a 

share 1t 1ssued. 

(7) A corporation at any time may, subject to subsect10n (5), add to 

a stated capital account any amount it credited to a retained 

earn1ngs or other surplus account. 

(8) When a body corporate is continued under this Act, subsection (2) 

does not apply to the consideration received by it before it was 

so continued unless the share in respect of which the 

consideration is received is issued after the corporation is so 

continued. 
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(9) When a body corporate is continued under this Act, any amount 

unpaid in respect of a share issued by the body corporate before 

it was so continued and paid after it was so continued shall be 

added to the stated capital account maintained for the shares of 

that class or'series. 

(10) When a body corporate is continued under this Act, the stated 

capital of each class and series of shares of the corporation 

inunediately following its continuation is deemed to equal the 

paid up capital of each class and series of shares of the body 

corporate immediately prior to its continuance. 

(11) A corporation shall not reduce its stated capital or any stated 

capital account except in the manner "provided in this Act. 

(12) Subsections (1) to (11) and any o~her provisi,ons of this Act 

relating to stated capital do no apply to an open-end mutual 

fund. 

(13) In subsection (12), "open-end mutual fund u means a corporation 
that makes a di s"tribution to the pub 1 i c of i ts sha~s and tha t 

carries on only the business of investing the consideration it 

rec~ives for the shares it issues, and all or substantially all 

of those shares are redeemable on the demand of a shareholder. 

27 (1) The articles may authorize the issue of any class of shares in 

one or more series and may authorize the directors to fix the 

number of shares in each series and to determine the designation, 
rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions attaching to the 

shares of each series, subject to the limitations set out in the 

articles. 

(2) If any cumulative dividends or amounts payable on return of 

capital in respect of a series of shares are not paid in full, 

the shares of all series of the same class participate rateably 

in respect of accumulated dividends and return of capital. 

(3) No rights, privileges, restrictions or conditions attached to a 

series of shares authorized under this section shall confer on a 
series a priority 1n respect of voting, dividends or return of 

capital over any other series of shares of the same class that 
are then outstanding. 
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(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to a right or privilege to exchange 
a share or shares for, or to convert a share or shares into, a 
share or shares of another class. 

(5) Before the issue of shares of a series authorized under this 
section, the directors shall send to the Registrar articles of 
amendment in the prescribed form to designate a series of shares. 

(6) On receipt of articles of amendment designating a series of 
shares, the Registrar shall issue a certificate of amendment in 
accordance with section 255. 

(7) The articles of the corporation are amended accordingly on the 
date shown in the certificate of amendment. 

28 (1) If the articles or a unanimous shareholder agreement so provides, 
no shares of a clau shall be fssued unless the shares have first 
been offered to the shareholders holding shares of that class, 
and those shareholders have a pre-emptive right to acquire the 
offered shares in proportion to their holdings of the shares of 
that class, at the same price and on the same terms as those 
shares are to be offered to others. 

(2) Notwithstanding that the articles provide the pre-emptive right 
referred to in subsection (1), shareholders have no pre-emptive 
right in respect of shares to be issued 
(a) for a consideration other than money, 
(b) as a share dividend, or 
(c) pursuant to the exercise of conversion privileges, options 

or rights previously granted by the corporation. 

29 (1) A corporation may issue certificates, warrants or other evidences 
of conversion privileges, options or rights to acquire securities 
of the corporation, and shall set out their conditions 
(a) in the certificates, warrants or other evidences, or 
(b) in certificates evidencing the securities to which the 

conversion privileges, options or rights are attached. 

(2) Conversion privileges, options and rights to purchase securities 
of a corporation may be made transferable or non-transferable, 
and options and rights to purchase may be made separable or 
inseparable from any securities to which they are attached. 
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(3) If a corporation has granted privileges to convert any securities 
issued by the corporation into shares, or into shares of another 
class or series, or has issued or granted options or rights to 
acquire shares, the corporation sha11 reserve and continue to 
reserve sufficient authorized shares to meet the exercise of 
those conversion privileges, options and rights. 

30 (1) Except as provided in subsection' (2) and sections 31 to 34, a 
corporation 
(a) sha11 not hold shares in itself or in its holding body 

corporate, and 
(b) sha11 not pennit any of its subsidiary bodies corporate to 

acquire shares of the corporation. 

(2) Not more than 1% of the issued shares of each class of shares of 
a holding body corporate may be held by all the subsidiaries of 
the holding body corporate. 

(.3) Subject to subsections (2) and (4), a corporation sha11 cause a 
subsidiary body corporate of the corporation that holds shares of 
the corporation to se11 or otherwise dispose of those shares 
within 5 years from the .date 
(a) the body corporate became a subsidiary of the corporation, 

or 
(b) the corporation was continued under this Act. 

(4) Subsection (3) does not apply to shares acquired by the 
subsidiary body corporate before the commencement of this Act. 

31 (1) A corporation may in the capacity of a legal representative hold 
shares in itself or in its holding body corporate unless it or 
the holding body corporate or a subsidiary of either of them has 
a beneficial interest in the shares. 

(2) A corporation may hold shares in itself or in its holding body 
corporate by way of security for the purposes of a transaction 
entered into by it in the ordinary course of a business that 
includes the lending of money. 
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(3) A corporation holding shares in itself or in its holding body 
corporate sha 11 not vote or penni t those shares to be voted 
unless the corporation 
(a) holds the shares in the capacity of a legal representative, 

and 
(b) has complied with section 147. 

32 (1) Subject to subsect10n (2) and to its articles, a corporation may 
purchase or otherwise acqu1re shares issued by it. 

(2) A corporation shall not make any payment to purchase or otherw1se 
acquire shares 1ssued by it 1f there are reasonable grounds for 
believing that 
(a) the corporation is, or would after the payment be,. unable to 

pay its liabilities as they become due, or 
(b) the realizable value of the corporation's assets would after 

the payment be less than the aggregate of its liabilities 
and stated capital of all classes. 

(3) Subject to any unanimous shareholder agreement, a corporation 
that is no~ a distributing corporation shall. within 30 days of 
the purchase of any of 1ts issued shares., not1fy its shareholders 
in accordance w1th section 246 
(a) of the number of shares it has purchased. 
(b) of the names of the shareholders from whom it has purchased 

the shares, 
(c) of the price paid for the shares. 
(d) if the consideration was other thal} cash. of the nature of 

the consideration given and the value attributed to it, and 
(e) of the balance, if any, remaining due to shareholders or to 

the shareholder from whom it purchased the shares. 

(4) Subject to any unanimous shareholder agreement, a shareholder of 
a corporation other than a distributing corporation is entitled 
on request and without charge to a copy of the agreement between 
the corporation and any of its other shareholders under which the 
corporation has agreed to purchase, or has purchased, any of its 
own shares. 
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33 (1) Notwithstanding subsection 32(2), a corporation may, subject to 
subsection (3) and to its articles, purchase or otherwise acquire 
shares issued by it to 
(a) settle or compromise a debt or claim asserted by or against 

\ 
the corporation, 

(b) eliminate fractional shares, or 
(c) fulfil the terms of a non-assignable agreement under which 

the corporation has an option or is obliged to purchase 
shares owned by a director, an officer or an employee of the 
corporation. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection 32(2), a corporation may purchase or 
otherwise acquire shares issued by it to 
(a) satisfy the claim of a shareholder who dissents under 

section 184, or 
(b) comply with an order under section 234. 

(3) A corporation shall not make any payment to purchase or acquire 
under subsection (1) shares issued by it if there are reasonable 
grounds for believing that 
(a) the corporation is, or would after the payment be, unable to 

pay its liabilities as they become due, or 
(b) the realizable value of the· corporation's assets would after 

the payment be less than the aggregate of its Habit ities 
and the amounts required for payment on a redemption or in a 
liquidation of all shares the holders of which have the 
right to be paid prior to the holders of the shares to be 
purchased or acquired. 

34 Cl) Notwithstandi ng subsecti on 32( 2) or 33( 3), a corporati on may, 
subject to subsection (2) and to its articles, purchase or redeem 
any redeemable shares issued by it at prices not exceeding the 
redemption price of those shares stated in the articles. or 
calculated according to a formula stated in the articles. 

(2) A corporation shall not make any payment to purchase or redeem 
any redeemable shares issued by it if there are reasonable 
grounds for believing that 
(a) the corporation is, or would after the payment be, unable to 

pay its liabilities as they become due, or 
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(b) the realizable value of the corporation's assets would after 
the payment be less than the aggregate of 
(i) its liabilities, and 
(ii) the amount that would be required to pay the holders of 

shares that have a right to be paid, on a redemption or 
in a liquidation, rateably with or prior to the holders 
of the shares to be purchased or redeemed. 

3S (1) A corporation may accept from any shareholder a share of the 
corporation 
(a) that is surrendered to it as a gift, or 
(b) that has been held in escrow pursuant to an escrow agreement 

required by the Registrar of Securities of a Territory or a 
Province or by a Provincial Securities COllll1ission and that 
is surrendered pursuant to that agreement. 

(2) The corporation may not extinguish or reduce a liability in 
respect of an amount unpaid on a share surrendered· under 
paragraph (1)(a) except in accordance with section 36. 

36 (1) Subject to subsection (3), a corporati~n may by special 
resolution reduce its stated capital for any purpose including. 
without limiting the generality of the foregoing •. the purpose of 
(a) extinguishing or reducing a liability in respect of an 

amount unpaid on any share. 
(b) distributing to the holders of the issued shares of any 

class or series of shares an amount not exceeding the stated 
capital of the class or series. and 

(c) declaring its stated capital to be reduced by an amount that 
is not represented by realizable assets. 

(2) A special resolution under this section shall specify the capital 
account or accounts from which the reduction of stated capital 
effected by the special resolution is to be deducted. 

(3) A corporation shall not reduce its stated capital for any purpose 
other than the purpose mentioned in paragraph (l)(c), if there 
are reasonable grounds for believing that 
(a) the corporation is. or would after the reduction be, unable 

to pay its liabilities as they become due. or 
(b) the realizable value of the corporation's assets would 

thereby be less than the aggregate of its liabilities. 
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(4) A creditor of a corporation Is entitled to apply to the Court for 
an order compel 1 Ing a sha~eholder or other recipient 

(a) to pay to the corporation an amount equal to any liabil ity 

of the shareholder that was extinguished or reduced contrary 

to this section, or 

(b) to payor del Iver to the corporation any money or property 

that was paid or distributed to the shareholder or other 

recipient as a consequence of a reduction of capital made 

contrary to this section. 

(5) An action to enforce a liability imposed by this section may not 

be commenced after two years from the date of the action 

complained of. 

(6) Thi s section does not affect any li abi1i ty that ari ses under 

section 113. 

37 (1) On a purchase, redemption or other acquisition by a corporation 

under section 32, 33, 34 or 184, or paragraph 234(3)(g) of shares 

or fractions of shares Issued by it, the corporation shall deduct 

from the stated capital account maintained for the class or: 
seri es of shares purchased, redeemed or otherwi se acqui red an 

amount equal to the result obtained by multiplying the stated 

capital of the shares of that class or series by the number of 

shares or fractions of shares of that class or series purchased, 

redeemed or otherwise acqui red, divided by the number of issued 

shares of. that class or series immediately before the purchase, 

redemption or other acquisition. 

l2) A corporati on sha 11 deduct the amount of a payment made by the 

corporation to a shareholder under paragraph 234(3)(h) from the 

stated capital account maintained for the class or series of 
shares in respect of which the payment was made. 

(3) A corporation shall adjust its stated capital account or accounts 
in accordance with a special resolution referred to in subsection 

36(2) . 
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(4) On a conversion or a change under section 167, 185, 186 or 234 of 
issued shares of a corporation into shares of another class or 
series, the corporation shall 
(a) deduct from the stated capital account maintained for the 

class or series of shares converted or changed an amount 
equal to the result obtained by multiplying the stated 
capital of the shares of that class or series by the number 
of sha res of that class or seri es converted or changed, 
divided by the number of issued shares of that class or 
series immediately before the conversion or change, and 

(b) add the result obtained under paragraph (a) and any 
additional consideration pursuant to the conversion or 
change to the stated capital account maintained or to be 
maintained for the class or series of shares into which the 
shares have been converted or changed. 

(5) For the purposes of subsection (4) and subject to its articles, 
if a corporation issues two classes of shares and there is 
attached to each class a right to convert a share of the one 
class into a share of the other class and a share of one class is 
converted into a share of the other class, the amount of stated 
capital attributable to a share in either class is the aggregate 
of the stated capital of both classes divided by the number of 
issued shares of both classes immediately before the conversion. 

(6) Shares or fractions of shares issued by a corporation and 
purchased, redeemed or otherwise acquired by it shall either be 
cancelled or restored to the status of authorized but unissued 
shares. 

(7) For the purposes of this section, a corporation holding shares in 
itself as permitted by subsections 31(1) and (2) is deemed not to 
have purchased, redeemed or otherwise acquired those shares. 

(8) Shares issued by a corporation and converted pursuant to their 
terms or changed under section 167, 185, 186 or 234 into shares 
of another class or series shall become issued shares of the 
class or series of shares into which the shares have been 
converted or changed. 
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(9) If issued shares of a class or series have become, pursuant to 
subsection (8), issued shares of another class or series, the 
number of unissued shares of the first-mentioned class or series 
shal I, unless the articles of amendment or reorganization 
othenfise provide, be increased by the number of shares that, 
pursuant to subsection (8), became shares of another class or 
series. 

37.1 (1) Debt obligations issued, pledged, hypothecated or deposited by a 
corporation are not redeemed by reason only that the indebtedness 
evidenced by the debt obligations or in respect of which the debt 
obligations are issued, pledged, hypothecated or deposited is 
repaid and those obligations remain obligations of the 
corporation until they are discharged. 

(2) Debt obligatio~s issued by a corporation and purchased, redeemed 
or othenfise acquired by it may be cancelled or, subject to any 
appl i cab 1 e trust indenture or other agreement, may be re; ssued, 
pledged or hypothecated to secure any obligation of the 
corporation then existing or thereafter incurred, and any such 
acquisition and reissue, pledge or hypothecation fs not a 
cancellation of the debt oblfgations. 

38 (1) A contract with a corporation providfng for the purchase by it of 
shares of the corporation is specifically enforceable against the 
corporation except to the extent that the corporation cannot 
perform the contract without being in breach of section 32 or 33. 

(2) . In an action brought on a contract referred to in subsection (I), 
the corporation has the burden of proving that performance of the 
contract is prevented by section 32 or 33. 

(3) Until the corporation has fully performed a contract referred to 
in subsection (1), the other party to that contract retains the 
status of a clai~ant and is entitled to be paid as soon as the 
corporatfon is lawfully able to do so or, in liquidation, to be 
ranked subordinate to the rights of creditors and to the rights 
of any class of shareholders whose r1ghts were in priority to the 
rights given to the class of shares which he contracted to sell 
to the corporation, but in priority to the r1ghts of the other 
shareholders. 
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39 (1) The directors may authorize the corporation to pay a reasonable 
corrunission to any person in consideration of his purchasing or 
agreeing to· purchase shares of the corporation from the 
corporation or from any other person, or procuring or agreeing to 
procure purchasers for shares of the corporation. 

40 (1) A corporation shall not declare or pay a dividend if there are 
reasonable grounds for believing that 
(a) the corporation is, or would after the payment be, unable to 

pay its liabilities as they become due, or 
(b) the realizable value of the corporation's assets would 

thereby be less than the aggregate of its liabilities and 
stated capital of all classes. 

41 (1) A corporation may pay a dividend by issuing fully paid shares of 
the corporation and, subject to section 40, a corporation may pay 
a dividend in money or property. 

(2) If shares of a corporation are issued in payment of a dividend, 
the declared amount of the dividend stated as an amount of money 
shall be added to the stated capital account maintained or to be 
maintained for ·the shares of the class or series issued in 
payment of the dividend. 

42 (1) Except as pennitted under subsection (2), a corporation shall 
not, directly or indirectly, give financial assistance by means 
of a loan, guarantee or otherwise 
(a) to a shareholder or director of the corporation or of an 

affiliated corporation, 
(b) to an associate of a shareholder or director of the 

corporation or of an affiliated corporation, or 
(c) to any person for the purpose of or in connection with a 

purchase of a share issued or to be issued by the 
corporation or an affiliated corporation, 

if there are reasonable grounds for believing that 

(d) the corporation is, or after giving the financial assistance 
would be, unable to pay its liabilities as they become due, 
or 
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(2) 

(e) the realizable value of the corporation's assets, excluding 
the amount of any financial assistance in the form of a loan 
or in the form of assets pledged or encumbered to secure a 
guarantee, after giving the financial assistance, would be 
less than the aggregate of the corporation's liabilities and 
stated capital of all classes. 

A corporation may give financial assistance by means of a loan, 
guarantee or otherwise 
(a) to any person in the ordinary course of business if the 

1 endi ng of money is part of the ordinary business of the 
corporation, 

Cb) to any person on account of expenditures incurred or to be 
incurred on behalf of the corporation, 

(c) to a holding body corporate if the corporation is a wholly 
owned subsidiary of the holding body corporate, 

(d) to a subsidiary body corporate of the corporation, or 
(e) to employees of the corporation or any of its affiliates 

(1) to enable or assist them to purchase or erect living 
accommodation for their own occupation, or 

<. i 1) in accordance wi th a pl an for the purchase of shares of 
the corporation or any· of its affiliates to be held by 
a trustee. 

(3) A contract made by a corporation in contravention of this section 
may be enforced by the corporation or by a lender for value in 
good faith without notice of the contravention. 

(4) Unless disclosure is otherwise made by a corporation, a financial 
statement referred to in paragraph 149(1)(a) shall contain the 
following information with respect to each case in which 
financial assistance is given by the corporation by way of loan, 
guarantee or otherwise, whether in contravention of this section 
or not, to any of the persons referred to in paragraph (1)(a), 
(b) or (c), if the financial assistance was given during the 
financial year or period to which the statement relates or 
remains outstanding at the end of that financial year or period: 
(a) the identity of the person to whom the financial assistance 

was given; 
(b) the nature of the financial assistance given; 
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(c) the terms on which the financial assistance was given; 
(d) the amount of the financial assistance 1 ni ti ally gi ven and 

the amount, if any, outstanding. 

43 (1) The shareholders of a corporation are not, as shareholders, 
liable for any liability, act or default of the corporation 
except under subsection 36(4), 113(6), 140(7) or 219(4). 

(2) Subject to subsections 45(8) and (9.1), the articles may provide 
that the corporation has a lien on a share registered in the name 
of a shareholder or his legal representative for a debt of that 
shareholder to the corporation, including an amount unpaid in 
respect of a share issued by a body corporate on the date it was 
continued under this Act. 

(3) A corporation may enforce a lien referred to in subsection (2) 1n 
accordance with its by-laws. 

(4) Except as provided in subsection 36(1), a shareholder of a Yukon 
company continued under section 4.2, remains liable for any 
amount unpaid in respect of an issued share and the corporation 
may call in and by notice in writing demand from a shareholder 
the whole or any part of the amount unpaid on a share and if the 
call is not paid in accordance with the demand, the corporation 
may forfeit any share on which the call is not paid. 

PART 6 

SECURITY CERTIFICATES, REGISTERS AND TRANSFERS 

Division 1 

Interpretation and General 

44 (1) The transfer or transmission of a security. shall be governed by 
this Part. 
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(2) In this Part, 

"adverse claim" includes a claim that a transfer was or would be 
wrongful or that a particular adverse person 1s the owner of or 
has an interest in the security; 

"bearer" means the person in possession of a security payable to 
bearer or endorsed in blank; 

"bona fide purchaser" means a purchaser for value in good faith 
and without notice of any adverse claim who takes delivery of a 
security in bearer form or order form or of a security in 
registered form 
(a) issued to him, or 
(b) endorsed to him or endorsed in blank by an appropriate 

person as def1ned in section 61; 

"broker" means a person who is engaged for all or part of his 
time in the business of buying and selling securities and who, in 
the transaction concerned, acts for, or buys a security from, or 
sells a security to, a customer; 

"delivery" means voluntary transfer of possession; 

"fiduc1ary" means 
(a) a trustee, guardian, committee, curator or tutor, 
(b) an executor, administrator or representative of a deceased 

person, and 
(c) any other person acting in a fiduciary capacity; 

"fungible" means, in relation to securities, securities of which 
any unit is, by nature or usage of trade, the equivalent of any 
other like unit; 

"genuine" means free of forgery or counterfeiting; 

"good fa i th" means honesty in fact in the conduct of the 
transaction concerned; 

"holder" means a person in possession of a security issued or 
endorsed to him or to bearer or in blank; 
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"issuer" includes a ~orporation 
(a) that is required by this Act to maintain a securities 

regi ster, or 
(b) that directly or indirectly creates fractional interests in 

its rights or property and that issues securities as 
evidence of those fractional interests; 

"overi ssue" means the issue of securities in excess of any 
maximum number of securities that the issuer is authorized by its 
articles or a trust fndenture to issue; 

U purchaser" means a person who takes by sa 1 e, mortgage, hypothec, 
pledge, issue, reissue, gift or any other voluntary transaction 
creating an interest in a security; 

"securityU or "security certiffcate" means an instrument issued 
by a corporation that is 
(a) in bearer, order or registered form, 
(b) of a type cOlTlTlOnly dealt fn on securities exchanges or 

markets or cOlllllOnly recognized in any area in which it is 
issued or dealt in as a medium for investment, 

(clone of a class or seri.es or by its terms divisibl~ into a 
class·or serfes of instruments, and 

(d) evidence of a share, participation or other interest fn or 

obligation of a corporation; 

"transfer" includes transmission by operation of law; 

Utrust indenture" means a trust fndenture as defined in section 
77; 

"unauthorized" in relatfon to a signature or an endorsement means 
one made without actual, implied or apparent authority and 
fncludes a forgery; 

"validU means issued in accordance with the applicable law and 
the articles of the issuer or validated under section 48. 
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(3) A security is a negotiable instrument except when 
(a) its transfer is restricted and noted on the security in 

accordance with subsection 45(B) or (9.1), or 
(b) it is stated conspicuously on the security certificate that 

it is non-negotiable. 

(4) A security is In registered form if 
(a) it specifies a person entitled to the security or to the 

rights it evidences, and 
(b) either its transfer is capable of being recorded in a 

securities register or the security so states. 

(5) A debt obligation Is in order form if by its terms it is payable 
to the order or assigns of any person specified in it with 
reasonable certainty or to him or his order. 

(6) A security is in bearer form if it is payable to bearer according 
to its terms and not by reason of any endorsement. 

(7) A guarantor for an issuer is deemed to be an issuer to the extent 
of his guarantee whether or not hfs obl igation is noted on the 
security. 

45 (1) A security holder is entitled at his option to a security 
certificate that complies with this Act or a non-transferable 
written acknowledgment of his right to obtain a security 
certificate from a corporation in respect of the securities of 
that corporation held by him. 

(2) A corporation may charge a reasonable fee .for a security 
certificate issued in respect of a transfer. 

(3) A corporation is not required to issue more than one security 
certificate in respect of securities held jointly by several 
persons, and delivery of a certificate to one of several joint 
holders is sufficient delivery to all. 

(4) A security certificate shall be signed manually by at least one 
director or officer of the corporation or by or on behalf of a 
registrar, transfer agent or branch transfer agent of the 
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corporation, or by a trustee who certifies it in accordance with 
a trust indenture, and any additional signatures required on a 
security certificate may be printed or other-wise mechanically 
reproduced on it. 

(5) Notwithstanding subsection (4), a manual signature is not 
required on 
(a) a security certificate representing 

(i) a fractional share, or 
(ii) an option or a right to acquire a security, or 

(b) a scrip certificate. 

(6) If a security certificate contains a printed or mechanically 
reproduced signature of a person, the corporation may issue the 
security certificate, notwithstanding that the person has ceased 
to be a di rector or an officer of the corporation, and the 
security certificate is as valid as if he were a director or an 
officer at the date of its issue. 

(7) There shall be stated on the face of each share certificate 
issued by a corporation 
(a) the na~~ of the corporation, 
(b) the words "Incorporated under the Business Corporations 

Act", 
(c) the name of the person to whom it was issued, and 
(d) the number and class of shares and the designation of any 

series that the certificate represents. 

(8) If a security certificate issued by a corporation or by a body 
corporate before the body corporate was continued under this Act 
is or becomes subject to 
(a) a restriction on fts transfer other than a constraint under 

sectfon 168, or 
(b) a lien in favour of the corporation. 

the restriction or lien is fneffective against a transferee of 
the security who has no actual knowledge of it unless 

(c) it or a reference to it 1s noted conspicuously on the 
security certificate. 

(d) the security certiffcate contains a conspicuous statement 
that it is non-negotiable, or 
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(e) the transferee is not 
(i) a bona fide purchaser, or 

(ii) a purchaser against whom the owner of the security may 
not assert the ineffectiveness of an endorsement under 
section 64. 

(9) A distributing corporation shall not restrict the transfer of 1ts 
shares except by way of a constraint permitted under section 168. 

(9.1) Where a Yukon company continued under section 4.2 has outstanding 
security certificates, and the words "private company" appear on 
the certificates, those words are deemed to be a notice of a 
restriction, lien, agreement or endorsement for the purposes of 
subsection (8). 

(10) There shall be stated legibly on a share certificate issued by a 
corporation that is authorized to issue shares of more than one 
class or series 
(a) the rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions attached 

to the shares of each class and series that exists when the 
share certificate is issued, or 

(b) that the class or series of shares that it represents has 
rights, privileges. restrict10ns or conditions attached to 
it and that the corporation will furnish to a shareholder, 
on demand and without charge. a full copy of the text of 
(i) the rights, prvileges, restrictions and conditions 

attached to each class authorized to be issued and to 
each seri es 1 n so fa r as they have been fi xed by the 
directors, and 

(li) the authority of the directors to fix the rights. 
privlleges, restrictions and conditions of subsequent 
series. 

(11) [f a share certificate issued by a corporation contains the 
statement mentioned in paragraph (lO)(b) , the corporation shall 
furnish to a shareholder on demand and without charge a full copy 
of the text of 
(a) the rights. privileges, restrictions and conditions attached 

to each class authorized to be issued and to each series in 
so far as they have been fixed by the directors, and 

(b) the authority of the directors to fix the rights, 
privileges, restrictions and conditions of subsequent 
series. 
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(12) A corporation may fssue a certificate for a fractional share or 
may issue in its place scrip certificates in a form that entitles 
the holder to receive a certificate for a full share by 
exchanging scrip certificates aggregating a full share. 

(13) The directors may attach conditions to any scrip certificates 
issued by a corporation, including conditions that 
(a) the scrip certificates become void if they are not exchanged 

for a share certificate representing a full share before a 
specified date, and 

(b) any shares for which those scrip certificates are 
exchangeable may, notwithstanding any pre-emptive right, be 
issued by the corporation to any person and the proceeds of 
those shares distributed rateably to the holders of the 
scrip certificates. 

(14) A holder of a fractional share issued by a corporation is not 
entitled to exercise voting rights or to receive a dividend in 
respect of the fractional share, unless 
(a) the fractional share results from a consolidation of shares, 

or 
(b) the articles of the co~poration otherwise p~vide. 

(15) A holder of a scrip certificate is not entftled to exercise 
voting rights or to receive a dividend fn respect of the scrip 
certificate. 

46 (1) A corporatfon shall maintain a securities regfster in which it 
records the securities issued by it in registered form, showing 
with respect to each class or serfes of securities 
(a) the names, alphabetfcally arranged, and the latest known 

address of each person who fs or has been a securfty holder, 
(b) the number of securities held by each security holder, and 
(c) the date and particulars of the issue and transfer of each 

security. 

(2) A corporation may appoint 
(a) an agent to maintain a central securfties register or 

registers, and 
(b) an agent or agents to maintafn a branch securities register 

or registers. 
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(3) Registration of the issue or transfer of a security in the 
central securities register or in a branch securities register is 
complete and valid registration for all purposes. 

(4) A branch securities register shall contain particulars of 
securities 1ssued or transferred at that branch. 

(5) Particulars of each issue or transfer of a security registered in 
a branch securities register shall also be kept in the 
corresponding central securities register. 

(6) Neither a corporation, nor its agent nor a trustee defined in 
subsection 77(1) is required to produce 
(a) a cancelled security certificate in registered form, an 

instrument referred to in subsection 29(1) that is cancelled 
or a like cancelled instrument in registered form 6 years 
after the date of its cancellation, 

(b) a cancelled security certificate in bearer form or an 
instrument referred to in subsection 29(1) that is cancelled 
or a like cancelled instrument in bearer form after the date 
of its cancellation, or 

(c) an ins~rument referred to in subsectfon 29(1) or a like 
instrument, irrespective of its form, after the date of its 
expiry. 

47 (1) A corporation or a trustee as defined in subsection 77(1) may, 
subject to sections 12B, 129 and 132, treat the registered owner 
of a security as the person exclUSively entitled to vote, to 
receive notices, to receive any interest, dividend or other 
payments in respect of the secur1 ty, and otherwise to exerc i se 
all the rights and powers of an owner of the security. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (I), but subject to a unanimous 
shareholder agreement, a corporation whose articles restrict the 
right to transfer its securities shall, and any other corporation 
may, treat a person as a registered security holder entitled to 
exercise all the rights of the security holder he represents if 
that person furnishes evidence as described in subsection 72(4) 
to the corporation that he is 
(a) the -executor, administrator, heir or legal representative of 

the heirs of the estate of a deceased security holder, 
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(b) a guardian, cOlllllittee, trustee, curator or tutor 
representing a registered security holder who is an infant, 
an incompetent person or a missing person, or 

(c) a liquidator of, or a trustee in bankruptcy for, a 
registered security holder. 

(3) If a person on whom the ownership of a security devolves by 
operation of law, other than a person described in subsection 
(2), furnishes proof of his authority to exercise rights or 
privileges in respect of a security of the corporation that is 
not· registered in his name, the corporation shall treat that 
person as entitled to exercise those rights or privileges. 

(4) A corporation is not required to inquire into the existence of, 
or see to the perfonnance or observance of, any duty owed to a 
third person by a registered holder of any of its securities or 
by anyone whom it treats, as permitted or required by this 
section, as the owner or registered holder of the securities. 

(5) If an infant exercises any rights of ownership in the securities 
of a corporation, no subsequent repudiation or avoidance is 
effective against t~e corporation. 

(6) A corporation shall treat as owner of a security the survivors of 
persons to whom the security was issued if 
(a) it receives proof satisfactory to it of the death of any 

joint holder of the security, and 
Cb) the security provides that the persons to whom the security 

was issued are joint holders with right of survivorship. 

(7) Subject to any applicable law relating to the collection of 
taxes, a person referred to in paragraph (2)(a) is entitled to 
become a registered holder or to designate a registered holder, 
if he deposits with the corporation or its transfer agent 
(a) the original grant of probate or of letters of 

administration, or a copy of it certified to be a true copy 
by 
(i) the court that granted the probate or letters of 

administration, 
(if) a trust company incorporated under the laws of Canada 

or a province, or 
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(iii) a lawyer or notary acting on behalf of the person 
referred to in paragraph (2)(a), 

or 

(b) in the case of transmission by notarial will in the Province 
of Quebec, a copy of the will authenticated pursuant to the 
laws of-that province, 

together wi th 

(c) an affidavit, statutory declaration or declaration of 
transmisSion made by a person referred to in paragraph 
(2)(a), stating the particulars of the transmission, and 

(d) the security certificate that was owned by the deceased 
holder 
(i) in the case of a transfer to a person referred to in 

paragraph (2)(a), with or without the endorsement of 
that person, and 

(i 1) in the cas.e of a transfer to any other person, endorsed 
in accordance with section 61, 

and accompanied by any assurance the corporation may require 
under section 72. 

(8) Notwithstanding subsection (7), if the laws of the jurisdiction 
governing the transmission of a security of a deceased holder do 
not require a grant of probate or of letters of administration in 
respect of the transmission, a legal representative of the 
deceased holder is entitled, subject to any applicable law 
relating to the collection of taxes, to become a regfstered 
holder or to designate a registered holder, if he deposits with 
the corporation or its transfer agent 
(a) the security certificate that was owned by the deceased 

holder, and 
(b) reasonable proof of the governing laws, of the deceased 

holder's interest in the security and of the right of the 
legal representative or the person he designates to become 
the registered holder. 
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(9) Deposit of the documents required by subsection (7) or (8) 
empowers a corporation or its transfer agent to record in a 
securities register the transmission of a security from the 
deceased holder to a person referred to in paragraph (2)(a) or to 
any person that the person referred to in pa ragraph (2)( a) may 
designate and, thereafter, to treat the person who thus becomes a 
registered holder as the owner of the security. 

48 (1) The provisions of this Part that validate a· security or compel 
its issue or reissue do not apply to the extent that validation, 
issue or reissue would result in overissue, but 
(a) if a valid security, similar in all respects to the security 

involved in the overissue, is reasonably available for 
purchase, the person entitled to the validation or issue may 
compel the issuer to purchase and deliver such a security to 
him against surrender of the security that he holds, or 

(b) if a valid security, similar in all respects to the security 
involved in the overissue, is not reasonably available for 
purchase, the person entitled to the validation or issue may 
recover from the issuer an amount equal t~ the price the 
last purchaser for value paid for the invalid security. 

(2) When an issuer subsequently amends its a~icles, or a trust 
indenture to which it is a party, to increase its authorized 
securities to a number equal to or in excess of the number of 
securities previously authorized plus the amount of the 
securities overissued, the securities so overissued are valid 
from the date of their issue. 

(3) Subsection (2) does not apply if the issuer has purchased and 
delivered a security in accordance with paragraph (l)(a) or paid 
the amount referred to in paragraph (l)(b). 

(4) A purchase or payment by an issuer under subsection (1) is not a 
purchase or payment to which section 32, 33, 34 or 37 applies. 

49 (1) In an action on a security, 
(a) unless specifically denied in the pleadings, each signature 

on the security or in a necessary endorsement is admitted, 
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(b) a signature on the security is presumed to be genuine and 
authorized but, if the effectiveness of the signature is put 
In issue, the burden of establishing that it is genuine and 
authorized is on the party claiming under the signature, 

(c) if a signature is admitted or established, production of the 
instrument entitles a holder to recover on it unless the 
defendant establishes a defence or a defect going to the 
validity of the security, and 

(d) if the defendant establishes that a defence or defect 
exists, the plaintiff has the burden of establishing that 
the defence or defect is ineffective against him or some 
person under whom he claims. 

50 (1) Unless otherwise agreed, and subject to any applicable law, 
regulation or stock exchange rule, a person required to deliver 
securities may deliver any security of the speciffed issue in 
bearer form or registered in the name of the transferee or 

endorsed to him or fn blank. 

Division 2 

Issue - Issuer 

51 (1) Even against a purchaser for value and without notice of a defect 
going to the validfty of a security, the terms of the security 
include those stated on the security and those incorporated in it 
by reference to another instrument, statute, rule, regulation or 

order to the extent that the terms so referenced do not conflict 
with the stated terms, but such a reference fs not of itself 
notice to a purchaser for value of a defect going to the valfdity 
of the security, notwithstanding that the security expressly 
states that a person accepting ft admits such notice. 

(2) A security is valid in the hands of a purchaser for value without 
notice of any defect going to its validity. 

(3) Except as provided In section 53, the fact that a security is not 
genuine Is a complete defence even against a purchaser for value 
and wfthout notice. 
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(4) All othel'" defences of an issuel"', including non-delivel"'Y and 
conditional delivel"'Y of a secul"'ity, al"'e ineffective against a 
pUl"'chasel'" fol'" value without notice of the pal"'ticulal'" defence. 

52 (1) Aftel'" an event that creates a I"'ight to irrmediate pel"'fonnance of 
the pl"'incipal obligation evidenced by a secul"'ity, 01'" that sets a 
date on 01'" aftel'" which a secul"'ity is to be pl"'esented 01'" 

sUl"'rendered fol'" I"'edemption 01'" exchange, a pUl"'chasel'" is deemed to 
have notice of any defect in its issue 01'" of any defence of the 
issuel"', 
(a) if the event requi I"'es the payment of money 01'" the de If very 

of secul"'ities, 01'" both, on presentation or sUl"'rendel'" of the 
security, and such funds 01'" secul"'ities are available on the 
date set for payment 01'" exchange, and the pUl"'chasel'" takes 
the secuI"'1ty more than one yeal'" aftel'" that date, 01'" 

(b) if the purchasel'" takes the secul"'ity mol"'e than two years 
aftel'" the date set fol'" sUl"'rendel'" 01'" pl"'esentation 01'" the date 
on which such perfol"'mance became due. 

53 (1) An unauthori zed signature on a secul"'i ty before or in the coul"'se 
of issue is ineffective, except that the signature is effective 

. . 

in favoul'" of a purchaser fol'" value·and ~ithout notice of the lack 
of authority, if the signing has been done by 
(a) an authenticating trustee, I"'egistral"', transfel'" agent or 

other person entrusted by the issuel'" with the signing of the 
secul"'ity, 01'" of similar secul"'ities, 01'" theil'" 1mmediate 
pl"'eparation for Signing, 01'" 

(b) an employee of the issuel'" 01'" of a pel"'son referl"'ed to in 
p8l"'agI"'aph (a) who in the ordinary coul"'se of his duties 
handles the secul"'ity. 

54 (1) If a secur1ty contains the signatures necessal"'Y to its issue or 
transfel'" but is incomplete in any othel'" respect, 
(a) any pel"'son may complete it by filling in the blanks in 

accordance with his author1ty, and 
(b) notw1thstanding that the blanks are incol"'rectly fi11ed in, 

the secul"'ity as completed is enfol"'ceable by a pUl"'chasel'" who 
took it fol'" value and without notice of the incOl"'rectness. 
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(2) A completed secu·rity that has been improperly altered, even if 

fraudulently altered, remains enforceable, but only according to 

its original terms. 

55 (1) A person signing a security as authenticatfng trustee, registrar, 

transfer agent or other person entrusted by the issuer with the 

signing of the security, warrants to a purchaser for value 

without notice that 

(a) the security is genuine, 

(b) his acts in connection with the fssue of the security are 

wfthin his authority, and 

(c) he has reasonable grounds for belfeving that the security is 

in the form and withi n the amount the f ssuer is authorf zed 

to fssue. 

(2) Unless othenfise agreed. a person referred to fn subsection (1) 

does not assume any further Ifability for the validity of a 

security. 

Divisfon 3 

Purchase 

56 (1) On delivery of a securfty, the purchaser acquires the rights in 

the security that his transferor had or had authority to convey. 

except that a purchaser who has been a party to any fraud or 
illegality affecting the security or who as a prior holder had 

notice of an adverse claim does not fmprove his position by 

taking from a later bona fide purchaser. 

(2) A bona ffde purchaser, fn additfon to acquiring the rights of a 

purchaser, also acquires the security free from any adverse 

claim. 

(3) A purchaser of a limited interest acquires rights only to the 

extent of the interest purchased. 

(4) Nothing in subsection (2) confers any rights on a purchaser 

unless all necessary endorsements are made by an appropriate 
person as deffned in section 61. 
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57 (1) A purchaser of a security, or any broker for a seller or 

purchaser, is deemed to have notice of all adverse claims if 
(a) the security, whether in bearer or registered form, has been 

endorsed "for collection n or "for surrender" or for some 
other purpose not involving transfer. or " 

(b) the security is in bearer form and has on it a statement 
that it is the property of a person other than the 

transferor. except that the mere wri ti ng of a name on a 
security is not such a statement. 

(2) Notwithstanding that a purchaser or any broker for a seller or 
purchaser has notice that a security is held for a third person 

or is registered in the name of or endorsed by a fiduciary. he 
has no duty to inquire into the rightfulness of the transfer and 

has no notice of an adverse claim. except that if a purchaser 
knows that the consideration is to be used for, or that the 
transaction is for. the personal benefit of the fiduciary or is 
othentise in breach of the fiduciary's duty, the purchaser is 

deemed to have notice of an adverse claim. 

58 (1) An event that creates a right to immediate performance of the" 
principal obligation evidenced by a security or that sets a date 

on or after which the security is to be presented or surrende~ed 
for redemption or exchange is not of itself notice of an adverse 
claim, except in the case of a purchase 
(a) after one year from any date set for such presentation or 

surrender for redemption or exchange. or 
(b) after six months from any date set for payment of money 

against presentation or surrender of the security if funds 

are available for payment on that date. 

59 (I) A person who presents a security for registration of transfer or 

for payment or exchange warrants to the issuer that he is 
entitled to the registration. payment or exchange. except that a 
purchaser for value without notice of an adverse claim who 

receives a new, reissued or re-registered security on 
registration of transfer warrants only that he has no knowledge 

of any unauthorized signature in a necessary endorsement. 
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(2) A person by transferring a security to a purchaser for value 
warrants only that 
(a) the transfer is effective and rightful, 
(b) the security is genuine and has not been materially altered, 

and 
(c) he knows of nothi ng that mi ght impai r the va I idi ty of the 

securi ty. 

(3) If a security is delivered by an intermediary known by the 
purchaser to be entrusted with delivery of the security on behalf 
of another or with collection of a draft or other claim to be 
collected against such delivery, the intermediary by such 
delivery warrants only his own good faith and authority even if 
he has purchased or made advances against the draft or other 
claim to be collected against the delivery. 

(4) A pledgee or other holder for purposes of security who redelivers 
a security received, or after payment and on order of the debtor 
delivers that security to a third person', gives only the 
warranties of an intermediary under subsection (3). 

(5) A broker gives 
(a) to his customer and to a purchaser the warranties provided 

in subsection (2), and 
(b) to the issuer the warranties provided in subsection (1). 

(6) A broker has the rights and privileges of a purchaser under this 
section. 

(7) The wa rranti es of and in favour of a broker acting as an agent 
are in addition to warranties given by his customer and 
warranties given in favour of his customer. 

60 (1) If a security in registered form 1s delivered to a purchaser 
without a necessary endorsement, he may become a bona fide 
purchaser only as of the time the endorsement is supplied, but 
against the transferor, the transfer is complete on delivery and 
the purchaser has a specifically enforceable right to have any 
necessary endorsement supplied. 
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61 (1) In this section, uappropriate person" means 

(a) the person speci fied by the securi ty or by specia 1 

endorsement to be entitled to the security, 

(b) if a person described in paragraph (a) is described as a 

fiduciary but is no longer serving in the described 

capacity, either that person or his successor, 

(c) if the security or endorsement mentioned in paragraph (a) 

specifies more than one person as fiduciaries and one or 

more are no longer servi ng in the described capaci ty, the 

remaining fiduciary or fiduciaries, whether or not a 

successor has been appointed or qualified, 

(d) if a person described in paragraph (a) is an individual and 

is without capacity to act by reason of death, incompetence, 

minority, or otherwise, his fiduciary, 

(e) if the security or endorsement mentioned in paragraph (a) 

specifies more than one person with right of survivorship 

and by reason of death all cannot sign, the surv;vor or 

survivors, 

(f) a person having power to sign under applicable law or a 

power of attorney, or 

(g) to the extent that a person deseri bed in paragraphs (a) to 

~f) may act through an agent, his authorized agent. 

(2) Whether the person Signing is an appropriate person is determined 

as of the time of Signing and an endorsement by such a person 

does not become unauthorized for the purposes of this Part by 

reason of any subsequent change of circumstances. 

(3) An endorsement of a security in registered form is made when an 

appropriate person signs, either on the security or on a separate 

document, an assignment or transfer of the security or a power to 

assign or transfer it, or when the signature of an appropriate 

person is written without more on the back of the security. 

(4) An endorsement may be special or in blank. 

(5) An endorsement in blank includes an endorsement to bearer. 

(6) A special endorsement specifies the person to whom the security 

is to be transferred, or who has power to transfer it. 
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(7) A holder may convert an endorsement in blank into a special 
endorsement. 

(8) Unless otherwise agreed, the endorser by his endorsement assumes 
no obligation that the security will be honoured by the issuer. 

(9) An endorsement purporting to be only of part of a security 
representing units intended by the issuer to be separately 
transferable is effective to the extent of the endorsement. 

(10) Failure of a fiduciary to comply with a controlling instrument or 
with the law of the jurisdiction governing the fiduciary 
relationship, including any law requiring the fiduciary to obtain 
court approval of a transfer. does not render hi s endorsement 
unauthorized for the purposes of this Part. 

62 (1) An endorsement of a security, whether special or in blank, does 
not constitute a transfer until delfvery of the security on which 
it appears or, if the endorsement is on a separate document, 
until delfvery of both the securfty and that document. 

63 (1) An endorsement of a security fn bearer form may gfve notice of an 
adverse claim under section 57 but does not otherwise affect any 
right to registration that the holder has. 

64 (1) Unless the owner has ratiffed an unauthorized endorsement or is 
otherwise precluded from asserting its ineffectiveness, he may 
assert its ineffectiveness against the issuer or any purchaser, 
other than a purchaser for value and without not i ce of adverse 
claims, who has in good faith received a new, reissued or 
re-registered security on registration of transfer. 

65 (1) A person who guarantees a signature of an endorser of a security 
warrants that at the time of signing 
(a) the signature was genuine, 

"(b) the signer was an appropriate person as defined in section 
61 to endorse, and 

(c) the signer had legal capacity to sign. 

(2) A person who guarantees a signature of an endorser does not 
otherwise warrant the rightfulness of the particular transfer. 
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(3) A person who guarantees an endorsement of a security warrants 
both the signature and the rightfulness of the transfer in all 
respects, but an issuer may not require a guarantee of 
endorsement as a condition to registration of transfer. 

(4) The warranties referred to in this section are made to any person 
taking or dealing with the security relying on the guarantee and 
the guarantor is liable to that person for any loss resulting 
from breach of warranty. 

66 (1) Delivery to a purchaser occurs when 
(a) he or a person designated by him acquires possession of a 

security, 
(b) his broker acquires possession of a security specially 

endorsed to or issued in the name of the purchaser, 
(c) his broker sends him confirmation of the purchase and the 

broker in hi s records fdenti fies a speci fi c securi ty as 
belonging to the purchaser, or 

(d) with respect to an identified security to be delivered while 
still in the possession of a third person, that person 
acknowledges that he holds it for the purchaser. 

(2) A purchaser is the owner of a security held for him by his 
broker, but a purchaser is not a hol der except in the cases 
referred to in paragraphs (l)(b) and (c). 

(3) If a security is part of a fungible bulk a purchaser of the 
security is the owner of a proportionate interest in the fungible 
bulk. 

(4) Notice of an adverse claim received by a broker or by a purchaser 
after the broker takes delivery as a holder for va I ue is not 
effective against the broker or the purchaser, except that, as 
between the broker and the purchaser. the purchaser may demand 
delivery of an equivalent security in relation to which no notice 
of an adverse claim has been received. 
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67 (1) Unless otherwise agreed, if a sale of a security is made on an 
exchange or otherwise through brokers, 
(a) the selling customer fulfils his duty to deliver when 

(i) he delivers the security to the selling broker or to a 
person designated by the selling broker, or 

(ii) he causes an acknowledgement to be made to the selling 
broker that the security is held for him, 

and 

(b) the selling broker, including a correspondent broker, acting 
for a selling customer fulfils his duty to deliver 
(1) by de li veri ng the securi ty or a 1 i ke secur1 ty to the 

buying broker or to a person designated by the buying 
broker, or 

"(i1) by effecting clearance of the sale in accordance with 
the rules of the exchange on which the transaction took 
place. 

(2) Except as otherwise provided in this sectfon and unless otherwise 
agreed, a transferor's duty to deliver a security under a 
contract of purchase fs not fulfilled until he 
(a) delivers the security in negotiable form to a purchaser or 

to a person designated by the purchaser, or 
(b) causes an acknowledgement to be made to the purchaser that 

the security is held for him. 

(3) A sale to a broker purchasing for hfs own account is subject to 
subsectfon (2) and not subsection (I), unless the sale is made on 
a stock exchange. 

68 (1) A person against whom the transfer of a security is wrongful for 
any reason, including his incapacity but not including an 
unauthorized endorsement, may against any person except a bona 
fide purchaser reclaim possession of the security or obtain 
possession of any new security evidencing all or part of the same 
rights or claim damages. 
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(2) If the transfer of a security is wrongful by reason of an 
unauthorized endorsement, the owner may reclaim possession of the 
security or obtain possession of a new security even from a 
purchaser for value and without notice of an adverse claim if the 
ineffectiveness of the purported endorsement may be asserted 
against such purchaser under section 64. 

(3) The right to reclaim possession of a security may be specifically 
enforced, its transfer may be restrained and the security may be 
impounded pending litigation. 

69 (1) Unless otherwise agreed, a transferor shall on demand supply a 
purchaser with proof of his authority to transfer or with any 
other requisite that is necessary to obtain registration of the 
transfer of a securi ty, but if the transfer is not for va I ue a 
transferor need not do so unless the purchaser pays the 
reasonable and necessary costs of the proof and transfer. 

(2) If the transferor fails to comply with a demand under subsection 
(1) within a reasonable time, the purchaser may reject or rescind 
the transfer. 

70 (1) No seizure of a security of a distributing corporation or other 
interest evidenced by a security is effective until the person 
making the seizure obtains possession of the security. 

70.1 (1) An agent or bailee who in good faith, including observance of 
reasonable commercial standards if he is in the business of 
buying, selling or otherwise dealing with securities, has 
received securities and sold, pledged or delivered them according 
to the instructions of his principal is not liable for conversion 
or for participation in breach of fiduciary duty although the 
principal has no right to d1spose of them. 

71 (1) If a security in registered form is presented for registration of 
transfer, the issuer shall register the transfer 1f 
(a) the security is endorsed by an appropriate person, as 

defined in section 61, 
(b) reasonable assurance is given that that endorsement is 

genuine and effective, 
(c) the issuer has no duty to inquire into adverse claims or has 

discharged any such duty, 
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(d) any applicable law relating to the collection of taxes has 
been complied with, 

(e) the transfer is rightful or is to a bona fide purchaser, and 
(f) any fee referred to in subsection 45(2) has been paid. 

(2) If an issuer has a duty to register a transfer of a security, the 
issuer is liable to the person presenting it for registration for 
loss resulting from any unreasonable delay in registration or 
from failure or refusal to register the transfer. 

72 (1) An hsuer may requi re an assurance that each necessary 
endorsement on a security is genuine and effective by requ1ring a 
guarantee of the signature of the person endorsing and by 
requiring 
(a) if the endorsement is ~y an agent, reasonable assurance of 

the agent's authority to sign, 
(b) if the endorsement is by a fiduciary. evidence of his 

apPointment or incumbency, 
(c) 1f there h more than one f1duciary, reasonable assurance 

that all who are required to sign have done so, and 
(~) in any other case, assurance ~hat correspo~ds as closely as 

practicable to the foregoing. 

(2) In subsection (1), "guarantee of the signature" means a guarantee 
signed by or on behalf of a person reasonably believed by the 
issuer to be a responsible person. 

(3) An issuer may adopt reasonable standards to determine responsible 
persons for the purpose of subsection (2). 

(4) In paragraph (l)(b) , "evidence of apPOintment or incumbency" 
means 
(a) in the case of a fiduciary appointed by a court, a copy of 

the order certified in accordance with subsection 47(7). and 
dated not earlier than 60 days before the date a security is 
presented for transfer, or 

(b) in any other case, a copy of a document showing the 
appointment or other evidence believed by the issuer to be 
appropri ate. 
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(5) An issuer may adopt reasonable standards with respect to evidence 
for the purposes of paragraph (4)(b). 

(6) An issuer is not deemed to have notice of the contents of any 
document obtained pursuant to subsection (4) except to the extent 
that the contents relate directly to appointment or incumbency. 

(7) If an issuer demands assurance additional to that specified in 
this section for a purpose other than that specified in 
subsection (4) and obtains a copy of a will, trust or partnership 
agreement, by-law or similar document, the fssuer is deemed to 
have notice of all matters contained therein affecting the 
transfer. 

73 (1) An issuer to whom a security is presented for regfstration of 
transfer has a duty to inquire into adverse claims if 
(a) written notice of an adverse claim is received at a time and 

in a manner that affords the issuer a reasonable opportunity 
to act on it before the issue of a new, reissued or 
re-registered security and the notice discloses the name and 
address of the claimant, the registered owner and the issue 
of which the security is a part. or 

(b) the issuer is deemed to have notice of an adverse claim from 
a document that is obtained under subsection 72(7). 

(2) An issuer may discharge a duty of inquiry by any reasonable 
means, including notifying an adverse claimant by registered mail 
sent to the address furnished by him or, if no such address has 
been furnished. to his residence or regular place of business, 
that a security has been presented for registration of transfer 
by a named person, and that the transfer will be registered 
unless within 30 days from the date of mailing the notice either 
(a) the issuer is served with a restraining order or other order 

of the Court, or 
(b) the issuer is provided with an indemnity bond sufficient in 

the issuer's judgment to protect the issuer and any 
registrar, transfer agent or other agent of the issuer from 
any loss that may be incurred by any of them as a result of 
complying with the adverse claim. 
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(3) Unless an issuer ;s deemed to have notice of an adve~e claim 

from a document that it obtained under subsection 72(7) or has 

received notice of an adverse claim under subsection (1), if a 

security presented for reg;stration is endorsed by the 

appropriate person as defined in section 61 the issuer has no 

duty to inquire into adve~e claims, and in particular, 

(a) an issuer registering a security in the name of a person who 

is a fiduciary or who is described as a fiduciary is not 

bound to inquire into the existence, extent or correct 

description of the fiduciary relationship, and thereafter 

the issuer may assume without inquiry that the fiduciary is 

no longer acting as such with respect to the partfcular 

security, 

(b) an issuer registering a transfer on an endorsement by a 

fiduciary has no duty to inquire whether the transfer is 

made in compliance with the document or with the law of the 

jurisdiction governing the fiduciary relationshtp, and 

(c) an issuer is not deemed to have noti ce of the contents of 

any court record or any registered document even if the 

record or document is in the issuer's possession and even if 

the transfer is made on the endorsement. of a fiduciary to 

the fiduciary himself or to his nominee. 

(4) A written notice of adverse claim received by an issuer is 

effective for 12 months from the date when tt was received and 

thereon ceases to be effective unless the notice is renewed in 
writing. 

(S) An issuer who registers the transfer of a security on an 
unauthorized endorsement is liable for improper registration. 

74 (1) Except as othe,..,.,ise provided in any applicable law relating to 
the collection of taxes, the issuer is not liable to the owner or 

any other person who incurs a loss as a result ·of the 
registration of a transfer of a security if 

(a) the necessary endorse~nts were on or with the security, and 

(b) the issuer had no duty to inquire into adverse claims or had 
discharged any such duty. 
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(2) If an issuer has registered a transfer of a security to a person 
not entitled to it, the issuer shall on demand deliver a like 
security to the owner unless 
(a) subsection (1) applies, 
(b) the owner is precluded by subsection 75(1) from asserting 

any claim, or 
(c) the delivery would result in overissue, in which case the 

issuer's liability is governed by section 48. 

75 (1) If 
(a) a security has been lost, apparently destroyed or wrongfully 

taken, and the owner fails to notify the issuer of that fact 
by giving the issuer written notice of his adverse claim 
within a reasonable time after he knows of the loss, 
destruction or taking, and 

(b) the issuer has registered a transfer of the security before 
receiving such notice, 

the owner is precluded from asserting against the issuer any 
claim to a new security. 

(2) if the owner of a security claims that the security has 'been . . 
lost. destroyed or wrongfully taken, the issuer shall issue a new 
security in place of the original security if the owner 
(a) so requests before the issuer has notice that the security 

has been acquired by a bona fide purchaser and before a 
purchaser described in section 64 has received a new, 
reissued or re-registered security, 

(b) furnishes the issuer with a sufficient indemnity bond, and 
(c) satisfies any other reasonable requirements imposed by the 

issuer. 

(3) If, after the issue of a new security under subsection (2), a 
bona fide purchaser of the original security presents the 
original security for registration of transfer. the issuer shall 
register the transfer unless registration would result in 
overissue, in which case the issuer's liability is governed by 
section 48. 

(4) In addition to any rights on an indemnity bond, the issuer may 
recover a new security issued under subsection (2) from the 
person to whom it was issued or any person taking under him other 
than a bona fide purchaser. 
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76 (1) An authenti cati ng trustee, registrar. transfer agent or other 

agent of an issuer has, in respect of the issue, registration of 

transfer and cancellation of a security of the issuer, 

(a) a duty to the issuer to exerci se good fa i th and reasonab 1 e 

dll igence. and 

(b) the same obligations to the holder or owner of a security 

and the same rights. privileges and immunities as the 

issuer. 

(2) Notice to an authenticating trustee. registrar. transfer agent or 

other agent of an issuer is notice to the issuer with respect to 

the functions performed by the agent. 

PART 7 

CORPORATE BORROWING 

Division 1 

Trust Indentures 

77 (1)' In this Division. 

"event of default" means an event specified in a trust indenture 

on the occurrence of which 

(a) a security interest constituted by the trust indenture 

becomes enforceable. or 
(b) the principal. interest and other money payable under the 

trust indenture become or may be declared to be payable 

before maturity, 

but the event is not an event of default until all 

conditions prescribed by the trust indenture in connection 

with that event for the giving of notice or the lapse of 

time or otherwise have been satisfied; 

"trustee" means any person appointed as trustee under the tenns 

of a trust indenture to which a corporation is a party and 
includes any successor trustee; 
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"trust indentureD means any deed, indenture or other instrument, 
including any supplement or amendment to it, made by a 
corporation after its incorporation or continuance under this 
Act, under which the corporation issues debt obligations and in 
whi ch a person is appoi nted as trustee for the holders of the 
debt obligations issued under it. 

(2) This Division applies to a trust indenture only if the debt 
obligations issued or to be issued under the trust indenture are 
part of a distribution to the public. 

78 (1) No person shall be appointed as trustee if there is a material 
conflict of interest between his role as trustee and his role in 
any other capacity. 

(2) A trustee shall, within 90 days after he becomes aware that a 
material conflict of interest exists, 
(a) eliminate the conflict of interest. or 
(b) resign from office. 

(3) A trust indenture. any debt obligations issued under it and a 
security interest effected by it- are valid notwithstanding a 
material conflict of interest of the trustee. 

(4) If a trustee contravenes subsection (1) or (2), any interested 
person may apply to the Court for an order that the trustee be 
replaced. and the Court may make an order on any terms it thinks 
fit. 

79 (1) A trustee. or at least one of the trustees if more than one is 
appointed, shall be a body corporate incorporated under the laws 
of Canada or a province and authorized to carry on the business 
of a trust company. 

80 (1) A holder of debt obligations issued under a trust indenture may, 
on payment to the trustee of a reasonable fee, require the 
trustee to furnish within 15 days after delivering to the trustee 
the statutory declaration referred to in subsection (4), a list 
setting out 

(a) the names and addresses of the registered holders of the 
outstanding debt obligations, 
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(b) the principal amount of outstanding debt obligations owned 

by each of those holders, and 

(c) the aggregate principal amount of debt obligations 

outstanding, as shown on the records maintained by the 

trustee on the day that the statutory declaration is 

delivered to that trustee. 

(2) On the demand of a trustee, the issuer of debt obligations shall 

furnish the trustee with the infonnation required to enable the 

trustee to comply with subsection (1). 

(3) If the person requiring the trustee to furnish a list under 

subsection (1) is a body corporate, the statutory declaration 

required under that subsection shall be made by a director or 
officer of the body corporate. 

(4) The statutory declaration required under subsection (1) shall 

state 

(a) the name and address of the person requiring the trustee to 

furnish the list and, if the person is a body corporate, the 

address for service of the body corporate, and 

(b) that the li st will not be used except as permi tted under 

subsection (5). 

(5) A list obtained under this section shall not be used by any 

person except in connection with 
(a) an effort to influence the voting of the holders of debt 

obligations, 

(b) an offer to acquire debt obligations, or 
(c) any other matter relating to the debt obligations or the 

affairs of the issuer or guarantor of the debt obligations. 

(6) A person who, wi thout reasonab 1 e cause, contravenes subsect i on 

(5) is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than 
$5000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than 6 months or 

to both. 

\. 
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81 (1) An issuer or a guarantor of debt obligations issued or to be 
issued under a trust indenture shall before the doing of any act 
under paragraph (a), (b) or (c), furnish the trustee with 
evidence of compliance with the conditions in the trust indenture 
relating to 
(a) the issue, certification and delivery of debt obligations 

under the trust indenture, 
(b) the release or release and substitution of property subject 

to a securi ty interest constituted by the trust indenture, 
or 

(c) the satisfaction and discharge of the trust indenture. 

(2) On the demand of a trustee, the issuer or guarantor of debt 
obligations issued or to be issued under a trust indenture shall 
furnish the trustee with evidence of compliance with the trust 

. indenture by the issuer or guarantor in respect of any act to be 
done by the trustee at the request of the issuer or guarantor. 

82 (1) Evidence of compliance as required by section 81 shall consist of 
(a) a statutory declaration or certificate made by a director or 

an. officer of the issuer or guarantor stating that the 
conditions referred to .in that section have been complied 
with, and 

(b) if the trust indenture requires compliance with conditions 
that are subject to review 
(i) by legal counsel, an opinion of legal counsel that 

those conditions have been complied with, and 
(if) by an auditor or accountant, an opinion 

the auditor of the issuer or guarantor, 
accountant the trustee may select, 
conditions have been complied with. 

or report of 
or any other 
that those 

83 (1) The evidence of compliance referred to in section 82 shall 
include a statement by the person giving the evidence 
(a) declaring that he has read and understands the conditions of 

the trust indenture described in section 81, 
(b) describing the nature and scope of the examination or 

investigation on which he based the certificate, statement 
or opinion, and 

(c) declaring that he has made any examination or investigation 
that he believes necessary to enable him to make the 
statements or give the opinions contained or expressed 
therei n. 
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84 (1) On the demand of a trustee. the issuer or guarantor of debt 
obHgations issued under a trust indenture shall furnish the 

trustee with evidence in any form the trustee may require as to 

compliance with any condition of the trust indenture relating to 

any action required or permitted to be taken by the issuer or 
guarantor under the trust indenture. 

(2) At least once in each 12-month period beginning on the date of 

the trust indenture and at any other time on the demand of a 

trustee, the issuer or guarantor of debt obligations issued under 

a trust indenture shall furnish the trustee with a certificate 

that the issuer or guarantor has complied with all requirements 

contained in the trust indenture that, if not complied with, 

would, with the giving of notice, lapse of time or otherwise, 

constitute an event of default, or, if there has been failure to 

so comply, giving part}culars of the failure. 

85 (1) The trustee shall, within 30 days after the trustee becomes aware 
of its occurrence, give to the hold~rs of debt obligations issued 

under a trust indenture, notice of every event of default arising 

under the trust indenture and continuing at the time the not1ce 
is given. unless the trustee reasonably, believes that it is in 

the best interests of the holders of the debt obl.igations to 

withhold the notice and so informs the issuer or guarantor in 
writing. 

86 (1) A trustee in exercising h;s powers and discharging his duties 
shall 

(a) act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best 

interests of the holders of the debt obligations issued 

under the trust indenture, and 

(b) exercise the care, diligence and skill of a reasonably 

prudent trustee. 

87 (1) Notwithstanding section 86, a trustee is not liable if he relies 
in good faith on statements contained in a statutory declaration, 

certificate, opinion or report that compl ies with thi.s Act or the 
trust indenture. 

88 (1) No term of a trust indenture or of any agreement between 

(a) a trustee and the holders of debt obligations issued under 

the trust indenture. or 
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(b) between the trustee and the issuer or guarantor 

shall operate so as to relieve a trustee from the duties imposed 
on him by section 86. 

PART 8 

RECEIVERS AND RECEIVER-MANAGERS 

89 (1) A receiver of any property of a corporation may, subject to the 
rights of secured creditors, receive the income from the 
property, pay the liabilfties connected with the property and 
realize the security interest of those on behalf of whom he is 
appointed, but, except to the extent permitted by the Court, he 
may not carry on the business of the corporation. 

90 (1) A receiver of a corporation may, if he 1s also appOinted 
receiver-manager of the corporation, carry on any business of the 
corporation to protect the security interest of those on behalf 
of whom he 1s appOinted. 

91 (1) If a receiver-manager is appointed by the Court or under an 
instrument, the powers of the directors of the corporation that 
the receiver-manager is authorized 
exercised by the directors until 
discharged. 

to exercise may not be 
the receiver-manager is 

92 (1) A receiver 01' receiver-manager appOinted by the Court sha 11 act 
in accordance with the directions of the Court. 

93 (1) A receiver or receiver-manager appointed under an instrument 
shall act in accordance with that instrument and any direction of 
the Court made under section 95. 

94 (1) A receiver or receiver-manager of a corporation apPOinted under 
an instrument shall 
(a) act honestly and in good faith. and 
(b) deal with any property of the corporation in his possession 

or control in a commercially reasonable manner. 
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95 (1) On an application by a receiver or receiver-manager, whether 
appointed by the Court or under an instrument, or on an 
application by any interested person, the Court may make any 
order it thinks fit including, without limiting the generalfty of 
the foregoing, any or all of the following: 
(a) an order appointfng, replacfng or dfscharging a receiver or 

receiver-manager and approving his accounts; 
(b) an order detennining the notice to be given to any person or 

dispensing with notice to any person; 
(c) an order fixing the remuneration of the receiver or 

receiver-manager; 
(d) an order 

(f) requiring the recefver or receiver-manager, or a person 
by or on behalf of whom he is appointed, to make good 
any default in connection with the receiver's or 
receiver-manager's custody or management of the 
property and business of the corporation; 

(ii) relieving any of those persons from any default on any 
tenns the Court thinks fft; 

(iii) confinning any act of the receiver or recefver-manager; 
(e) an order giving dfrections on any matter relating to the 

duties of the recefver or receiver-manager •. 

96 (1) A receiver or receiver-manager shall 
(a) immedfately notify the Registrar of his appointment or 

discharge, 
(b) take into his custody and control the property of the 

corporation in accordance with the Court order or instrument 
under which he is appointed. 

(c) open and maintain a bank account in his name as receiver or 
receiver-manager of the corporation for the money of the 
corporation coming under his control, 

(d) keep detailed accounts of all transactions carried out by 
him as recefver or receiver-manager, 

(e) keep accounts of his administration that shall be available 
during usual business hours for inspection by the directors 
of the corporation, 
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(f) prepare at least once in every 6-month period after the date 
of his appointment financial statements of his 
administration as far as is practicable in the form required 
by section 149, and, subject to any order of the Court, file 
a copy of them with the Registrar within 60 days after the 
end of each 6-month period, and 

(g) on completion of his duties, 
(i) render a final account of his administration in the 

form adopted for interim accounts under paragraph (f), 
(i i) send a copy of the fi na 1 report to the Reg; strar who 

-shall file it, and 
(iii) send a copy of the final report to each director of the 

corporation. 

PART 9 

DIRECTORS AND OFFICERS 

97 (1) Subject to any unanimous shareholder agreement,. the di rectors 
shall manage the business and affai~ of a corporation. 

(2) A corporation shall have one or more directors but a distributing 
corporation shall have not fewer than three directors, at least 
two of whom are not officers or employees of the corporation or 
its affiliates. 

98 (1) Unless the articles, by-laws or a unanimous shareholder agreement 
othe~ise provide, the directors may, by resolution, make, amend 
or repeal any by-laws that regulate the business or affairs of 
the corporation. 

(2) The directors shall submit a by-law, or an amendment or a repeal 
of a by-law, made under subsection (1) to the shareholders at the 
next meeting of shareholders, and the shareholders may, by 
ordinary resolution, confirm, reject or amend the by-law, 
amendment or repea 1. 
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(3) A by-law, or an amendment or a repeal of a by-law. is effective 
from the date of the resolution of the directors under subsection 
(1) unt 11 it is confi nned, confi rmed as amended or rejected by 
the shareholders under subsection (2) or until it ceases to be 
effective under subsection (4) and. if the by-law is confirmed or 
confirmed as amended, it continues in effect in the fonn in which 
it was so confirmed. 

(4) If a by-law, or an amendment or a repeal of a by-law, is rejected 
by the shareholders, or if the directors do not submit a by-law, 
or an amendment or a repeal of a by-law, to the shareholders as 
required under subsection' (2), the by-law, amendment or repeal 
ceases to be effective and no subsequent resolution of the 
directors to make, amend or repeal a by-law having substantially 
the same purpose or effect is effective until it is confirmed or 
confirmed as amended by the shareholders. 

(5) A shareholder entitled to vote at an annual meeting of 
shareholders may in accordance wHh section 131 make a proposal 
to make, amend or repeal a by-law. 

98.1 (1) Unless the articles or by~laws of, or a unenimous shareholder 
agreement relating to, a corporation otherwise provide, the 
directors of a corporation may, without authorization of the 
shareholders, 
(a) borrow money on the credit of the corporation, 
(b) issue, reissue, sell or pledge debt obl igations of the 

corporation, 
(c) subject to section 42, gi ve a guarantee on be ha 1 f of the 

corporation to secure perfonnance of an obligation of any 
person, and 

(d) mortgage, hypothecate, pledge or otherwise create a security 
interest in all or any property of the corporation, owned or 
subsequently acquired, to secure any obligation of the 
corporation. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsections 110(2) and paragraph 116(1)(a). 
unless the articles or by-laws of or a unanimous shareholder 
agreement relating to a corporation otherwise provide, the 
directors may, by resolution, delegate the powers referred to in 
subsection (1) to a di rector. a commi ttee of di rectors or an 
officer. 
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99 (1) After issue of the certificate of incorporation, a meeting of the 
directors of the corporation shall be held at which the directors 
may 
(a) make by-laws. 
(b) adopt forms of security certificates and corporate records. 
(c) authorize the issue of securities, 
(d) appoint officers, 
(e) appoint an auditor to hold office until the first annual 

meeti-ng of shareholders, 
(f) make banking arrangements, and 
(g) transact any other business. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to a body corporate to which a 
certificate of amalgamation has been issued under section 179 or 
180.1 or to which a certificate of continuance has been issued 
under section 181. 

(3) An incorporator or a director may call the meeting of directors 
referred to in subsection (1) by giving not 1 ess than 5 days I 

notice of the meeting to each director, stating the time and the 
place of the meeting. 

(4) A director may waive notice under' subsection 99(3). 

100 (1) The following persons are disqualified from being a director of a 
corporation: 
(a) anyone who is less than 19 years of agei 
(b) anyone who 

(i) is the subject of an order under the Mental Health Act 
appointing a committee of his person or estate or both. 
or 

(i1) has been found to be mentally incompetent by a court 
elsewhere than in· Yukoni 

(c) a person who is not an individual; 
(d) a person who has the status of bankrupt. 

(2) UnleliS the articles otherwise provide, a director of a 
corporation is not required to hold shares issued by the 
corporation. 
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(3) A person who is elected or appointed a director 1s not a director 
unless 
(a) he was present at the meeting when he was elected or 

appointed and did not refuse to act as a director, or 
(b) if he was not present at the meeting when he was elected or 

appointed, 
(i) he consented to act as a director fn writing before his 

election or appointment or within 10 days after it, or 
(ii) he has acted as a director pursuant to the election or 

appointment. 

(4) For the purpose of subsection (3), a person who is elected or 
appointed as a director and refuses under paragraph (3)(a) or 
fa i1 s to consent or act under paragraph (3)(b) shall be deemed 
not to have been elected or appointed as a director. 

101 (1) At the time of sending articles of incorporation, the 
incorporators shall send to the Registrar a notice of directors 
in prescribed form and the Registrar shall ff1e the notfce. 

(2) Each director named in the notice referred to in subsection (1) 
holds office from the issue" of the certificate of incorporation 
until the first meetfng of shareholders. 

(3) Subject to paragraph (9)(a) and section 102, shareholders of a 
corporation shall, by ordinary resolution at the ffrst meeting of 
shareho I ders and at each succeedf ng annua I meeti ng at whi ch an 
election of directors is required, elect directors to hold office 
for a term expiring not later than the close of the next annual 
meeting of shareholders following the election. 

(4) If the articles so provide, the directors may, between annual 
general meetings, appoint one or more additional directors of the 
corporation to serve until the next annual general meeting, but 
the number of additfonal directors shall not at any time exceed 
one third of the number of directors who held office at the 
expiration of the last annual meeting of the corporation. 

(5) It is not necessary that all directors elected at a meeting of 
shareholders hold office for the same term. 
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(6) A director not elected for an expressly stated tenn ceases to 
hold office at the close of the first annual meeting of 
shareholders following his election. 

(7) Notwithstanding subsections (2), (3) and (6), if dlrectors are 
not elected at a meeting of shareholders, the incumbent directors 
continue in office until their successors are elected. 

(8) If a meeting of shareholders fails to elect the number or the 
minimum number of directors required by the articles by reason of 
the disqualification or death of any candidate, the directors 
elected at that meeting may exercise all the powers of the 
directors if the number of directors so elected constitutes a 
quorum. 

(9) The articles or a unanimous shareholder agreement may provide for 
the election or appointment of a director or directors 
(a> for tenns expiring not later than the close of the third 

annual meeting of shareholders following the election, and 
(b) by creditors or employees of the corporation or by a class 

or classes of those creditors or employees. 

102 (1) If the articles provide for cumulative voting, -(a> the articles shall require a fixed number and not a minimum 
and maximum number of directors, 

(b) each shareholder entitled to vote at an election of 
directors has the right to cast a number of votes equal to 
the number of votes attached to the shares held by him 
multiplied by the number of directors to be elected, and he 
may cast all those votes in favour of one candidate or 
distribute them among the candidates in any manner, 

(c) a separate vote of shareholders shall be taken with respect 
to each candidate nominated for director unless a resolution 
is passed unanimously pennftting two or more candidates to 
be elected by a single resolution, 

(d) if a shareholder votes for more than one candidate without 
specifying the distribution of his votes· among the 
candidates, he is deemed to have distributed his votes 
equally among the candidates for whom he voted, 
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(e) If the number of candidates nominated for director exceeds 
the number of positions to be filled, the candidates who 
receive the least number of votes shall be eliminated until 
the number of candi dates remai ni ng equals the number of 
positions to be filled, 

(f) each di rector ceases to hol d offi ce at the close of the 
first annual meeting of shareholders following his election, 

(g) a director may not be removed from office if the votes cast 
- against his removal would be sufficient to elect him and 

those votes could be voted cumulatively at an election at 
whi ch the same total number of votes were cast and the 
number of directors required by, the articles were then being 
elected. and 

(h) the number of directors required by the articles may not be 
decreased if the votes cast against the motion to decrease 
wou 1 d be suffl ci ent to elect a di rector, and those votes 
could be voted cUII"I~dtively, at an election at which the 
same total number of votes were cast and tile number of 
directors required by the articles were then being elected. 

103 (1) A director of a corporation ceases to hold office when 
(a) he dies or resigns, 
(b) he is removed in accordance with section 104. or 
(c) he becomes disqualified under subsection 100(1). 

(2) A resignation of a director becomes effective at the time a 
written resignation is sent to the corporation, or at the time 
specified in the reSignation, whichever is later. 

104 (1) Subject to paragraph 102(1)(g) or a unanimous shareholder 
agreement. the shareholders of a corporation may by ordinary 
resolution at a special meeting remove any director or directors 
from office. 

(2) If the holders of any class or series of shares' of a corporation 
have an exclusive right to elect one or more directors. a 
director so elected may only be removed by an ordinary resolution 
at a meeting of the shareholders of that class or series. 
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(3) Subject to paragraphs 102(1)(b) to (e), a vacancy created by the 
removal of a director may be filled at the meeting of the 
shareholders at which the director is removed or, if not so 
filled, may be filled under section 106. 

(4) A director elected or appointed under subsection 101(9) may be 
removed only by those persons having the power to elect or 
appoint that director. 

105 (1) A director of a corporation is entitled to receive notice of and 
to attend and be heard at every meeting of ,shareholders. 

(2) A director who 
(a) resigns. 
(b) receives a notice or otherwise learns of a meeting of 

shareholders called for the purpose of removing him from 
office. or 

(c) receives a notice or otherwise learns of a meeting of 
directors or shareholders at which another person is to be 
appOinted or elected to fill the office of director, whether 
because of his resignation or removal or because his term of 
office has expired or is about to expire, 

is entitled to submit to the corporation a written statement 
giving the reasons for his resignation or the reasons why he 
opposes any proposed action or resolution. 

(3) A corporation shall forthwith send a .copy of the statement 
referred to in subsection (2) 
(a) to every shareholder entitled to receive notice of any 

meeting referred to in subsection (1) and, 
(b) if the corporation is a distributing corporation. to the 

Registrar of Securities 

unless the statement is included in or attached to a management 
proxy circular required by section 144. 

(4) No corporation or person acting on its behalf incurs any 
liability by reason only of Circulating a director's statement in 
compliance with subsection (3). 
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106 (1) A quorum of directors may, subject to subsections (3) and (4). 

fill a vacancy among the directors, except a vacancy resulting 

from an increase in the number or minimum number of directors or 

from a failure to elect the number or minimum number of directors 

required by the articles. 

(2) [f there is not a quorum of directors. or if there has been a 

failure to elect the number or minimum number of directors 

required by the articles, the directors then in office shall 

forthwith ca 11 a specia 1 meet 1 ng of shareholders to ff11 the 

vacancy and, if they fail to call a meeting or if there are no 

d1 rectors then 1 n office, the meetf ng may be ca 11 ed by any 

shareholder. 

(3) [f the holders of any class or series of shares of a corporat10n 

or any other class of persons have an exclusfve right to elect 

one or more dfrectors and a vacancy occurs among those dfrectors. 

(a) subject to subsectfon (4). the remaining dfrectors elected 

by that class or series may ffll the vacancy except a 

vacancy resulting from an increase in the number or minfmum 

number of di rectors for that cl ass or series or from a 

failure to elect· the number or minimum number of dfr.ectors 
for that class or series. or 

(b) if there are no such remaining directors, any holder of 

shares of that class or series or any member of that other 

class of persons. as the case may be, may call a meeting of 

those shareholders or those persons for the purpose of 

filling the vacancy. 

(4) The articles or a unanimous shareholder agreement may provfde 

that a vacancy among the dfrectors shall only be fflled by 
(a) a vote of the shareholders, 

(b) a vote of the holders of any class or series of shares 

having an exclusive right to elect one or more dfrectors if 

the vacancy occurs among the dfrectors elected by that class 
or series, or 

(c) the vote of any class of persons hav i ng an exc 1 us i ve ri ght 

to elect one or more directors if the vacancy occurs among 

the directors elected by that class of persons. 

(5) A director appointed or elected to fill a vacancy holds office 

for the unexpired term of his predecessor. 
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107 (1) The shareholders of a corporation may amend the articles to 
increase or, subject to paragraph 102(h), to decrease the number 
of directors or the minimum or maximum number of directors, but 
no decrease shall shorten the term of an incumbent director. 

(2) If the shareholders adopt an amendment to the articles of a 
corporation to increase the number or minimum number of 
directors, the shareholders may, at the meeting at which they 
adopt the amendment, elect an additional number of directors 
authorized by the amendment, and for that purpose, 
notwithstanding subsections 173(1) and 255(3), on the issue of a 
certificate of amendment the articles are deemed to be amended as 
of the date the shareholders adopt the amendment to the articles. 

108 (1) Within 15 days after a change is made among the directors, a 
corporation shall send to the Registrar a notice in prescribed 
form setting out the change and the Registrar shall file the 
notice. 

(2) Any interested person, or the Registrar, may apply to the Court 
for an order to require a corporation to comply with subsection 
(I), and. the Court may so order and make any further order it 
thinks fit. 

109 (1) Unless the articles otherwise provide, the directors may meet at 
any place and on any notice the by-laws require. 

(2) Subject to the articles or by-laws, a majority of the number of 
directors appOinted constitutes a quorum at any meeting of 
directors, and, notwithstanding any vacancy among the directors, 
a quorum of directors may exercise all the powers of the 
directors. 

(3) A notice of a meeting of directors shall specify any matter 
referred to in subsection 110(2) that is to be dealt with at the 
meeting but, unless the by-laws otherwise provide, need not 
specify the purpose or the business to be transacted at the 
meeting. 
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(4) A director may in any manner waive a notice of a meeting of 
directors, and attendance of a director at a meeting of directors 
is a waiver of notice of the meeting, except when a director 
attends a meeting for the express purpose of objecting to the 
transaction of any business on the grounds that the meeting is 
not lawfully called. 

(5) Notice of an adjourned meeting of directors fs not required to be 
given if the tfme and place of the adjourned meeting fs announced 
at the origfnal meeting. 

(6) If a corporatfon has only one dfrector, that director may 
constitute a meeting. 

(7) A director may· partfcipate in a meeting of directors or of a 
commi ttee of di rectors by means of telephone or other 
communication facilfties that permit all persons partfcipating in 
the meeting to hear each other ff 
(a) the by-laws so provide, or 
(b) subject to the by-laws, all the directors of the corporation 

consent, 

and a dfrector participating in a meeting by those means is 
deemed for the purposes of this Act to be present at that 
meeting. 

110 (1) Dfrectors of a corporation may appoint from their number a 
managing director or a committee of directors and delegate to the 
managing director or committee any of the powers of the 
directors. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), no managing director and no 
committee of directors has authority to 
(a) submit to the shareholders any questfon or matter requiring 

the approval of the shareholders, 
(b) fHl a vacancy among the directors or in the office of 

auditor, 
(c) issue securities except in the manner and on the terms 

authorized by the directors, 
(d) declare dividends, 
(e) purchase, redeem or otherwi se acqui re shares issued by the 

corporation, except in the manner and on the terms 
authorfzed by the directors, 
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(f) pay a commission referred to in section 39, 
(g) approve a management proxy circular referred to in Part 12, 

(h) approve any financial statements referred to in section 149, 
or 

(i) adopt, amend or repeal by-laws. 

111 (1) An act of a director or officer is valid notwithstanding an 
irregularity in his election or appointment or a defect in his 
qualification. 

112 (1) Subject to the articles, the by-laws or a unanimous shareholder 
agreement, a resolution in writing, signed by all the directors 
entitled to vote on that resolution at a meeting of directors or 
committee of directors, is as valid as if it had been passed at a 
meeting of directors or committee of directors. 

(2) A copy of every resolution referred to in subsection (I) shall be 
kept with the minutes of the proceedings of thedi rectors or 
committee of directors. 

113 (1) Directors of a corporation who vote for or consent to a 
resolution authorizing the issue of a share under-section 25 for 
a consideration other than money are jointly and se~erally liable 
to the corporation to make good any amount by which the 
consideration received is less than the fair equivalent of the 
money that the corporation would have received if the share had 
been issued for money on the date of the resolution. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the shares, on allotment, are 
held in escrow pursuant to an escrow agreement required by the 
Registrar of Securities of any Territory or Province or the 
Securities Commission of any Province and are surrendered for 
cancellation pursuant to that agreement. 

(3) Directors of a corporation who vote for or consent to a 
resolution authorizing 
(a) a purchase, redemption or other acquisition of shares 

contrary to section 32, 33 or 34, 
(b) a commission on a sale of shares not provided for in section 

39, 
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(c) a payment of a dividend contrary to section 40, 

(d) financial assistance contrary to section 42, 

Chapter 13 

(e) a payment of an indemnity contrary to section 119, or 
(f) a payment to a shareholder contrary to section 184 or 234, 

are jointly and severally liable to restore to the corporation 
any amounts so paid and the value of any property so distributed, 
and not otherwise recovered by the corporation. 

(4) A director who has satisfied a judgment rendered under this 
section is entitled to contribution from the other directors who 
voted for or consented to the unlawful act on which the judgment 
was founded. 

(5) If money or property of a corporation was paid or distributed to 
a shareholder. or other recipient contrary to section 32, 33. 34. 

39, 40, 42. 119, 184 or 234, the corporation, any director or 
shareholder of the corporation, or any person who was a creditor 
of the corporation at the time of the payment or distribution, is 
entitled to apply to the Court for an order under subsection (6). 

(6) On an appl ication under subsection (5), the Court may, if it 'is 
satisfied that it is equitable to do so, do any or all of the 
following: 
(a) order a shareholder or other recipient to restore to the 

corporation any money or property that was paid or 
distributed to tlim contrary to section 32, 33, 34, 39, 40, 

42, 119, 184 or 234. 

(b) order the corporation to return or issue shares to a person 
from whom the corporation has purchased, redeemed or 
otherwise acquired shares. 

(c) make any further order it thinks fit. 

114 (1) A director is not liable under subsection 113 (1) if he proves 
that he did not know and could not reasonably have known that the 
share was issued for a consideration less than the fair 
equivalent of the money that the corporation would have received 
if the share tlad been issued for money. 
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(2) A director is not liable under paragraph 113 (3)(d) if he proves 
that he did not know and could no~ reasonably have known that the 
financial assistance was given contrary to section 42. 

(3) An action to enforce a liability imposed by section 113 may not 
be connenced after two years from the date of the resolution 
authorizing the action complained of. 

115 (1) A director or officer of a corporation who 
(a) is a party to a material contract or proposed material 

contract with the corporation. or 
(b) is a director or an officer of or has a material interest in 

any person who is a party to a material contract or proposed 
material contract with the corporation, 

shall disclose in writing to the corporation or request to have 
entered in the minutes of meetings of directors the nature and 
extent of his interest. 

(2) The disclosure required by subsection q) shall be made, in the 
case of a director. 
(a) at the meeting at which a proposed contract is first 

considered, 
(b) if the director was not interested in a proposed contract at 

the time of the meeting referred to in paragraph (a), at the 
first meeting after he becomes so interested, 

(c) if the director becomes interested after a contract is made, 
at the first meeting after he becomes so interested, or 

(d) if a person who is interested in a contract later becomes a 
director, at the first meeting after he becomes a director. 

(3) The disclosure required by subsection (1) shall be made. in the 
case of an officer who fs not a director, 
(a) forthwith after he becomes aware that the contract or 

proposed contract is to be considered or has been considered 
at a meeting of directors, 

(b) if the officer becomes interested after a contract is made, 
forthwith after he becomes so interested, or 

(c) if a person who is interested in a contract later becomes an 
offfcer, forthwith after he becomes an officer. 
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(4) If a materfal contract or proposed materfal contract is one that, 
in the ordinary course of the corporatfon's business, would not 
require approval by the directors or shareholders, a director or 
officer shall disclose in writing to the corporation, or request 
to have entered in the minutes of meetings of di rectors, the 
nature and extent of his interest forthwith after the director or 
officer becomes aware of the contract or proposed contract. 

(5) A dfrector referred to in subsection (1) shall not vote on any 
resolution to approve the contract unless the contract fs 
(a) an arrangement by way of security for money lent to or 

obligations undertaken by him, or by a body corporate in 
which he has an interest, for the benefit of the corporation 
or an affiliate, 

(b) a contract relating primarily to his remuneration as a 
director:, officer, employee or agent of the corporation or 
an affl1 iate, 

(c) a contract for indemnity or insurance under section 119, or 
(d) a contract with an affiliate. 

(6) For the ·purpos.e of thh section, a general notice to the 
directors by a director or officer is a sofficient disclosure of 
interest in relation to any contract made between the corporation 
and a person in which th~ director has a material interest or of 
which he is a director or offfcer if 
(a) the notice declares he is a director or officer of or has a 

material interest in the person and is to be regarded as 
interested in any contract made or to be made by the 
corporation with that person, and states the nature and 
extent of his interest, 

(b) at the time disclosure would otherwise be required under 
subsection (2), (3) or (4), as the case may be, the extent 
of his interest in that person is not greater than that 
stated in the notice. and 

(c) the notice is given within the 12-month period inmediately 
preceding the time at which disclosure would otherwise be 
required under subsection (2), (3) or (4), as the case may 
be. 
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(7) If a ~terial contract is made between a corporation and one or 
more of its directors or officers, or between a corporation and 
another person of which a director or officer of the corporation 
is a director or officer or in which he has a material interest, 
(a) the contract is neither void nor voidable by reason only of 

that relationship, or by reason only that a director with an 
interest in the contract is present at or is counted to 
determine the presence of a quorum at a meeting of directors 
or committee of directors that authorized the contract, and 

(b) a director or officer or former director or officer of the 
corporation to whom a profit accrues as a result of the 
mak i ng of the contract is not 11 ab 1 e to account to the 
corporation for that profit by reason only of holding office 
as a director or officer, 

if the director or officer disclosed his interest in accordance 
with subsection (2), (3), (4) or (6), as the case may be, and the 
contract was approved by the directors or the shareholders and it 
was reasonable and fair to the corporation at the time it was 
approved • 

. (8) If a director or officer of a corporation fails to disclose his 
interest in. a material contract in accordance with this section, 
the Court ~y, on the application of the corporation or a 
shareholder of the corporation, set aside the contract on any 
terms it thinks fit. 

(9) This section is subject to any unanimous shareholder agreement. 

116 (1) Subject to the articles, the by-laws or any unanimous shareholder 
agreement, 
(a) the directors may designate the offices of the corporation, 

appoint as officers individuals of full capacity, specify 
their duties and delegate to them powers to manage the 
business and affairs of the corporation, except powers to do 
anything referred to in subsection 110(2), 

(b) a director may be appointed to any office of the 
corporation, and 

(c) two or more offices of the corporation may be held by the 
same person. 
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117 (1) Every director and officer of a corporation in exercising his 
powers and discharging his duties shall 
(a) act honestly and in good faith with a view to the best 

interests of the corporation, and 
(b) exercise the care, diligence and skill that a reasonably 

prudent person would exercise in comparable circumstances. 

(2) Every director and officer of a corporation shall comply with 
this Act, the regulations, articles, by-laws and any unanimous 
shareholder agreement. 

(3) Subject to subsection 140(7), no provision in a contract, the 
articles, the by-laws or a resolution relieves a director or 
officer from the duty to act in accordance with this Act or the 
regulations or relieves him from liability for a breach of that 
duty. 

(4) In determfning whether a particular transaction or course of 
action is fn the best interests of the corporation, a director, 
if he is elected or appointed by the holders of a class or series 
of s~ares or by employees or creditors or a class of employees or 
creditors, may give specfal, but not exclusive, consideration to 
the interests of those who elected or appointed him. 

118 (1) A director who is present at a meeting of directors or committee 
of directors is deemed to have consented to any resolution passed 
or action taken at the meeting unless 
(a) he requests that his abstention or dissent be, or his 

abstention or dissent is, entered in the minutes of the 
meeting, 

(b) he sends his written dissent to the secretary of the meeting 
before the meeting is adjourned, 

(c) he sends his dissent by registered mail or del ivers it to 
the registered office of the corporation immediately after 
the meeting is adjourned, or 

(d) he otherwise proves that he did not consent to the 
resolution or action. 

(2) A director who votes for or consents to a resolution or action is 
not entitled to dissent under subsection (1). 
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(3) A director is not liable under section 113, or 117 if he relies 
in good faith on 
(a) financial statements of the corporation represented to him 

by an officer of the corporation or in a written report of 
the auditor of the corporation fairly to reflect the 
financial condition of the corporation, or 

(b) an opinion or report of a lawyer, accountant, engineer, 
appraiser or other person whose profession lends credibility 
to a statement made by him. 

119 (1) Except in respect of an action by or on behalf of the corporation 
or body corporate to procure a judgment in its favour, a 
corporation may indenmify a, director or officer of the 
corporation, a former director or officer of the corporation or a 
person who acts or acted at the corporation I s request as a 
director or officer of a body corporate of which the corporation 
is or was a shareholder or creditor, and his heirs and legal 
representatives, against all costs, charges and expenses, 
including an amount paid to settle an action or satisfy a 
judgment, reasonably incurred by him in respect of any civil, 
criminal or administrative action or proceeding to which he is 
made a party by reason of being or having been a director or 
officer of that corporation or body corporate, if 
(a) he acted honestly and in good faith with a view to the best 

interests of the corporation, and 
(b) in the case of a criminal or administrative action or 

proceed; ng that is enforced by a moneta ry pena 1 ty, he had 
reasonable grounds for believing that his conduct was 
lawful. 

(2) A corporation may with the approval of the Court indemnify a 
person referred to in subsection (1) in respect of an action by 
or on behalf of the corporation or body corporate to procure a 
judgment in its favour, to which he is made a party by reason of 
being or having been a director or an officer of the corporation 
or body corporate, against all costs, charges and expenses 
reasonably incurred by him in connection with the action if he 
fulfils the conditions set out in paragraphs (l)(a) and (b). 
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(3) Notwithstanding anything in this section. a person referred to in 
subsection (1) is entHled to fndemnity from the corporation in 
respect of all costs, charges and expenses reasonably incurred by 
him in connection with the defence of any civil. criminal or 
administrative action or proceeding to which he is made a party 
by reason of being or having been a director 01' officer of the 
corporation or body corporate, if the person seeking indemnity 
(a) was substantially successful on the merits in his defence of 

the action or proceeding. 
(b) fulfils the conditions set out in paragraphs (l)(a) and (b). 

and 
(c) fs fairly and reasonably entitled to indemnity. 

(4) A corporation may purchase and maintain insurance for the benefit 
of any person referred to in subsection (1) against any liabflfty 
incurred by him 
(a) in his capacity as a director or officer of the corporation. 

except when the liability relates to his failure to act 
honestly and in good faith with a view to the best interests 
of the corporation. or 

(b) in his capacity as a director or officer of another body 
corporate if he acts or acted in that capacity at the 
corporation's request. except when the liabilfty relates to 
his failure to act honestly and in good faith with a view to 
the best interests of the body corporate. 

(5) A corporation or a person referred to in subsection (1) may apply 
to the Court for an order approving an indemnity under this 
section and the Court may so order and make any further order ft 
thinks fit. 

(6) On an application under subsection (5). the Court may order 
notice to be given to any interested person and that person is 
entitled to appear and be heard in person or by counsel. 

120 (1) Subject to the articles, the by-laws or any unanimous shareholder 
agreement, the directors of the corporation may fix the 
remuneration of the di rectors, officers and employees of the 
corporation. 
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(2) Disclosure of the aggregate remuneration of directors, the 
aggregate remuneration of officers and the aggregate remuneration 
of employees shall be made as prescribed. 

PART 10 

INSIDER TRADING 

121 (1) In this Part. 

"corporation" does not include a distributing corporation; 

"insider" means, with respect to a corporation, 
(a) the corporation, in respect of the purchase or other 

acquisition by it of shares issued by it or any of its 
affl1 iates, 

(b) a director or officer of the corporation, 
(c) a person who, with respect to at least 10S of the voting 

rights attached to the voti ng shares of the corporati o.n, 
(i) benef1cially owns, directly or indirectly, voting 

shares carrying those voting rights, 
(ii) exercises control or direction over those voting 

rights, or 
(iii) beneficially owns, directly or indirectly. voting 

shares carrying some of those voting rights and 
exercises control or direction over the remainder of 
those voting rights, 

(d) a person employed by the corporation or retained by it on a 
professional or consulting basis, 

(e) an affiliate of the corporation, 
(f) a person who receives specific confidential information from 

a person described in this section or in section 123 and who 
has knowledge that the person giving the information is a 
person described in this section or in section 123, and 

(g) a person who receives specific confidential information from 
the first mentioned person in paragraph (f) and who has 
knowledge that that person received that knowledge in the 
manner described in that paragraph; 
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"voting share" means an issued and outstanding share carrying 

voting rights under all circumstances or under any circumstances 

that have occurred and are continuing. 

122 (1) For the purposes of this Part, 

(a) a director or an officer of a body corporate that is an 

insider of a corporation is deemed to be an insider of the 

corporation, 

(b) a director or- an officer of a body corporate that is a 

subsidiary is deemed to be an insider of its holding 

corporation, 

(c) a person fs .deemed to own beneficially shares beneficfally 

owned by a body corporate controlled by hfm dfrectly or 

indirectly, and 

(d) a body corporate fs deemed to own beneffcfally shares 

beneficially owned by its affflfates. 

123 (1) For the purposes of this Part. 

(a) if a body corporate becomes an fnsider of a corporation or 

enters into a business combination with a corporation, a 

director or officer of the body corporate is deemed to have 

been an insider of the corporation for the previous six 

months or for any shorter per~od during which he was a 

director or officer of the body corporate, and 

(b) if a corporation becomes an fnsider of a body corporate or 

enters into a business combination with a body corporate. a 

di rector or an offf cer 0'.' the body corpora te is deemed to 

have been an fnsider of the corporation for the previous six 

months or for any shorter period during which he was a 

director or officer of the body corporate. 

124 (1) In section 123, "business combination" means an acquisition of 

a 11 or substanti a lly a 11 the property of one body corporate by 

another or an amalgamation of two or more bodies corporate. 

125 (1) An insider who sells to or purchases from a shareholder of the 

corporation or any of its affiliates a security of the 

corporation or any of its affiliates and ~n connection with such 

sale or purchase makes use of any specific confidential 
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infonnation for his own benefit or advantage that, if generally 

known, might reasonably be expected to affect materially the 

value of the security 

(a) is liable to compensate any person for any direct loss 

suffered by that person as a result of the transaction, 

unless the infonnation was known or in the exercise of 

reasonable dil igence should have been known to that person 

at the time of the transaction, and 

(b) is accountable to the corporation for any direct benefit or 

advantage received or receivable by the insider as a result 

of the transaction. 

(2) An action to enforce a right created by this section may be 

commenced only within two years after the date of completion of 

the transaction that gave rise to the cause of action. 

PART 11 

SHAREHOLDERS 

126 (1) Meetings of shareholders of a corporation shall be held at the 

place within Yukon provided in the by-laws or, in the absence of 

such provision, at the place within Yukon that the directors 

detennine. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), a meeting of shareholders of a 

corporation may be held outside Yukon if all the shareholders 

entftled to vote at that meeting so agree, and a shareholder who 

attends a meeting of shareholders held outside Yukon is deemed to 

have so agreed except when he attends the meeting for the express 

purpose of objecting to the transaction of any business on the 

grounds that the meeting is not lawfully held. 
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(3) A shareholder or any other person entitled to attend a meeting of 
shareholders may participate in the meeting by means of telephone 
or other communication facil ities that pennit all persons 
participating in the meeting to hear each other if 
(a) the by-laws so provide, or 
(b) subject to the by-laws, all the shareholdel"S entitled to 

vote at the meeting consent, 

and a person participating in such a meeting by those means is 
deemed for the purposes of thfs Act to be present at the meeting. 

(4) Notwfthstandfng subsections (I) and (2), if the articles so 
provide, meetings of shareholders may be held outside Yukon at 
one or more places specfffed in the artfcles. 

127 (1) The directors of a corporatfon 
(a) shall call an annual meeting of shareholdel"S to be held not 

later than 1B months after 
(i) the date of its incorporation, or 
(i1) the date of its certificate of amalgamation, in the 

case of an amalgamated corporation, 

and subsequently not later than 15 months after holding the last 
preceding annual meeting, and 

(b) may at any time call a special meetfng of shareholders. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection (I), the corporation may apply to the 
Court for an order extending the time in which the first or the 
next annual meeting of the corporation shall be held. 

(3) Notice of any application under subsect10n (2) by a distributing 
corporation shall be filed with the Registrar of Securities. 

(4) If, on an application under subsection (2), the Court is 
satisfied that it is in the best interests of the corporation, 
the Court may extend the time in whi ch the fi rst or the next 
annual meeting of the corporation shall be held, in any manner 
and on any tenns it thinks fit. 
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128 (1) For the purpose of determining shareholders 
(a) entitled to receive payment of a dividend, 
(b) entitled to participate in a liquidation distribution, or 
(c) for any other purpose except the right to receive notice of 

or to vote at a meeting, 

the di rectors may fix in advance a date as the record date for 
that determination of shareholders, but the record date shall not 
precede by more than 50 days the particular action to be taken. 

(2) For the purpose of determining shareholders entitled to receive 
notice of a meeting of shareholders, the directors may fix in 
advance a date as the record date for that determination of 
shareholders, but that record date shall not precede by more than 
50 days or by less than 21 days the date on which the meeting is 
to be held. 

(3) If no record date is fi~ed, 
(a) the record date for the determination of shareholders 

entitled to receive notice of a meeting of shareholders 
shall be 

(1) at the close of business on· the last business day 
preceding the day on which the notice is sent, or, 

(ii) if no notice is sent, the day on which the meeting is 
held, 

and 

(b) the record date for the determination of shareholders 
for any purpose other than to establish a shareholder's 
right to receive notice of a meeting or to vote, shall 
be at the close of business on the day on which the 
directors pass the resolution relating to that purpose. 

(4) If the directors of a distributing corporation fix a record date 
then, unless notice of the record date is waived in writing by 
every holder of a share of the class or series affected whose 
name is set out in the securities register at the close of 
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business on the day the directors fixed the record date, notice 
of the record date shall be given not less than 7 days before the 
date so fixed 
(a) by advertisement in a newspaper published or distributed in 

the place where the corporation has its registered office 
and in each place in Canada where it has a transfer agent or 
where a transfer of its shares may be recorded, and 

(b) by written notice to each stock exchange in Canada on which 
the shares of the corporation are listed for trading. 

129 (1) Notice of the time and place of a meeting of shareholders shall 
be sent not less than 21 days and not more than 50 days before 
the meeting, 
(a) to each shareholder entitled to vote at the meeting, 
(b) to each director, and 
(c) to the auditor of the corporation. 

(2) Notwithstanding subsection 246(3), a notice of a meeting of 
shareholders sent by mail to a shareholder, director or auditor 
in accordance with subsection 246(1) is deemed to be sent to the 
shareholder on the day on which it is deposited in the mail. 

(3) A notice of a meeting is not requfred to be sent to shareholders 
who were not registered on the records of the corporation or its 
transfer agent on the record date determined under subsection 
128(2) or (3), but failure to recefve a notice does not deprive a 
shareholder of the right to vote at the meeting. 

(4) If a meeting of shareholders is adjourned by one or more 
adjournments for an aggregate of less than 30 days it is not 
necessary, unless the by-laws otherwise provfde, to give notice 
of the adjourned meeting, other than by announcement at the time 
of an adjournment. 

(5) If a meeting of shareholders is adjourned by one or more 
adjournments for an aggregate of 30 days or more, notice of the 
adjourned meeting shall be given as for an original meeting but, 
unless the meeting is adjourned by one or more adjournments for 
an aggregate of more than 90 days, subsection 143( 1) does not 
apply. 
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(6) All business transacted at a special meeting of shareholders and 
all business transacted at an annual meeting of shareholders, 
except consideration of the financial statements, auditor's 
report, election of directors and reappointment of the incumbent 
aUditor, is deemed to be special business. 

(7) Notice of a meeting of shareholders at which special business is 
to be transacted shall state 
(a) the nature of that business in sufficient detail to permit 

the shareholder to form a reasoned judgment on that 
business, and 

(b) the text of any special resolution to be submitted to the 
meeting. 

(8) The text of a special resolution may be amended at a meeting of 
shareholders 1f the amendments correct manifest errorS or are not 
material. 

130 (1) A shareholder and any other person entitled to attend a meeting 
of shareholders may in any manner waive notice of a meeting of 
shareholders, and attendance of the shareholder or other person 
at a meeting of shareholders 1s waiver of notice of the meeting, 
except when he attends a meeti ng for the express purpose of 
objecting to the transaction of any business on the grounds that 
the meeting is not lawfully called. 

131 (1) A shareholder entitled to vote at an annual meeting of 
shareholders may 
(a) submit to the corporation notice of any matter that he 

proposes to raise at the meeting, in thfs section referred 
to as a "proposal·, and 

(b) discuss at the meeting any matter 1n respect of which he 
would have been entitled to submit a proposal. 

(2) A corporation that solicits proxies shall set out the proposal in 
the management proxy circular required by section 144 or attach 
the proposal to it. 

(3) If so requested by the shareholder, the corporation shall include 
in the management proxy circular or attach to it a statement by 
the shareholder of not more than 200 words in support of the 
proposal, and the name and address of the shareholder. 
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(4) A proposal may include nominations for the election of directors 
if the proposal is signed by one or more holders of shares 
representing in the aggregate not less than Si of the shares or 

Si of the shares of a class of shares of the corporation entitled 
to vote at the meeting to which the proposal is to be presented, 
but this subsection does not preclude nominations made at a 
meeting of shareholders. 

(5) A corporation is not required to comply with subsections (2) and 
(3) if 
(a) the proposal is not submitted to the corporation at least 90 

days before the anniversary date of the previous annual 
meeting of shareholders, 

(b) it clearly appears that the proposal has been submitted by 
the shareholder primarily for the purpose of enforcing a 
personal claim or redressing a personal grievance against 
the corporation, its directors, officers or security holders 
or any of them, or primarily for the purpose of promoting 
genera 1 economic, poli ti ca 1, racial, religious, soci a 1 or 

s imil ar causes. 
(c) the corporation, at the shareholder's request, included a 

. proposal in a management proxy circular ·relating to a 
meeting of shareholders held within two years preceding the 
receipt of the request, .and the shareholder failed to 
present the proposal, in person or by proxy, at the meeting, 

(d) substantially the same proposal was submitted to 
shareholders in a management proxy circular or a dissident's 
proxy circular relating to a meeting of shareholders held 
within two years preceding the receipt of the shareholder's 
request and the proposal was defeated, or 

(e) the rights being conferred by this section are being abused 
to secure publicity. 

(6) No corporation or person acting on its behalf incurs any 
1 iabil1ty by reason only of circulating a proposal or statement 
in compliance with this section. 
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(7) If a corporation refuses to include a proposal in a management 
proxy circular, the corporation shall, within 10 days after 
receiving the proposal, notify the shareholder submitting the 
proposal of its intention to omit the proposal from the 
management proxy circular and send to him a statement of the 
reasons for the refusal. 

(8) On the application of a shareholder claiming to be aggrieved by a 
corporation's refusal under subsection (7), the Court may 
restrain the holding of the meeting to which the proposal is 
sought to be presented and make any further order it thinks fit. 

(9) The corporation or any person claiming to be aggrieved by a 
proposal may apply to the Court for an order permitting the 
corporation to omit the proposal from the management proxy 
Circular, and the Court, if it is satisfied that subsection (5) 
applies, may make any order it thinks fit. 

132 (1) A corporation having more than 15 shareholders entitled to vote 
at a meeting of shareholders shall prepare a list of shareholders 
entitled to receive notice of a meeting, arranged in alphabetical 
order and showing the number of shares held by each shareholder, 
(a) if a record dat~ is fixed under subsection.128(2), not later 

than 10 days after that date, or 
(b) if no record date is fixed, 

(1) at the close of business on the last business day 
preceding the day on which the notice is given, or 

(ii) if no notice is given, on the day on which. the meeting 
is held. 

(2) If a corporation fixes a record date under subsection 128(2), a 
person named in the list prepared under paragraph (1)(a) is 
entitled to vote the shares sh<*n opposite his name at the 
meeting to which the list relates, -except to the extent that 
(a) the person has transferred the ownershi p of any of hi s 

shares after the record date, and 
(b) the transferee of those shares 

(i) produces properly endorsed share certificates, or 
(11) otherwise establishes that he owns the shares, 
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and demands. not later than 10 days before the meeting. 
or any shorter period before the meeting that the 
by-laws of the corporation may provide. that his name 
be included in the list before the meeting. 

in which case the transferee is entitled to vote his shares 
at the meeting. 

(3) If a corporation does not fix a record date under subsection 
128(2). a person named in a list prepared under clause (l)(b)(i) 
is entitled to vote the shares shown opposite h1s name at the 
meeting to which the lfst relates except to the extent that 
(a) the person has transferred the ownership of any of hfs 

shares after the date on whfch a list referred to in clause 
(l)(b)(f) fs prepared. and 

(b) the transferee of those shares 
(i) produces properly endorsed share certificates, or 
(f1) otherwise establishes that he owns the shares. and 

demands, not later than 10 days before the meeting or 
any shorter period before the meeting that the by-laws 
of the corporation may provide. that his name be 
included in the list before the meeting. 

in which case the transferee is entitled to vote his shares 
at the meeting. 

(4) A shareholder may examine the list of shareholders 
(a) during usual business hours at the records office of the 

corporation or at the place where its central securities 
register is mafntained. and 

(b) at the meeting of shareholders for which the list was 
prepared. 

133 (1) Unless the by-laws otherwise provide. a quorum of shareholders is 
present at a meeting of shareholders. irrespective of the number 
of persons actually present at the meeting. if the holder or 
holders of a majority of the shares entitled to vote at the 
meeting ar~ present in person or represented by proxy. 
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134 

(2) If a quorum is present at the opening of a meeting of 
sharehol ders, the sharehol ders present may, unless the by-l aws 
otherwise provide, proceed with the business of the meeting, 
notwithstanding that a quorum is not present throughout the 
meeting. 

(3) If a quorum is not present at the opening of a meeting of 
shareholders, the shareholders present may adjourn the meeting to 
a fixed time and place but may not transact any other business. 

(4) If a corporation has only one shareholder, or only one holder of 
any class or series of shares, the shareholder present in person 
or by proxy constitutes a meeting. 

(1) Unless the articles otherwise 
corporation entitles the holder of 
sha reho 1 ders. 

prov i de, each sha re of a 
it to one vote at a meeting of 

(2) If a body corporate or association is a shareholder of a 
corporation, the corporation shall recognize any individual 
authorized by a resolution of the directors or governing body of 
the· body corporate or association to represent it at meetings of 
shareholders of the corporation. 

(3) An individual authorized under subsection (2) may exercise on 
behalf of the body corporate or association he represents all the 
powers it could exercise if it were an individual shareholder. 

(4) Unless the by-laws otherwise provided, if two or more persons 
hold shares jointly, one of those holders present at a meeting of 
shareholders may in the absence of the others vote the shares, 
but if two or more of those persons who are present, in person or 
by proxy, vote, they shall vote as one on the shares Jointly held 
by them. 

135 (1) Unless the by-laws otherwise provide, voting at a meeting of 
shareholders shall be by show of hands except when a ballot is 
demanded by a shareholder or proxyholder entitled to vote at the 
meeting. 
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(2) A shareholder or proxyholder may demand a ballot either before or 
on the declaration of the result of any vote by show of hands. 

136 (1) A resolution in writing signed by all the shareholders entitled 
to vote on that resolution is as valid as it if had been passed 
at a meeting of the shareholders. 

(2) A resolution in writing dealing with all matters required by this 
Act to be dealt with at a meeting of shareholders, and signed by 
all the shareholders entitled to vote at that meeting, satisfies 
all the requirements of this Act relating to meetings of 
shareholders. 

(3) A copy of every resolution referred to in subsection (1) or (2) 
shall be kept with the minutes of the meetings of shareholders. 

137 (1) The holders of not less than 5% of the issued shares of a 
corporation that carry the right to vote at a meeting sought to 
be held may requisition the directors to call a meeting of 
sharehol~ers for the purposes stated in the requisition. 

(2) The requisition referred to in subsection (1), which may consist 
of severa 1 documents of 1 i ke form each si gned by one or more 
shareholders, shall state the business to be transacted at the 
meeting and shall be sent to each director and to the registered 
office of the corporation. 

(3) On receiving the requisition referred to in subsection (1). the 
directors shall call a meeting of shareholders to transact the 
business stated in the requisition unless 
(a) a record date has been fixed under subsection 128(2) and 

notice of the record date has been given under subsection 
128(4) , 

(b) the directors have called a meeting of shareholders and have 
given notice of the meeting under section 129. or 

(c) the business of the meeting as stated in the requisition 
includes matters described in paragraphs 131(5)(b) to (e). 

(4) If the directors do not within 21 days after receiving the 
requisition referred to in subsection (1) call a meeting. any 
shareholder who signed the requisition may call the meeting. 
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(5) A meeting called under this section shall be called as nearly as 
possible in the manner in which meetings are to be called 
pursuant to the by-laws, this Part and Part 12. 

(6) Unless the shareholders otherwise resolve at a meeting called 
under subsect10n (4), the corporation shall reimburse the 
shareholders the expenses reasonably incurred by them in 
requisitioning, call1ng and holding the meeting. 

138 (1) If for any reason it is impracticable to call a meet1ng of 
shareholders of a corporation in the manner in wh1ch meetings of 
those shareholders may be called, or to conduct the meeting in 
the manner prescribed by the by-laws and this Act, or if for any 
other reas.on the Court thinks fit, the Court, on the application 
of a director, a shareholder entitled to vote at the meeting or, 
if the corporation is a d1stributing corporation the Registrar of 
Securities, may order a meeting to be called, held and conducted 
in the manner the Court directs. 

(2) W1thout restr1ct1ng the genera11ty of subsection (I), the Court 
may order that the quorum required by the by-laws or this Act be 
varied or d1spensed with at a meeting called. held and conducted 
pursuant to this section. 

(3) A meeting called, held and conducted pursuant to this section is 
for all purposes a meeting of shareholders of the corporation 
duly called. held and conducted. 

139 (1) A corporation or a shareholder or director may apply to the Court 
to detennine any controversy with respect to an election or 
appointment of a director or auditor of the corporation. 

(2) On an application under this section. the Court may make any 
order it thinks fit including. without limiting the generality of 
the foregoing. anyone or more of the following: 
(a) an order restraining a director or auditor whose election or 

app01ntment is challenged from acting pend1ng detennination 
of the dispute; 

(b) an order declaring the result of the disputed election or 
appointment; 
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(c) an order requiring a new election or appointment, and 
including in the order directions for'the management of the 
business and affairs of the corporation until a new election 
is held or appointment made; 

(d) an order detennining the voting rights of shareholders and 
of persons claiming to own shares. 

139.1(1) A written agreement between two or more shareholders may provide 
that in exercising voting rights the shares held by them shall be 
voted as provided in the agreement. 

140 0) A unanimous shareholder agreement may provide for any or all of 
the following: 
(a) the regulation of the rights and liabilities of the 

shareholders, as shareholders, among themselves or between 
themselves and any other party to the agreement; 

(b) the regulation of the election of directors; 
(c) the management of the business and affairs of the 

corporation, including the restriction or abrogation, in 
who.1e or in part, of the powe~s of the directors; 

(d) any other matter that may be contained in a unanimous 
shareholder agreement pursuant to any other provision of 
this Act. 

(2) [f a unanimous shareholder agreement is in effect at the time a 
share is issued by a corporation to a person other than an 
existing shareholder, 
(a) that person is deemed to be a party to the agreement whether 

or not he had actual knowledge of it when the share 
certificate was issued, 

(b) the issue of the share certificate does not operate to 
tenninate the agreement, and 

(c) if he is a bona fide purchaser without actual knowledge of 
the unanimous shareholder agreement, that person may rescind 
the contract under which the shares were acquired by giving 
a notice to that effect to the corporation within a 
reasonable time after the person receives actual knowledge 
of the unanimous shareholder agreement. 
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(3) Notwithstanding subsection 45(8), if a unanimous shareholder 
agreement is in effect when a person who is not a pa rty to the 
agreement acqui res a share of a corporation, other than under 
subsection (2), 

(a) the person who acquired the share is deemed to be a party to 
the agreement whether or not he had actual knowledge of it 
when he acquired the share, and 

(b) neither the acquisition of the share nor the registration of 
that person as a shareholder operates to tenninate the 
agreement. 

(4) If 
(a) a person referred to in subsection (3) is a bona fide 

purchaser as defined in subsection 44(2) and did not have 
actual knowledge of the unanimous shareholder agreement, and 

(b) his transferor's share certificate did not contain a 
reference to the unanimous shareholder agreement, 

that person may, within 30 days after he acquires actual 
knowledge of the existence of the agreement, send to the 
corporation a notice of objection to the agreement. 

. . 
(5) If a person sends a notice of objection under subsection (4), 

(a) he is entitled to be paid by the corporation the fair value 
of the shares held by him, detennined as of the close of 
business on the day on which he became a shareholder, and 

(b) subsections 184(4) and (6) to (20) applies, with the 
necessary changes, as if the notice of objection under 
subsection (4) were a written objection sent to the 
corporation under subsection 184(~). 

(6) A transferee who is· entitled to be paid the fair value of hfs 
shares under subsection (5) also has the right to recover from 
the transferor by action the amount by which the value of the 
consideration paid for his shares exceeds the fair value of those 
shares. 
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(7) A shareholder who is a party or is deemed to be a party to a 
unanimous shareholder agreement has all the rights, powers and 
duties and incurs all the liabilities of a director of the 
corporation to which the agreement relates to the extent that the 
agreement restri cts the powers of the di rectors to manage the 
business and affairs of the corporation, and the directors are 
thereby relieved of their duties and liabilities to the same 
extent. 

(8) A unanimous shareholder agreement may not be amended without the 
written consent of all those who are shareholders at the 
effective date of the amendment unless otherwise provided for in 
the unanimous shareholder agreement. 

PART 12 

PROXIES 

141 (1) In this Part, 

nform of proxy" means a written or printed form that, ·on 
completion and execution by or on behalf of a shareholder, 
becomes a proxy; 

Uproxyn means a completed and executed form of proxy by means of 
which a shareholder appoints a proxyholder to attend and act on 
his behalf at a meeting of shareholders; 

"registrant" means a person required to be registered to trade or 
deal in securities under the laws of any jurisdiction; 

"solicit" or "solicitation" includes 
(a) a request for a proxy whether or not accompani ed by or 

included in a form of proxy, 
(b) a request to execute or not to execute a form of proxy or to 

revoke a proxy, 
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(cl the sending of a form of proxy or other communication to a 
shareholder under circumstances reasonably calculated to 
result in the procurement, withholding or revocation of a 
proxy, and 

(dl the sending of a form of proxy to a shareholder under 
section 143, 

but does not include 

(e) the sending of a form of proxy in response to an unsolicited 
request made by or on behalf of a shareholder, 

(f) the performance of administrative acts or professional 
services on behalf of a person soliciting a proxy, 

(g) the sending by a registrant of the documents referred to in 
section 147, or 

(h) a solicitation by a person in respect of shares of which he 
is the beneficial owneri 

"solicitation by or on behalf of the management of a corporation" 
means a sol1citation by any person pursuant to a resolution or 
the .instructions of, or with the acquiescence of, the directors 
or a committee of the directors. 

142 (1) A shareholder entitled to vote at a meeting of shareholders may 
by means of a proxy appOint a proxyholder and one or more 
alternate proxyholders. who are not required to be shareholders, 
to attend and act at the meeting in the manner and to the extent 
authori zed by the proxy and wi th the authori ty conferred by the 
proxy. 

(2) A proxy shall be executed by the shareholder or by his attorney 
authorized in writing. 

(3) A proxy is valid only at the meeting in respect of which it is 
given or any adjournment of that meeting. 

(4) A shareholder may revoke a proxy 
(a) by depOSiting an instrument in writing executed by him or by 

his attorney authorized in writing 
(i) at the registered office of the corporation at any time 

up to and including the last business day'preceding the 
day of the meeting, or an adjournment of that meeting, 
at which the proxy is to be used, or 
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(11) with the cha i nnan of the meeti ng on the day of the 
meeting or an adjournment of the meeting, or 

(b) in any other manner permitted by law. 

(5) The directors may specify in a notice calling a meeting of 
shareholders a time not exceeding 48 hours, excluding Saturdays 
and hol idays, preceding the meeting or an adjournment of the 
meeting before whiCh time proxies to be used at the meeting must 
be deposited with the corporation or its agent. 

143 (1) Subject to subsection (2), the management of a corporation shall, 
concurrently with giving notice of a meeting of shareholders, 
send a form of proxy in prescri bed form to each sha reho 1 der who 
is entitled to receive notice of the meeting. 

(2) The management of a corporation is not required to send a form of 
proxy under subsection (1) 
(a) if the corporltion has not more than 15 shareholders 

entitled to vote at a meeting of shareholders, two or more 
joint shareholders being counted as one shareholder, or 

(b) .if all .of the shareholders entitled to vote at a meeting of 
shareholders have agreed fn writing to waive the application 
of subsection (1). 

(3) A shareholder may revoke a waiver given under paragraph (2)(b) in 
respect of any meeting of shareholders by sending to the 
corporation a notice 1n writing to that effect not less than 40 
days before the date of the meeting in respect of which the 
waiver was given. 

(4) If the management of a corporation, without reasonable cause, 
contravenes subsection (I), the corporation is guilty of an 
offence and liable to a fine of not more than $5000. 

(5) If a corporation contravenes subsection (I), then, whether or not 
the corporation has been prosecuted or convi cted in respect of 
that contravention, any director or officer of the corporation 
who knowingly authorizes, permits or acquiesces in the 
contravention is also guilty of an offence and liable to a fine 
of not more than S5000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more 
than six months or to both. 
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144 (1) A person shall not solicit proxies unless 
(a) in the case of solicitation by or on behalf of the 

management of a corporation, a management proxy circular in 
prescribed form, either as an appendix to or as a separate 
document accompanying the notice of the meeting, or 

(b) in the case of any other solicitation, a dissident's proxy 
circular in prescribed form stating the purposes of the 
solicitation 

is sent to the auditor of the corporation, to each shareholder 
whose proxy is solicited and, if paragraph (b) applies, to the 
corporation. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to a corporation that has 15 or 
fewer shareholders entitled to vote at meetings of shareholders. 

(3) A person required to send a management proxy circular or 
dissident's proxy circular under subsection (1) shall, if the 
corporation is a distributing corporation, file concurrently a 
copy of it with the Registrar of Securities, together with a copy 
of the notice of the meeting. form of proxy and any other 
documents for use in connection with the meeting. 

(4) A person who contravenes sub sect i on (l) or (3) is gu 11 ty of an 
offence and 1 i ab 1 e to a fi ne of not more than $5000 or to 
imprisonment for a term of not more than six months or to both. 

(5) If the person who contravenes subsection (3) is a body corporate, 
then. whether or not the body corporate has been prosecuted or 
convicted in respect of the contravention. any director or 
officer of the body corporate who knowingly authorizes. permits 
or acquiesces in the contravention is also guilty of an offence 
and liable to a fine of not more than $5000 or to imprisonment 
for a term of not more than six months or to both. 

145 (1) On the application of an interested person, 
(a) the Registrar of Securities. 1f the corporation is a 

distributing corporation. or 
(b) the Court. if the corporation 1s not a distributing 

corporation 
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may make an order on any terms it considers appropriate exempting 
that person from the application of section 143 or subsection 
144(1), and the order may have retrospective effect. 

146 (1) A person who solicits a proxy and is appointed as a proxyholder 
shall attend in person or cause an alternate proxyholder to 
attend the meeting in respect of which the proxy is given and 
comply with the directions of the shareholder who appointed him. 

(2) A proxyholder or an alternate proxyholder has the same rights as 
the shareholder who appointed him to speak at a meeting of 
shareholders in respect of any matter, to vote by way of ballot 
at the meeting and, except where a proxyholder or an alternate 
.prOxyholder has conflicting instructions from more than one 
shareholder, to vote at such a meeting in respect of any matter 
by way of any show of hands. 

(3) Notwithstanding subsections (1) and (2), if the chairman of a 
meeting of shareholders declares to the meeting that, lf a ballot 
ls conducted, the total number of votes attached to shares 
represented at the meeting by prQxy required t~ be voted against 
what to his knowledge wO I be the decision of the meeting fn 
relation to any matter or group of matters is less than 5% of the 
votes attached to the shares entitled to vote and represented at 
the meeting on that ballot, then, unless a shareholder or 
proxyholder demands a ballot, 
(a) the chairman may conduct the vote in respect of that matter 

or group of matters by a show of hands, and 
(b) a proxyholder or alternate proxyholder may vote in respect 

of that matter or group of matters by a show of hands. 

(4) A proxyholder or alternate proxyholder who without reasonable 
cause falls to comply with the directions of a shareholder under 
this section is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not 
more than S5000 dollars or to imprisonment for a term of not more 
than six months or to both. 

147 (1) Shares of a corporation that are registered in the name of a 
registrant or his nominee and not beneficially owned by the 
registrant shall not be voted unless the registrant, forthwith 
after receipt of the notice of the meeting, financial statements, 
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management proxy circular, dissident's proxy circular and any 
other documents, other than the form of proxy sent to 
shareholders by or on behalf of any person for use in connection 
with the meeting, sends a copy of those documents to the 
beneficial owner and, except where the registrant has received 
written voting instructions from the beneficial owner, a written 
request for voting instructions. 

(2) A registrant shall not vote or appoint a proxyholder to vote 
shares registered in his name or in the name of his nominee that 
he does not beneficially own unless he receives voting 
instructions from the beneficial owner. 

(3) A person by or on behalf of whom a solicitation is made shall, at 
the request of a reg1strant, forthw1th furnish to the registrant 
at that person's expense the necessa ry number of copi es of the 
documents referred to in subsect10n (1) other than copies of the 
document requesting voting instructions. 

(4) A reg1strant shall vote or appoint a proxyholder to vote any 
shares referred to 1 n subsection (1) in accordance w1 th any 
written voting instructions received from the benefic1al owner. 

(5) If requested by a benef1cial owner, a registrant shall appoint 
the beneficial owner or a nominee of the beneficial owner as 
proxyho 1 der. 

(6) The contravention of th1s section by a registrant does not render 
void any meeting of shareholders or any action taken at a meeting 
of shareholders. 

(7) Noth1ng in th1s sect10n gives a registrant the right to vote 
shares that he is otherwise prohibited from voting. 

(8) A registrant who knowingly contravenes this section 1s guilty to 
an offence and liable to a fine of not more than $5000 or to 
imprisonment for a term of not more than six months or to both. 

(9) If the registrant who contravenes this section is a body 
corporate, then, whether or not the body corporate has been 
prosecuted or convi cted 1n respect of the contravention, any 
director or officer of the body corporate who knowingly 
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authorizes, permits or acquiesces in the contravention is also 
guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than 55000 

or to imprisonment for a term of not more than six months or to 
both. 

148 (1) If a fonn of proxy, management proxy circular or dissident's 
proxy circular contains an untrue statement of a material fact or 
omits to state a material fact required in it or necessary to 
make a statement contained in it not misleading in the light of 
the circumstances in which it was made, an interested person or, 
if the corporation is a distributing corporation the Registrar of 
Securi ties, may apply to the Court and the Court may make any 
order it thinks fit includfng, wfthout lfmiting the generalfty of 
the foregoing, anyone or more of the fol10wfng: 
(a) an order restraining the sol fcitation, the holding of the 

meeting or any person from implementing or acting on any 
resolution passed at the meeting to which the form of proxy, 
management proxy circular or dissident's proxy circular 
relates. 

(b) an order requiring correction of any form of proxy or proxy 
circular and a further solicitation; or 

(c) an order adjourning' the meeting. 

PART 13 

FINANCIAL DISCLOSURE 

149 (1) Subject to section ISO, the directors of a corporation shall 
place before the shareholders at every annual meeting 
(a) the following financial statements as prescribed: 

(i) if the corporation has not completed a financial period 
and the meeting is held after the end of the first 
6-month period of that financial period, a financial 
statement for the next period that began on the date 
the corporation came into existence and ended en a date 
occurring not earlier than six months before the annual 
meeting; 

(ii) if the corporation has completed only one financial 
period, a financial statement for that year; 
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(iii) if the corporation has completed two or more financial 
peri ods, financial statements for the completed 
financial periods; 

(iv) if the corporation has completed one or more financial 
periods but the annual meeting is held after six months 
has expired in its current financial period, a 
financial statement for the period that 
(A) began at the commencement of its current 

financial period, and 
(B) ended on a date that occurred not earlier than 

six months before the annual meeting, 
in addi tion to any statements requi red under clause 
(i1) or (ii1), 

(b) the report of the auditor, if any, and 
(c) any further information respecting the financial position of 

the corporation and the results of its operations required 
by the articles, the by-laws or any unanimous shareholder 
agreement. 

150 (1) A distributing corporation may apply to the Registrar 'of 
Securities for an order authorizing the corporation to omit from 
its financial statements any item prescribed, or to dispense with 
the publication of any financial statement prescribed, and the 
Registrar of Securities may, if he reasonably believes that the 
disclosure of the item or statement would be detrimental to the 
corporation, make the order on any reasonable conditions he 
thinks fit. 

151 (1) A corporation shall keep at its records office a copy of the 
financial statements of each of its subsidiary bodies corporate 
and of each body corporate the accounts of which are consolidated 
in the financial statements of the corporation. 

(2) Shareholders of a corporation and their agents and legal 
representatives may on request examine the statements referred to 
in subsection (1) during the usual business hours of the 
corporation, and may make extracts from them, free of charge. 
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(3) A corporation may, within 15 days of a request to examine under 
subsection (2), apply to the Court for an order barring the right 
of any person to so examine, and the Court may, if It is 
satisfied that the examination would be detrimental to the 
corporation or a subsidiary body corporate, bar that right and 
make any further order it thinks fit. 

(4) A corporation shall give notice of an application under 
subsection (3) to the person making a request under subsection 
(2), and that person may appear and be heard in person or by 
counsel. 

152 (1) The directors of a corporation shall approve the financial 
statements referred to in section 149 and the approval shall be 
evidenced by the Signature of one or more directors. 

(2) A corporation shall not issue, publish or circulate copies of the 
financial statements referred to in section 149 unless the 
financial statements are 
(a) approved and signed in accordance with subsection (1), and 
(b) accompanied by the report of the auditor of the corporation, 

if any. 

153 (1) A corporation shall, not less than 21 days before each annual 
meeting of shareholders or before the signing of a resolution 
under subsection 136(2) in lieu of the annual meeting, send a 
copy of the documents referred to in section 149 to each 
shareholder, except to a shareholder who has informed the 
corporation in writing that he does not want a copy of those 
documents. 

(2) A corporation that, without reasonable cause, contravenes 
subsection (1) is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of 
not more than 55000. 

154 (1) A distributing corporation shall, not less than 21 days before 
each annual meeting of shareholders or forthwith after the 
signing of a resolution under subsection 136(2) in I feu of the 
annual meeting, and in any event not later than 15 months after 
the last date when the last preceding annual meeting should have 
been held or a resolution in lieu of the meeting should have been 
signed, file a copy of the documents referred to in section 149 
with the Registrar of Securities. 
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(2) If a distributing corporation 
(a) sends to its shareholders, or 
(b) is required to file with or send to a public authority or a 

stock exchange 

interim financial 
corporation shall 

statements or related documents, the 
forthwith file copies of them with the 

Registrar of Securities. 

(3) A subsidiary corporation is not required to comply with this 
section if 
(a)· the financial statements of its holding corporation are in 

consol idated or combined form and include the accounts of 
the subsidiary, and 

(b) the consolidated or combined financial statements of the 
holding corporation are included in the documents filed with 
the Registrar of Securities by the holding corporation in 
compliance with this section. 

(4) A corporation that contravenes this section is guilty of an 
offence and liable to a fine of not more than $5000. 

155 (1) Subject to subsection (5), a person is disqualified from being an 
auditor of a corporation if he is not independent of the 
corporation and its affiliates and the directors and officers of 
the corporation and its affiliates. 

(2) For the purposes of this section, 
(a) independence is a question of fact, and 
(b) a person is deemed not to be independent if he or his 

business partner 
(i) is a business partner, a director, an officer or an 

employee of the corporation or any of its affiliates, 
or a business partner of any director, officer or 
employee of the corporation or any of its affiliates, 

(ii) beneficially owns or controls, directly or indirectly, 
an interest in the securities of the corporation or any 
of its affiliates, or 

(11i) has been a receiver, receiver-manager, liquidator or 
trustee in bankruptcy of the corporation or any of its 
affiliates within two years of his proposed appointment 
as auditor of the corporation. 
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(3) An auditor who becomes disqualified under this section shall, 
subject to subsection (5), resign forthwith after becoming aware 
of his disqualification. 

(4) An interested person may apply to the Court for an order 
declaring an auditor to be disqualified under this section and 
the office of auditor to be vacant. 

(5) An interested person may apply to the Court for an order 
exempting an auditor from disqualification under this sect10n and 
the Court may, if it is satisfied that an exemption would not 
unfairly prejudice the shareholders, make an exemption order on 
any terms it thinks f1t, which order may have retrospective 
effect. 

156 (1) Subject to section 157, shareholders of a corporation shall, by 
ordinary resolution, at the first annual meeting of shareholders 
and at each succeeding annual meeting, appoint an auditor to hold 
office until the close of the next annual meeting. 

(2) An auditor appointed under section 99 is eligible for appointment 
under subsection (1). 

(3) Notwithstanding subsection (1), if an auditor is not appointed at 
a meeting of shareholders, the incumbent auditor continues in 
office until his successor is appointed. 

(4) The remuneration of an auditor may be fixed by ordinary 
resolution of the shareholders or, if not so fixed, may be fixed 
by the directors. 

157 (1) The shareholders of a corporation other than a distributing 
corporation may resolve not to appoint an auditor. 

(2) A resolution under subsection (1) is val id only until the next 
succeeding annual meeting of shareholders. 

(3) A resolution under subsection (1) is not valid unless it ;s 
consented to by all the shareholders, including shareholders not 
otherwise entitled to vote. 
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158 (1) An auditor of a corporation ceases to hold office when 
(a) he dies or resigns, or 
(b) he is removed pursuant to section 159. 

Chapter 13 

(2) A resignation of an auditor becomes effective at the time a 
written resignation is sent to the corporation or at the time 
specified in the resignation, whichever is later. 

159 (1) The shareholders of a corporation may by ordinary resolution at a 
special meeting remove from office the auditor, other than an 
auditor appointed by the Court under sect10n 161. 

(2) A vacancy created by the removal of an auditor may be filled at 
the meeting at which the auditor is removed or, if not so filled, 
may be filled under section 160. 

160 (1) Subject to subsection (3), the directors shall forthwith fill a 
vacancy in the office of auditor. 

(2) If there is not a quorum of directors, the directors then in 
offi ce shall, with i n 21 days after a vacancy in the offi ce of 
auditor occurs, call a speci~l meeting of shareholders to fill 
the vacancy and, if they fail to call a meet1ng or if there are 
no directors, the meeting may be called by any shareholder. 

(3) The articles of a corporation may provide that a vacancy in the 
office of auditor shall only be filled by vote of the 
shareholders. 

(4) An auditor appointed to fill a vacancy holds office for the 
unexpired term of his predecessor. 

(5) Subsections (1) and (2) do not apply if the shareholders have 
resolved under section 157 not to appoint an auditor. 

161 (1) If a corporation does not have an auditor, the Court may, on the 
applicat10n of a shareholder or, if the corporation is a 
distributing corporation the Registrar of Securities, appoint and 
fix the remuneration of an auditor who holds office until an 
auditor is appointed by the shareholders. 
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(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the shareholders have resolved 
under section 157 not to appoint an auditor. 

162 (1) The auditor of a corporation is entitled to receive notice of 
every meeting of shareholders and, at the expense of the 
corporation, to attend and be heard at every meeting on matters 
relating to his duties as auditor. 

(2) If a director or shareh~lder of a corporation, whether or not the 
shareholder is entitled to vote at the meeting, gives written 
notice to the auditor or a former auditor of the corporation not 
less than 10 days before a meeting of shareholders, the audit~r 
or former auditor shall attend the meeting at the expense of the 
corporation and answer questions relating to his duties as 
auditor. 

(3) A director or shareholder who sends a notice referred to in 
subsection. (2) shall send concurrently a copy of the notice to 
the corporation. 

(4) An auditor or former auditor of a corporation who without 
reasonab I e cause contravenes subsecti.on (2) f s gui lty of an 
offence and 11 ab 1 e to a fi ne ·of not more than $5000 or to 
imprisonment for a term of not more than six months or to both. 

(5) An auditor who 
(a) reSigns, 
(b) receives a notice or otherwise learns of a meeting of 

directors or shareholders called for the purpose of removing 
him from office, 

(c) receives a notice or otherwise learns of a meeting of 
directors or shareholders at which another person is to be 
appointed to fill the office of auditor, whether because of 
resignation or removal of the incumbent auditor or because 
his term of office has expired or is about to expire, or 

(d) receives a notice or otherwise learns of a meeting of 
shareholders at which a resolution referred to in section 
157 is to be proposed, 

is entitled to submit to the corporation a written statement 
giving the reasons for his resignation or the reasons why he 
opposes any proposed action or resolution. 
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(6) The corporation shall forthwith 
(a) send to every shareholder entitled to receive notice of any 

meeting referred to in subsection (I), and 
(b) file with the Registrar of Securities. if the corporation is 

a distrfbuting corporation, 

a copy of the statement referred to in subsection (5), unless the 
statement is included in or attached to a management proxy 
circular required by section 144. 

(7) No person shall accept an appointment as or consent to be 
appofnted as audftor of a corporation if he is replacfng an 
auditor who has resigned or been removed or whose term of office 
has expired or is about to expire untn he has requested and 
received from that auditor a wrftten statement of the 
circumstances and the reasons why, in that audftor's opinfon, he 
is to be replaced. 

(8) Notwithstandfng subsection (7), a person otherwise qualiffed may 
accept appofntment or consent to be appointed as auditor of a 
corporation if, wfthin 15 days after making the request referred 
to in that subsection, he does not receive a reply. 

163 (1) An auditor of a corporation shall make the examination that is in 
his opinion necessary to enable him to report in the prescribed 
manner on the financial statements requfred by this Act to be 
placed before the shareholders, except those financial statements 
or parts of those statements that relate to the earl ier of the 
two financial years referred to in clause 149(1)(a)(iii). 

(2) Notwithstanding section 164, an auditor of a corporatfon may 
reasonab ly re lyon the report of an audi tor of a body corporate 
or an unincorporated business the accounts of whfch are included 
in whole or in part fn the financial statements of the 
corporation. 

(3) For the purpose of subsectfon (2), reasonableness is a question 
of fact. 

(4) Subsection (2) applies whether or not the financial statements of 
the holdfng corporation reported on by the auditor are in 
consolidated form. 
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164 (1) On the demand of the auditor of a corporation, the present or 
former directors, officers, employees or agents of the 
corporation and the former auditors of the corporation shall 
furnish any 
(a) info~tion and explanations, and 
(b) access to records, documents, books, accounts and vouchers 

of the corporation or any of its subsidiaries 

that are, in the opinion of the auditor, necessary to enable him 
to make the examination and report required under section 163 and 
that the directors, officers, employees, agents or former 
auditors are reasonably able to furnish. 

(2) On the demand of the auditor of a corporation, the directors of 
the corporation shall 
(a) to the extent they are reasonably able to do so, obtain from 

the present or former directors, officers, employees, agents 
or auditors of any subsidiary of the corporation the 
information and explanations that the present or former 

directors, officers, employees, agents or auditors are 
reasonably able to furnish and that are, in the opinion of 
the corporation's auditor, necessary to enable him to make 
the examination and report required under section 163, and 

(b) furnish the info~tion and explanations so obtained to the 
corporation's auditor. 

165 (1) Subject to subsection (3), a distributing corporation shall, and 
any other corporation may, have an audit committee. 

(2) The audit committee of a distributing corporation shall be 
composed of not I ess than three di rectors of the corporation, a 
majority of whom are not officers or employees of the corporation 
or any of its affiliates. 

(3) A distributing corporation may apply to the' Registrar of 
Securities for an order authorizing the corporation to dispense 
with an audit committee, and the Registrar of Securities may, if 
he is satisfied that the shareholders will not be prejudiced by 
such an order, permit the corporation to dispense with an audit 
committee on any reasonable conditions that he thinks fit. 

(4) An audit committee shall review the financial statements of the 
corporation before they are approved under section 152. 
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(5) The auditor of a corporation is entitled to receive notice of 
every meeting of the audit committee and, at the expense of the 
corporation, to attend and be heard at the meeting. and, if so 
requested by a member of the audit committee, shall attend every 
meeting of the committee held during the term of office of the 
auditor. 

(6) The auditor of a corporation or a member of the audit committee 
may call a meeting of the committee. 

(7) A director or an officer of a corporation shall forthwith notify 
the audit committee and the auditor of any error or misstatement 
of which he becomes aware in a financial statement that the 
auditor or a fonner auditor has reported on. 

(8) If the auditor or a fonner auditor of a corporation is notified 
or becomes aware of an error or misstatement in a financial 
statement on which he has reported, and if in his opinion the 
error or misstatement is material, he shall inform each director 
accordingly. 

(9) When under subsection (8) the auditor or a fonner auditor informs 
the directors of an error or misstatement in a financial 
statement, 
(a) the directors shall prepare and issue revised financial 

statements or otherwise inform the shareholders, and 
(b) if the corporation is a distributing corporation, the 

corporation shall file the revised financial statements with . . 
the Registrar of Securities or inform the Reghtrar of 
Securities of the error or misstatement in the same manner 
that the shareholders were informed of it. 

(10) Every director or officer of a corporation who knowingly 
contravenes subsection (7) or (9) is guilty of an offence and 
liable to a fine of not more than $5000 or to imprisonment for a 
term of not more than six months or to both. 

166 (l) Any oral or wri tten statement or report made under thi s Act by 
the auditor or a fonner auditor of a corporation has quanfied 
privilege. 
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PART 14 

FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES 

167 (1) Subject to sections 170 and 171, the articles of a corporation 
may by special resolution be amended to 
(a) change its name, subject to section 12, 
(b) add, change or remove any restriction on the business or 

businesses that the corporation may carry on, 
(c) change any maximum number of shares that the corporation is 

authorized to issue, 
(d) create new classes of shares, 
(e) change the designation of all or any of its shares, and add, 

change or remove any ri ghts, privil eges, restri ctions and 
conditions, including rights to accrued dividends, in 
respect of all or any of its shares, whether issued or 
unissued, 

(f) change the shares of any class or series, whether issued or 
unissued, into a different number of shares of the same 
class or series or into the same or a different number of 
shares of other c1a~ses or series; 

(g) divide a class of shares, whether issued or unissued, into 
series and fix the number of shares in each series and the 
rights, privileges, restrictions and conditions of that 
series, 

(h) authorize the directors to divide any class of unissued 
shares into series and fix the number of shares in each 
series and the rights, privileges, restrictions and 
conditions of that series, 

(1) authorize the directors to change the rights, privileges, 
restrictions and conditions attached to unissued shares of 
any series, 

(j) revoke, di mi n ish or en 1 a rge any authority conferred under 
paragraphs (h) and (i), 

(k) increase or decrease the number of directors or the minimum 
or maximum number of directors, subject to sections 102 and 
107, 

(1) subject' to subsection 45(8), add, change or remove 
restrictions on the transfer of shares, or 

(m) add, change or remove any other provision that 1s permitted 
by this Act to be set out in the articles. 
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(2) The directors of a corporation may, if authorized by the 
shareholders in the special resolution effecting an amendment 
under this section, revoke the resolution before it is acted on 
without further approval of the shareholders. 

(3) Notwithstanding subsection (I), but,subject to section 12, where 
a corporation has a designating number as a name, the directors 
may amend its articles to change that name to a verbal name. 

168 (1) In this section "resident Canadian" means an individual who is 
(a) a Canadian citizen ordinarily resident in Canada, 
(b) a Canadian -citizen not ordinarily resident in Canada who is 

a member of a prescribed class of persons, or 
(c) a permanent resident within the meaning of the Immigration 

Act, 1976 (Canada) and ordinarily resident in Canada, except 
a permanent resident who has been ordinarily resident in 
Canada for more than one year after the time at whi ch he 
first became eligible to apply for Canadian citizenship. 

(2) Subject to sections 170 and 171, a distributing corporation may 
by special resolution amend its articles in accordance with the 
regulations to constrain the issue or transfer of its shares 
(a) to persons who are not resident Canadians, or 
(b) to enable the corporation or any of its affiliates to 

qua 11 fy under any 1 aw of Canada or any provi nce of Canada 
referred to in the regulations 
(i) to obtain a licence to carry on any business, 
(ii) to become a publisher of a Canadian ne~spaper or 

periodical, or 
(iii) to acquire shares of a financial intermediary as 

defined in the regulations. 

(3) A corporation referred to in subsection (2) may by special 
resolution amend its articles to remove any constraint on the 
issue or transfer of its shares. 

(4) The directors of a corporation may, if authorized by the 
shareholders in the special resolution effecting an amendment 
under subsection (2), revoke the resolution before it is acted on 
without further approval of the shareholders. 
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(5) The Conmissioner in Executive Council may make regulations with 
respect to a corporation that constrains the issue or transfer of 
its shares prescribing 
(a) the disclosure required of the constraints in documents 

issued or published by the corporation, 
(b) the duties and powers of the directors to refuse to issue or 

register transfers of shares in accordance with the articles 
of the corporation, 

(c) the limitations on voting rights of any shares held contrary 
to the articles of the corporation, 

(d) the powers of the directors to require disclosure of 
beneficial ownership of shares of the corporation and the 
right of the corporation and its directors, employees and 
agents to rely on such disclosure and the effects of such 
rel iance, and 

(e) the rights of any person owning shares of the corporation at 
the time of an amendment to its articles constraining share 
issues or transfers. 

(6) An issue or a transfer of a share or an act of a corporation is 
valid notwithstanding ally contravention of this section or the 
regulations. 

169 (1) Subject to subsection (2), a director or a shareholder who is 
entitled to vote at an annual meeting of shareholders may, in 
accordance with section 131, make a proposal to amend the 
articles. 

(2) Notice of a meeting of shareholders at which a proposal to amend 
the articles is to be considered shall set out the proposed 
amendment and, if applicable, shall state that a dissenting 
shareholder is entitled to be paid the fair value of his shares 
in accordance with section 184, but failure to make that 
statement does not invalidate an amendment. 

170 (1) The holders of shares of a class or, subject to SUbsection (2), 
of a series are entitled to vote separately as a class or series 
on a proposal to amend the articles to 
(a) increase or decrease any maximum number of authorized shares 

of that class, or increase the maximum number of authorized 
shares of a class having rights or privl1eges equal or 
superior to the rights or privileges attached to the shares 
of that class, 
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(b) effect an exchange, reclassification or cancellation of all 
or part of the shares of that class, 

(c) add, change or remove the ri ghts, privi 1 eges, restri ctions 
or conditions attached to the shares of that class and, 
without limiting the generality of the foregoing, 
(0 remove or change prejudicially rights to accrued 

dividends or rights to cumulative dividends, 
(ii) add, remove or change prejudicially redemption rights, 

(iii) reduce or remove a dividend preference or a liquidation 
preference, or 

(iv) add, remove or change prejudicially conversion 
privileges, options, voting, transfer or pre-emptive 
rights, rights to acquire securities of a corporation 
or sinking fund provisions, 

(d) increase the rights or privileges of any class of shares 
having rights or privileges equal or superior to the rights 
or privileges attached to the shares of that class, 

(e) create a new class of shares having rights or privileges 
equal or superior to the rights or privileges attached to 
the shares of that class, 

(f) make the rights or privileges of any class of shares having 
rights or privileges inferior to the rights or privileges of 
the shares of that class equal or superior to the rights or 
privileges of the shares of that class, 

(g) effect an exchange or create a right of exchange of all or 
part of the shares of another class into the shares of that 
class, or 

(h) constrain the issue or transfer of the shares of that class 
or extend or remove that constraint. 

(2) The holders of a series of shares of a class are entitled to vote 
separately as a series under subsection (1) only if the series is 
affected by an amendment in a manner different from other shares 
of the same class. 

(3) Subsection (1) applies whether or not shares of a class or series 
otherwise carry the right to vote. 

(4) A proposed amendment to the articles referred to in subsection 
(1) is adopted when the holders of the shares of each class or 
series entitled to vote separately on the amendment as a class or 
series have approved the amendment by a special resolution. 
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171 (1) Subject to any revocation under subsection 167(2) or 168(4), 
after an amendment has been adopted under section 167, 168 or 
"170, articles of amendment in prescribed form shall be sent to 
the Registrar. 

(2) If an amendment effects or requires a reduction of stated 
capital, subsections 36(3) and (4) apply. 

172 (1) On receipt of articles of amendment, the Registrar shall issue a 
certificate of amendment in accordance with section 255. 

173 (1) An amendment becomes effective on the date shown in the 
certificate of amendment and the articles are amended 
accordingly. 

(2) t:o amendment to the articles affects an existing cause of action 
or claim or liability to prosecution in favour of or against the 
corporation or any of its directors or officers, or any civil, 
criminal or administrative action or proceeding to which a 
corporation or any of its directors or officers is a party. 

174 (1) A corporation may at any time, and shall when reasonably so 
directed by the Registrar, restate by special resolution the 
articles of incorporation as amended. 

(2) Restated articles of incorporation in prescribed form shall be 
sent to the Registrar. 

(3) On receipt of restated articles of incorporation, the Registrar 
shall issue a certificate of registration of restated articles in 
accordance with section 255. 

(4) Restated articles of incorporation are effective on the date 
shown in the certificate of registration of restated articles and 
supersede the original articles of incorporation and all 
amendments to them. 

175 (1) Two or more corporations, including holding and subsidiary 
corporations, may amalgamate and continue as one corporation. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if one or more of the corporations 
is a professional corporation. 
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176 (1) Each corporation propos ing to amalgamate shall enter into an 
agreement setting out the terms and means of effecting the 
amalgamation and, in particular. setting out 
(a) the provisions that are required to be included in articles 

of incorporation under section 6, 
(b) the name and address of each proposed director of the 

amalgamated corporation, 
(c) the manner in which the shares of each amalgamating 

corporation are to be converted into shares or other 
securities of the amalgamated corporation, 

(d) if any shares of an amalgamating corporation are not to be 
converted into securities of the amalgamated corporation, 
the amount of money or securities of any body corporate that 
the holders of those shares are to receive in addition to or 
instead of securities of the amalgamated corporation, 

(e) the manner of payment of money instead of the issue of 
fractional shares of the amalgamated corporation or of any 
other body corporate the securities of which are to be 
received in the amalgamation, 

(f) whether the by-laws of the ~malgamated corporation are to be 
.} 

those of one of the amalgamating corporations and, if not, a 
eopy of the proposed by-laws, and· 

(g) details of any arrangements necessary to perfect the 
amalgamation and to provide for the subsequent management 
and operation of the amalgamated corporation. 

(2) If shares of one of the amalgamating corporations are held by or 
on behalf of another of the amalgamati.ng corporations, the 
amalgamation agreement shall provide for the cancellation of 
those shares when the amalgamation becomes effective without any 
repayment of capital in respect of those shares, and no provision 
shall be made in the agreement for the conversion of those shares 
into shares of the amalgamated corporation. 

177 (1) The directors of each amalgamating corporation shall submit the 
amalgamation agreement for approval to a meeting of the holders 
of shares of the amalgamating corporation of which they are 
directors and, subject to subsection (4), to the holders of each 
class or series of those shares. 
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(2) A notice of a meeting of shareholders complying with section 129 
shall be sent in accordance with that section to each shareholder 
of each amalgamating corporation and shall 
(a) include or be accompanied by a copy or summary of the 

amalgamation agreement, and 
(b) state that a dissenting shareholder is entitled to be paid 

the fair value of his shares in accordance with section 184, 
but failure to make that 'statement does not inval idate an 
amalgamation. 

(3) Each share of an amalgamating corporation carries the right to 
vote in respect of an amalgamation whether or not it othe"",ise 
carries the right to vote. 

(4) The holders of shares of a class or series of shares of an 
amalgamating corporation are entitled to vote separately as a 
class or series in respect of an amalgamation if the amalgamation 
agreement contains a provision that, if contained in a proposed 
amendment to the articles, would entitle those holders to vote as 
a class or series under section 170. 

(5) Subject to subsections. {4) and (6), an amalgamation agreement is 
adopted when the shareholders of' each amalgamating corporation 
have approved of the amalgamation by special resolutions. 

(6) An amalgamation agreement may provide that at any time before the 
issue of a certificate of amalgamation the agreement may be 
terminated by the directors of an .amalgamating corporation, 
notwithstanding approval of the agreement by the shareholders of 
all or any of the amalgamating corporations. 

178 (1) A holding corporation and one or more of its wholly-owned 
subsidiary corporations may amalgamate and continue as one 
corporation without complying with sections 176 and 177 if 
(a) the amalgamation is approved by a resolution of the 

directors of each amalgamating corporation, and 
(b) the resolutions provide that 

(i) the shares of each amalgamating subsidiary corporation 
shall be cancelled without any repayment of capital in 
respect of those shares, 
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( i i ) except as may be prescribed, the articles of 
amalgamation will be the same as the articles of 
incorporation of the amalgamating holding corporation, 
and 

(iii) no securities shall be issued by the amalgamated 
corporation in connection with the amalgamation. 

(2) Two or more whoi1y-owned subsidiary corporations of the same 
holding body corporate may amalgamate and continue as one 
corporation without complying with sections 176 and 177 if 
(a) the amalgamation is approved by a resolution of the 

directors of each amalgamating corporation, and 
(b) the resolutions provide that 

(i) the shares of all but one of the amalgamating 
subsidiary corporations shall be cancelled without any 
repayment of capital in respect of those shares, 

(ii) except as may be prescribed, the articles of 
amalgamation will be the same as the articles of 
incorporation of the amalgamating subsidiary 
corporation whose shares are not cancelled, and 

(iii) the stated capital of the amalgamating subsidiary 
corporations whose shares are cancelled shall be added 
to the stated capital. of the amalgamating subsidiary 
corporation whose shares are not cancelled. 

179 (1) Subject to subsection 177(6), after an amalgamation agreement has 
been adopted under section 177 or an amalgamation has been 
approved under section 178, articles of amalgamation in 
prescr1bed form shall be sent to the Registrar together with the 
documents required by sections 19 and 101. 

(2) The articles of amalgamation shall have attached to them the 
ama1gamat10n agreement, if any, and a statutory declaration of a 
director or an officer of each ama19amating corporation that 
establishes to the satisfaction of the Registrar that 
(a) there are reasonable grounds for believing that 

(i) each ama 19amati ng corporati on is and the amalgamated 
corporation will be able to pay its liabilities as they 
become due, and 

(ii) the realizable value of the amalgamated corporation's 
assets will not be less than the aggregate of its 
liabilities and stated capital of all classes, and 
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(b) there are reasonable grounds for believing that 
(i) no creditor will be prejudiced by the amalgamation, or 
(i 1) adequate noti ce has been gi ven to a 11 known creditors 

of the amalgamating corporations and no creditor 
objects to the amalgamation otherwise than on grounds 
that are frivolous or vexatious. 

(3) For the purposes of subsection (2), adequate notice is given if 
(a) a notice of the proposed amalgamation in writing is sent to 

each known creditor having a claim against the corporation 
that exceeds $1000, 

(b) a notice of the proposed amalgamation is published once in a 
newspaper published or distributed in the place where the 
corporation has fts regfstered office and reasonable notice 
of the proposed amalgamation is given in each province fn 
Canada where the corporation carries on business, and 

(c) each notice states that the corporation intends to 
amalgamate with one or more specified' corporations in 
accordance with this Act unless a creditor of the 
corporation objects to the amalgamation within 30 days from 
the date of the' notice. 

(4) On recei pt of a rtl c 1 es of ama 1 gama t I on and the other documents 
required by subsections (1) and (2), and on receipt of the 
prescribed fees, the Registrar shall issue a certificate of 
amalgamation in accordance with section 255. 

180 (1) On the date shown fn a certificate of amalgamation 
(a) the amalgamation of the amalgamating corporations and their 

continuance as one corporation become effective, 
(b) the property of each amalgamating corporation continues to 

be the property of the amalgamated corporation, 
(c) the amalgamated corporation continues to be liable for the 

obligations of each amalgamating corporation, 
(d) an existing cause of action, claim or 1 fabil ity to 

prosecution is unaffected, 
(e) a civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding 

pending by or against an amalgamating corporation may be 
conti nued to be prosecuted by or aga i nst the ama 1 gama ted 
corporation, 

(f) a conviction against, or ruling, order or judgement in 
favour of or against, an amalgamating corporation may be 
enforced by or against the amalgamated corporation, and 
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(g) the articles of amalgamation are deemed to be the articles 
of incorporation of the amalgamated corporation and the 
certificate of amalgamation is deemed to be the certificate 
of incorporation of the amalgamated corporation. 

180.1(1) A corporation may amalgamate with an extra-territorial 
corporation and continue as one corporation under this Act if 
(a) the extra-territorial corporation is authorized to 

amalgamate with the corporation by the laws of the 
jurisdiction in which the extra-territorial corporation is 
incorporated, and 
(b) one is the wholly-owned subsidiary of the other. 

(2) Subsection (1) does not apply if the corporation is a 
professional corporation. 

(3) A corporation and an extra-territorial corporation proposing to 
amalgamate shall enter into an amalgamation agreement setting out 
the terms and means of effecting the amalgamation and, in 
particular, 
(a) providing 

176(1)(a) • 
for the matters 

(b) and (g). 
enumerated in paragraphs 

(b) providing that the shares of the wholly-owned subsidiary 
shall be cancelled without any repayment of capital in 
respect of those shares. and 

(c) providing that no securities shall be issued by the 
amalgamated corporation in connection with the amalgamation. 

(4) An amalgamation under this' section is adopted when 
(a) the agreement is approved by the di rectors of the 

corporation, 
(b) the agreement is approved by the directors or comparable 

governing body of, or the members of, the extra-territorial 
corporation, whichever body is required under the laws of 
the jurisdiction of incorporation of the extra-territorial 
corporation to approve it, and 

(c) the extra-territorial corporation has otherwise complied 
with the law of the jurisdiction in which it is 
incorporated. 
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(5) An amalgamation agreement under this section may provide that at 
any time before the issue of a certificate of amalgamation, the 
agreement may be terminated by the directors of the corporation 
or the directors or comparable governing body of the 
extra-territorial corporation, notwithstanding any previous 
approval of the agreement. 

(6) Sections 179 and 180 apply to an amalgamation under this section 
as if both of the amalgamating bodies corporate were corporations 
except that the notice referred to in paragraph 179(3)(b) shall 
also be published or distributed in each jurisdiction outside 
Canada where either body corporate carries on business. 

181 (1) An extra-territorial corporation may, if so authorized by the 
laws of the jurisdiction where it is incorporated, apply to the 
Registrar for a certificate of continuance. 

(2) The provisions of the articles of continuance of an 
extra-territorial corporation may, without so stating, vary from 
the provisions of the extra-territorial corporation's act of 
incorporation, articles, letters patent or memorandum or articles 
of association, if the variation is one which a corporation 
incorporated under" this Act could effect by way of amendment to 
its articles. 

(3) Articles of continuance in prescribed form shall be sent to the 
Registrar together with the documents required by sections 19 and 
101. 

(4) On receipt of articles of continuance and the documents required 
by sections 19 and 101, the Registrar shall issue a certificate 
of continuance in accordance with section 255. 

(5) On the date shown in the certificate of continuance 
(a) the extra-territorial corporation becomes a corporation to 

which this Act applies as if it had been incorporated under 
this Act, 

(b) the articles of continuance are deemed to be the articles of 
incorporation of the continued corporation, and 

(c) the certificate of continuance is deemed to be the 
certificate of incorporation of the continued corporation. 
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(6) The Registrar shall forthwith send a copy of the certificate of 
conti nuance to the appropri ate offi ci a I or pub I i c body in the 
jurisdiction in which continuance under this Act was authorized. 

(7) When an extra-territorial corporation is continued as a 
corporation under this Act, 
(a) the property of the extra-territorial corporation continues 

to be the property of the corporation, 
(b) the corporation continues to be liable for the obligations 

of the extra-territorial corporation, 
(c) an existing cause of action, claim or liability to 

prosecution is unaffected, 
(d) a civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding 

pending by or against the extra-territorial corporation may 
be continued to be prosecuted by or against the corporation, 
and 

(e) a conviction against, or ruling, order or judgment in favour 
of or against, the extra-territol"ial cOl"pol"ation may be 
enfol"ced by or against the corporation. 

(8) Subject to subsection 45(8), a shal"e of an extl"a-terl"itorial 
cOl"poration issued befol"e tbe extl"a-tel"l"itol"ial corpol"ation was 
continued undel" this Act is deemed to have been issued in 
compliance with this Act and with the provisions of the al"ticles 
of continuance il"respective of whether the share is fully paid 
and ir:-respective of any designation, I"ights, pl"ivileges, 
I"estl"ictions or conditions set out on or referred to in the 
certificate I"epresenting the shar-e, and continuance under this 
section does not deprive a holder of any right or privilege that 
he claims under, or I"elieve him of any liability in respect of, 
an issued share. 

(9) Notwithstanding subsection 24(1), if a corporation continued 
under this Act had, before it was so continued, issued a shal"e 
certificate in registel"ed form that is convertible to a share 
certificate in favoul" of bearer, the corporation may, if a holder 
of such a share certificate exercises the conversion privilege 
attached to it, issue a shal"e cel"tificate in favour of bearer for 
the same numbel" of shares to the holder. 

(10) For the purposes of subsections (8) and (9), "share" includes an 
instrument l"efel"l"ed to in subsection 29(1), a share wal"l"ant or a 
I ike instrument. 
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(11) If the Registrar detennines on the appl ication of an 
extra-terrftorial corporation, that it is not practicable to 
change a reference to the nomina 1 or par va 1 ue of shares of a 
class or series that it was authorfzed to issue before it was 
continued under this Act, the Registrar may, notwithstanding 
section 24(1), pennit the extra-territorial corporation to 
continue to refer in its articles to those shares, whether issued 
or unissued, as shares having a nomfnal or par value. 

(12) A corporation shall set out in its artfcles the maximum number of 
shares of a class or series referred to in subsection (11) and 
may not amend its articles to increase that maximum number of 
shares or to change the nominal or par value of those shares. 

182 (1) Subject to subsection (9), a corporation may, if it is authorfzed 
by the sha~holders in accordance wfth this section, apply to the 
appropriate official or public body of another jurisdiction 
reques t i ng tha t the corpora t i on be cont i nued as if it had been 
incorporated under the laws of that other jurisdiction. 

(2) A notice of a meetfng of shareholders complying with section 129 
shall be sent in accordance with that section to each shareholder . . 
and shall state that a dissenting shareholder is entitled to be 
paid the fair value of hfs shares in accordance with section 184, 
but failure to make that statement does not invalidate a 
discontinuance under this Act. 

(3) Each share of the corporation carries the right to vote in 
respect of a continuance whether or not it otherwise carries the 
right to vote. 

(4) An applicatfon for continuance becomes authorized when the 
shareholders voting on it have approved of the continuance by a 
special resolution. 

(5) The directors of a corporation may, if authorized by the 
shareholders at the time of approving an application for 
continuance under this section, abandon the appl fcatlon wi thout 
further approval of the shareholders. 
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(6) On receipt of notice satisfactory to him that the corporation has 
been continued under the laws of another jurisdiction. and on 
giving his approval under subsection (1). the Registrar shall 
file the notice and issue a certificate of discontinuance. 

(7) Section 255 applies with the necessary changes to the notice 
filed under subsection (6) as though the notice were articles 
that conform to law. 

(8) On the date shown in the certificate of discontinuance. the 
corporation becomes an extra-territorial corporation as if it had 
been incorporated under the laws of the other jurisdiction. 

(9) A corporation shall not be continued as a body corporate under 
the laws of another jurisdiction unless those laws provide in 
effect that 
(a) the property of the corporation continues to be the property 

of the body corporate. 
(b) the body corporate continues to be liable for the 

obligations of the corporation, 
(cl an existing cause of action. claim or liability to 

prosecution is' unaffected. 
(d) a civil. criminal or administrative action or proceeding 

pending by or against the corporation may be continued to be 
prosecuted by or against the body corporate. and 

(e) a conviction against. or ruling. order or judgment in favour 
of or against the corporation may be enforced by or against 
the body corporate. 

183 (1) A sale. lease or exchange of all or substantially all the 
property of a corporation other than 1n the ordinary course of 
business of the corporation requires the approval of the 
shareholders in accordance with subsections (2) to (6). 

(2) A notice of meeting of shareholders complying with section 129 
shall be sent in accordance with that section to each shareholder 
and shall 
(a) include or be accompanied by a copy or sUlTIIIary of the 

agreement of sale. lease or exchange. and 
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(b) state that a dissenting shareholder is entitled to be paid 
the fair value of his shares in accordance with section 184, 

but failure to make that statement does not invalidate a 
sale, lease or exchange referred to in subsection (1). 

(3) At the meeting referred to in subsection (2) the shareholders may 
authori ze the sa le, 1 ease or exchange and may fix or authori ze 

the directors to fix any of its tenns and conditions. 

(4) Each share of the corporation carries the right to vote in 

respect of a sale, lease or exchange referred to in subsection 

(1) whether or not it otherwise carries the right to vote. 

(5) The holders of shares of a class or series of shares of the 

corporation are entitled to vote separately as a class or series 
in respect of a sale, lease or exchange referred to in subsection 

(1) only if that class or series is affected by the sale, lease 
or exchange in a manner different from the shares of another 

class or series. 

(6) A, sale, lease or exchange referred ,to in subsection (1) is 

adopted when the holders of each class or series entitled to vote 
on 'it have approved of the sale, lease or exchange by a special 
resolution. 

(7) The directors of a corporation may, if authorized "by the 
shareholders approving a proposed sale, lease or exchange, and 
subject to the rights of third parties, abandon the sale, lease 
or exchange without further approval of the shareholders. 

184 (1) Subject to sections 185 and 234, a holder of shares of any class 
of a corporation may dissent if the corporation resolves to 
(a) amend its articles under section 167 or 168 to add, change 

or remove any provisions restricting or constraining the 
issue or transfer of shares of that class, 

(b) amend its articles under section 167 to add, change or 

remove any restrictions on the business or businesses that 
the corporation may carry on, 

(c) amalgamate with another corporation, otherwise than under 
section 178 or 180.1, 

(d) be continued under the laws of another jurisdiction under 
section 182, or 
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(e) sell. lease or exchange all or substantially all its 
property under section 183. 

(2) A holder of shares of any class or series of shares entitled to 
vote under section 170 may dissent if the corporation resolves to 
amend its articles in a manner described in that section. 

(3) In addition to any other right he may have. but subject to 
subsection (20). a shareholder entitled to dissent under this 
section and who complies with this section is entitled to be paid 
by the corporation the fair value of the shares held by him in 
respect of which he dissents, determined as of the close of 
business on the last business day before the day on which the 
resolution from which he dissents was adopted. 

(4) A dissenting shareholder may only claim under this section with 
respect to all the shares of a class held by him or on behalf of 
anyone beneficial owner and registered in the name of the 
dissenting shareholder. 

(5) 'A dissenting shareholder shall send to the corporation a written 
objection to a resolution referre~ to in subsection (1) or (2) 
(a) at or before any meeting of shareholders at which the 

resolution is to be voted on, or 
(b) if the corporation did not send notice to the shareholder of 

the purpose of the meeting or of his right to dissent, 
within a reasonable time after he learns that the resolution 
was adopted and of his right to dissent. 

(6) An application may be made to the Court after the adoption of a 
resolution referred to in subsection (1) or (2), 
(a) by the corporation, or 
(b) by a shareholder if he has sent an objection to the 

corporation under subsection (5), 

to fix the fair value in accordance with subsection (3) of the 
shares of a shareholder who dissents under this section. 

(7) If an application is made under subsection (6), the corporation 
shall. unless the Court otherwise orders. send to each dissenting 
shareholder a written offer to pay him an amount considered by 
the directors to be the fair value of the shares. 
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(8) Unless the Court otherwise orders, an offer referred to in 
subsection (7) shall be sent to each dissenting shareholder 
(a) at least 10 days before the date on which the application is 

returnable, if the corporation is the applicant, or 
(b) within 10 days after the corporation is served with a 

of the originating notice, if a shareholder is 
applicant. 

(9) Every offer made under subsection (7) shall 
(a) be made on the same terms, and 

copy 
the 

(b) contain or be accompanied by a statement showing how the 
fair value was determined. 

(10) A dissenting shareholder may make an agreement with the 
corporation for the purchase of his shares by the corporation, in 
the amount of the corporation's offer under subsection (7) or 
otherwise, at any time before the Court pronounces an order 
fixing the fair value of "the shares. 

(11) A dissenting shareholder 
(a) is not required to give security for costs in respect of an 

application under sub~ection (6), and 
(b) except in special circumstances shall not be required to pay 

the costs of the application or appraisal. 

(12) In connection with an application under subsection (6), the 
Courts may give directions for 
(a) jOining as parties all dissenting shareholders whose shares 

have not been purchased by the corporati on and for the 
representation of dissenting shareholders who, in the 
opinion of the Court, are in need of representation, 

(b) the trial of issues and interlocutory matters, including 
pleadings and examinations for discovery, 

(c) the payment to the shareholder of all or part of the sum 
offered by the corporation for the shares, 

(d) the deposit of the share certificates with the Court or with 
the corporation or its transfer agent, 

(e) the appoi ntment and payment of independent appra i sers, and 
the procedures to be followed by them, 

(f) the service of documents, and 
(9) the burden of proof on the parties. 
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(13) On an application under subsection (6). the Court shall make an 
order 
(a) fixing the fair value of the shares in accordance with 

subsection (3)" of all dissenting shareholders who are 
parties to the application, 

(b) giving judgment in that amount against the corporation and 
in favour of each of those dissenting shareholders. and 

(c) fixing the time within which the corporation must pay that 
amount to a shareholder. 

(14) On 
(a) the action approved by the resolution from which the 

shareholder dissents becoming effective. 
(b) th~ making of an agreement under subsection (10) between the 

corporation and the dissenting shareholder as to the payment 
to be made by the corporation for his shares. whether by the 
acceptance of the corporation's offer under subsection (7) 

or otherwise. or 
(c) the pronouncement of an order under subsection (13). 

whiChever first occurs. the shareholder ceases to have any rights 
as a sharehol der other than· the right to be pa id the fai r value 
of his shares ·in the amount agreed to between the corporation and 
the shareholder or in the amount of the judgment. as the case may 
be. 

(15) Paragraph (14)(a) does not apply to a shareholder referred to in 
paragraph (5)(b). 

(16) Until one of the events mentioned in subsection (14) occurs. 
(a) the shareholder may withdraw his dissent. or 
(b) the corporation may rescind the resolution, 

and in either event proceedings under this section shall be 
discontinued. 

(17) The Court may in its discretion allow a reasonable rate of 
interest on the amount payable to each dissenting shareholder. 
from the date on which the shareholder ceases to have any rights 
as a shareholder by reason of subsection (14) until the date of 
payment. 
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(18) If subsection (20) applies. the corporation shall, within la days 
after 
(a) the pronouncement of an order under subsection (13), or 
(b) the making of an agreement between the shareholder and the 

corporation as to the payment to be made for his shares. 

notify each dissenting shareholder that it is unable lawfully to 
pay dissenting shareholders for their shares. 

(19) NotwHhstanding that a judgment has been given in favour of a 
dhsenting shareholder under paragraph (13)(b). if subsection 
(20) applies. the dissenting shareholder. by written notice 
del ivere<t to the corporation within 30 days after receiving the 
notice under subsection (l8). may withdraw his notice of 
objection, in which case the corporation is deemed to consent to 
the withdrawal and the shareholder is reinstated to his full 
rights as a shareholder, fail ing which he retains a status as a 
claimant against the corporation, to be paid as soon as the 
corporation is lawfully able to do so or. in a liquidation. to be 
ranked subordinate to the rights of creditors of the corporation 
but in priority to its shareholders. 

(20) A corporation shall not make a payment to a dissenting 
shareholder under this section if there are reasonable grounds 
for believing that. 
(a) the corporation is or would after the payment be unable to 

pay its liabilities as they become due, or 
(b) the realizable value of the corporation's assets would 

thereby be less than the aggregate of its liabilities. 

PART 15 

CORPORATE REORGANIZATION AND ARRANGEMENTS 

185 (1) In this section. "order for reorganization" means an order of the 
I 

Court made under 
(a) section 234. 
(b) the Bankruptcy Act (Canada) approving a proposal. or 
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(c) any other Act of the Parl iament of Canada or an Act of the 
Legislature that affects the rights among the corporation, 
its shareholders and creditors. 

(2) If a corporation is subject to an order for reorganization, its 
articles may be amended by the order to effect any change that 
might lawfully be made by an amendment under section 167. 

(3) If the Court makes an order for reorganization, the Court may 
also 
(a) authorize the issue of debt obligations of the corporation, 

whether or not convertible into shares of any cliiss or 
having attached any rights or options to acquire shares of 
any class, and fix the terms of those debt obligations, and 

(b) appoint directors in place of or in addition to all or any 
of the directors then in office. 

(4) After an order for reorganization has been made, articles of 
reorganization in prescribed form shall be sent to the Registrar 
together wi th the documents requi red by sect ions 19 and 108, if 
applicable. 

(5) On receipt of articles of reorganization, the Registrar shall 
issue a certificate of amendment in accordance with section 255. 

(6) An order for reorganization becomes effective on the date shown 
in the certificate of amendment and the articles of incorporation 
are amended accordingly. 

(7) A shareholder is not entitled to dissent under section 184 if an 
amendment to the articles of incorporation is effected under this 
section. 

186 (1) In this section, narrangement" includes, but is not restricted to 
(a) an amendment to the articles of a corporation, 
(b) an amalgamation of two or more corporations. 
(c) an amalgamatio~ of a body corporate with a corporation that 

results in an amalgamated corporation subject to this Act, 
(d) a division of the business carried on by a corporation, 
(e) a transfer of all or substantially all the property of a 

corporation to another body corporate in exchange for 
property, money or securities of the body corporate, 
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(f) an exchange of securities of a corporation held by security 
ho I ders for property, money or 0 ther secu ri ties of the 
corporation or property, money or securities of another body 
corporate that Is not a take-over bid as defined in section 
187, 

(g) a liquidation and dissolution of a corporation, 
(h) a compromise between a corporation and its creditors or any 

class of its creditors or between a corporation and the 
holders of its shares or debt obligations or any class of 
those holders, or 

(i) any combination of the foregoing. 

(2) An application may be made to the Court by a corporation or a 
security holder or creditor of a corporation for an order 
approving an arrangement in respec't of the corporation. 

(3) [f an arrangement can be effected under any other provision of 
this Act, an application may not be made under this section 
unless it is impracticable to effect the arrangement under that 
other provision. 

(4) [n connection with an application under thh section, the Court, 
unless it dismisses the application, 
(a) shall order the holding of a meeting of shareholders or a 

c I ass or cl asses of shareholders to vote on the proposed 
arrangement, 

(b) shall order a meeting of persons who are creditors or 
holders of debt obligations of the corporation or of options 
or rights to acquire securities of the corporation, or any 
class of those persons, if the Court considers that those 
persons or that class of persons are affected by the 
proposed arrangement, 

(c) may, with respect to any meeting referred to in paragraph 
(a) or (b), give any directions in the order respecting 

(i) the calling of and the giving of notice of the 
meeting, 

(i i) the conduct of the meeting, 
(i i i ) subject to subsection (6), the majority 

required to pass a resolution at the meeting, 
and 

(iv) any other matter it thinks fit, 

and 
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(d) may make an order appoi nti ng counsel to represent, at the 
expense of the corporation, the interests of the 
shareholders or any of them. 

(5) The notice of a meeting referred to in paragraph (4)(a) or (b) 
shall contain or be accompanied by 
(a) a statement explaining the effect of the arrangement, and 
(b) if the application is made by the corporation, a statement 

of any material interests of the directors of the 
corporation, whether as directors, security holders or 
creditors, and the effect of the arrangement on those 
interests. 

(6) An order made under clause (4)(c)(iii) in respect of any meeting 
may not provide for any majority that is less than the following: 
(a) in the case of a vote of the shareholders or a class of 

shareholders, a majority of at least 2/3 of the votes cast 
by the shareholders voting on the resolution, 

(b) in the case of a vote of creditors or a class of creditors, 
a majority in number representing at least 2/3 of the amount 
of·their claims; 

(c) in the case of a vote of the holders of debt obligations or 
a class of those holders, a majority in number representing 
at least 2/3 of the amount of their claims, 

(d) in the case of a vote of ho 1 ders of opti ons or ri ghts to 
acquire securities, the majority that would be required 
under paragraph (a) or (c) if those holders had acquired 
ownership of the securities. 

(7) Notwithstanding anything in subsections (4) to (6), if a 
resolution required to be voted on pursuant to the order under 
subsection (4) 15 in writing and signed by all the persons 
entitled to vote on the resolution. 
(a) the meet i ng requ i red to be he 1 d by the order need not be 

held. and 
(b) the resolution is as valid as if it had been passed at a 

meeting. 

(8) If the application is in respect of a distributing corporation, 
the applicant shall give the Registrar of Secu.rities notice of 
the appl ication and the Registrar of Securities is entitled to 
appear and be heard in person or by counsel. 
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(9) After the holding of the meetings required by an order under 
subsection (4) or the submission to it of ·written resolutions 
that comply with subsection (7), the Court shall hear the 
application and may in its discretion 
(a) approve the a rrangement as proposed by the app 11 cant or as 

amended by the Court, or 
(b) refuse to approve the arrangement, 

and make any fu~ther order it thinks fit. 

(10) After an order referred to in paragraph (9)(a) has been made, the 
corporation shall send to the Registrar 
(a) a copy of the order, 
(b) articles of arrangement in prescribed form, 
(c) articles of amalgamation or statement of intent to dissolve 

pursuant to section 204 in prescribed form, if applicable, 
and 

(d) the documents required by sections 19 and 108, if 
applicable, 

and the Registrar shall file them. 

(11) On filing any documents referred to in paragraphs 10(b) and (c), 
the Registrar shall issue the appropriate certificate in 
accordance with section 255. 

(12) An arrangement becomes effective 
(a) on the date shown in the certificate issued pursuant to 

subsection (11), or 
(b) if no certificate is required to be issued pursuant to 

subsection (11), on the date the documents are filed 
pursuant to subsection (10). 

(13) An arrangement as approved by the Court is· binding on the 
corporation and all other persons. 
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PART 16 

TAKE-OVER BIDS - COMPULSORY PURCHASE 

187 (1) In this Part, 

"dissenting offeree" means an offeree who does not accept a 
take-over bid and a person who acquires from an offeree a share 
for which a take-over bid is made; 

"offer" includes an invitation to make an offer; 

"offeree" means a person to whom a take-over bid is made; 

·offeree corporation" means a corporation whose shares are the 
object of a take-over bid; 

·offeror" means a person. other than an agent, who makes a 
take-over bid, and includes two or more persons who, directly or 
indirectly, 
(a) make take-over bids jointly or in concert, or 
(b) intend to exercise jointly or 1n concert voting rights 

attached to shares for which a take-over bid is made; 

·shareu means a share with or without voting rights and includes 
(a) a security currently convertible into such a share, and 
(b) currently exercisable options and rights to acquire such a 

share or such a convertible security, 

"take-over bid" means an offer made by an offeror to shareholders 
to acquire all of the shares of any class of shares of an offeree 
corporation not already owned by the offeror, and includes every 
take-over bid by a corporation to repurchase all of the shares of 
any class of its shares which leaves outstanding voting shares of 
the corporation. 

188 (1) A take-over bid is deemed to be dated as of the date on which it 
is sent. 
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(2) If wHhin the time 1 imi ted in a take-over bid for its acceptance 
or within 120 days after the date of a take-over bid, whichever 
period fs the shorter, the bid is accepted by the holders of not 
less than 90: of the shares of any class of shares to which the 
take-over bid relates, other than shares of that class held at 
the date of the take-over bid by or on behalf of the offeror or 
an affilfate or associate of the offeror, the offeror fs 
ent1tled, on the bid being so accepted and on complying with this 
Part, to acquire the shares of that class held by the dissenting 
offerees. 

(3) The r1ghts of an offeror and offeree under this Part are subject 
to any unan1mous shareholder agreement. 

189 (1) An offeror may acquire shares held by a dissenting offeree by 
sending by registered mail within 60 days after the date of 
termination of the take-over bid and in any event within 180 days 
after the date of the take-over bfd, an offeror's notfce to each 
dfssenting offeree stating that 
(a) the offerees holding more than 90S of the shares to whfch 

the bfd relates have accepted the take-over bid, 
(b). the offeror is bound to take up and pay for or has taken up 

and pafd for the shares of the offerees who accepted the 
take-over bfd, 

(c) a dfssenting offeree fs required to elect 
(i) to transfer hf s shares to the offeror on the terms on 

whf ch the offeror acqui red the shares of the offerees 
who accepted the take-over bid, or 

(if) to demand payment of the fafr value of his shares 
(A) by notifying the offeror, and 
(B) by applying to the Court to fix the fair value 

of the shares of the dissenting offeree, 

within 60 days after the date of the sending of the offeror's 
notice, 

(d) a di ssenti ng offeree who does not noti fy the offeror and 
apply to the Court in accordance with clause (c)(if) is 
deemed to have elected to transfer his shares to the offeror 
on the same terms that the offeror acquired the shares from 
the offerees who accepted the take-over bid, and 
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(e) a dissenting offeree shall send the share certificates of 
the class of shares to which the take-over bid relates to 
the offeree corporation within 20 days after he receives the 
offeror's notice. 

(2) Concurrently with sending the offeror's notice under subsection 
(1), the offeror shall send to the offeree corporation a notice 
of adverse claim in accordance with section 73 with respect to 
each share held by a dissenting offeree. 

190 (1) A dissenti ng offeree to whom an offeror's noti ce is sent under 
subsection 189(1) shall, within 20 days after he receives that 
notice, send his share certificates of the class of shares to 
which the take-over bid relates to the offeree corporation. 

(2) Within 20 days after the offeror sends an offeror's.notice under 
subsection 189(1), the offeror shall payor transfer to the 
offeree corporation the amount of money Or other consideration 
that the offeror would have had to payor transfer to a 
dissenting offeree if the dissenting offeree had elected to 
accept the take-over bid under clause 189(1)(c)(i). 

191 (1) The offeree corporation is deemed to hold in. trust for the 
dissenting offerees the money or other consideration it receives 
under subsection 190(2), and the offeree corporation shall 
deposit the money in a separate account in a bank or other body 
corporate any of whose deposits are insured by the Canada Deposit 
Insurance Corporation or guaranteed by the Queb~c Deposit 
Insurance Board, and shall place the other consideration in the 
custody of a bank or such other body corporate. 

(2) Within 30 days after the offeror sends an offeror's notice under 
subsection 189(1), the offeree corporation shall, if the offeror 

. has paid Or transferred to the offeree corporation the money or 
other consideration referred to in subsection 190(2), 
(a) issue to the offeror a share certificate in respect of the 

shares that were held by dissenting offerees, 
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(b) give to each dissenting offeree who elects to accept the 
take-over bid terms under clause 1B9(1)(c)(i) and who sends 
or delivers his share certificates as required under 
subsection 190(1), the money or other consideration to which 
he is entitled, disre9arding fractional shares, which may be 
paid for in money, and 

(c) send to each dissenting shareholder who has not sent his 
share certificates as required under subsection 190(1) a 
notice stating that 
(1) his shares have been cancelled, 
(ii) the offeree corporation or some designated person holds 

in trust for him the money or other consideration to 
which he is entitled as payment for or in exchange for 
his shares, and 

(ii1) the offeree corporation will, subject to sections 192 
to 198, send that money or other consideration to him 
forthwith after receiving his shares. 

192 (1) If a dissenting offeree has elected to demand payment of the fair 
value of his shares under paragraph 189(l)(c). the offeror may, 
within 20 days after-it has paid the money or transferred the 
other consideration under subsection 190(2), apply to the Court 
to fix the fair value of the shares of that dissenting offeree. 

193 (1) A dissenting offeree is not required to give security for costs 
in an application made under this Part. 

194 (1) If more than one application is made under sections 189 and 192, 
the offeror or a dissenting offeree may apply to have the 
applications heard together. 

195 (1) On an application under this Part, the Court shall fix a fair 
value for the shares of each dfssenting offeree who is a party to 
the application. 

196 (1) The Court may in its discretion appoint one or more appraisers to 
assist the Court to fix a fair value for the shares of a 
dissenting offeree. 
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197 (1) The final order of the Court shall be made against the offeror in 

favour of each di ssent i ng offeree who has elected to demand 

payment of the fair value of his shares for the fair value of his 

shares as fixed by the Court. 

198 (1) In connection with proceedings under this Part, the Court may 

make any order it thinks fit and, without limiting the generality 

of the foregoing, it may do any or all of the following: 

(a) fix the amount of money or other consideration· that is 

required to be held in trust under subsection 191(1); 
(b) order that that money or other consideration be held in 

trust by a person other than the offeree corporation; 

(c) allow a reasonable rate of interest on the amount payable to 

each dissenting offeree from the date he sends or delivers 

his share certificates under subsection 190(1) until the 

date of payment; 

(d) order that any. money payable to a shareholder who cannot be 

found be paid to the Treasurer and subsection 220(3) applies 

in respect of money so paid. 

199 (1) If the take-over bid is an offer by a corporation to repurchase 

its own shares subsection 189(2) does not apply, and subsection 

190(2) does not apply, but the corporation shall comply with 

subsection 191(1) within 20 days after it sends an offeror'~ 

notice under subsection 189(1). 

(2) If 

(a) the take-over bid is an offer by a corporation to repurchase 

its own shares, and 

(b) the corporation is prohibited by section 32 

(1) from depOSiting or placing the consideration for the 

shares pursuant to subsection 191(1), or 

(11) paying the amount for the shares fixed by the Court 

pursuant to section 195 

the corporation 

(c) shall re-issue to the dissenting offeree the shares for 

which the corporation is not allowed to pay, and 

(d) is entitled to use for its own benefit any money or 

consideration deposited or placed under subsection 19l(i), 
and 
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the dissenting offeree is reinstated to his full rights, as a 
shareholder. 

PART 17 

LIQUIDATION AND DISSOLUTION 

200 (1) Any proceedings taken under this Part to dissolve or to liquidate 
and dissolve a corporation shall be stayed if the corporation is 
at any time found to be insolvent within the meaning of the 
Bankruptcy Act (Canada). 

201 (1) If a corporation is dissolved under section 203, 204 or 205 or 
under any similar provision of any Act for which this Act is 
substituted, any fnterested person may apply to the Registrar to 
have the corporation revived. 

(2) Articles of revival in prescribed form shall be sent to the 
Registrar. 

(3) On receipt of articles of revival, the Registrar shall issue a 
certificate of revival in accordance with section 255. 

(4) A corporation fs revived on the dat~ shown on the certificate of 
reviva 1, and thereafter the corporation, subject to any 
reasonable terms that may be imposed by the Registrar and to the 
rights acquired by any person after its dissolution, has all the 
rights and privileges and is liable for the obl igations that it 
would have had if it had not been dissolved. 

202 (1) Any interested person may apply to the Court for an order 
reviving a body corporate that was dissolved by court order. 

(2) An applicant under subsection (1) shall give notice of the 
application to the Registrar and the Registrar is entitled to 
appear and be heard in person or by counsel. 

(3) An order under subsection (1) may revive the body corporate for a 
1 imited period for the purpose of carrying out particular acts 
specified in the order. 
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(4) In an order under subsection (1) the Court may 
(a) give directions as to the holding of meetings of 

sharehol ders, the appointment of di rectors and meetings of 
di rectors. 

(b) change the name of the body corporate to a number designated 
or name approved by the Registrar, and 

(c) give any other directions the Court thinks fit. 

(5) A body corporate revived by an order under this section to which 
subsection (3) applies is dissolved on the expiration of the time 
limited by the order. 

(6) If an order is made under this section, the applicant shall 
forthwith send a certified copy of the order to the Registrar who 
shall file it and issue a certificate of revival in accordance 
with section 255. 

(7) On the making of an order under this section, the body corporate, 
subject to the order and to the ri ghts acqui red by any person 
after its dissolution, has all the rights and privileges and is 
liable for the obligations that it would have had if it had not 
been dissolved. 

203 (1) A corporation that has not issued any shares and that has no 
property and no liabilities may be dissolved at any time by 
resolution of all the directors. 

(2) A corporation that has no property and no liabilities may be 
dissolved by special resolution of the shareholders or, if it has 
issued more than one class of shares. by special resolutions of 
the holders of each class whether or not they are otherwise 
entitled to vote. 

(3) A corporation that has property or liabilities or both may be 
dissolved by special resolution of the shareholders or. if it has 
issued more than one class of shares. by special resolutions of 
the holders of each class whether or not they are otherwise 
entitled to vote, if 
(a) by the special resolution or resolutions the shareholders 

authorize the directors to cause the corporation to 
distribute all property and discharge all liabilities, and 
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(b) the corporation has distributed all property and discharged 
all liabilities before it sends articles of dissolution to 
the Registrar pursuant to subsection (4). 

(4) Articles of dissolution in prescri~ed fonn shall be sent to the 
Registrar. 

(5) On receipt of articles of dissolution, the Registrar shall issue 
a certificate of dissolution in accordance with section 255. 

(6) The corporation ceases to exist on the date shown in the 
certificate of dissolution. 

204 (1) The directors may propose, or a shareholder who is entitled to 
vote at an annual meeting of shareholders may, in accordance with 
.section 131, make a proposal for the voluntary liquidation and 
dissolution of a corporation. 

(2) Notice of any meeting of shareholders at which voluntary 
liquidation and dissolution is :0 be proposed shall set out the 
tenns .of the liquidation and dis~olution. 

(3) A corporation may liquidate and dissolve by special resolution of 
the shareholders or, if the corporation has issued more than one 
class of shares, by special resolution of the holders of each 
class whether or not they are otherwise entitled to vote. 

(4) A statement of intent to dissolve in prescribed fonn shall be 
sent to the Registrar. 

(5) On receipt of a statement of intent to dissolve, the Registrar 
shall issue a certificate of intent to dissolve in accordance 
with section 255. 

(6) On issue of a certificate of intent to dissolve, the corporation 
shall cease to carry on business except to the extent necessary 
for the liquidation, but its corporate existence continues until 
the Registrar issues a certificate of dissolution. 

(7) After issue of a certificate of intent to dissolve, the 
corporation shall 
(a) immediately cause notice of the issue of the certificate to 

be sent or delivered to each known creditor of the 
corporati on, 
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(b) forthwith publish notice of the issue of the certificate 
(i) in the Yukon Gazette, and 
(if) once in a newspaper published or distributed in the 

place where the corporation has its registered office, 

and take reasonable steps to give notice of the issue of the 
certificate in every jurisdiction where the corporation was 
carrying on business at the time it sent the statement of intent 
to dissolve to the Registrar, 

(c) proceed to collect its property, to dispose of properties 
that are not to be distributed in kind to its shareholders, 
to discharge all its obligations and to do all other acts 
required to liquidate its business, and 

(d) after giving the notice required under paragraphs (a) and 
(b) and adequately providing for the payment or discharge of 
all its obligations, distribute its remaining property, 
either in money or in kind among its shareholders according 
to their respective rights. 

(8) The Registrar or any interested person may, at any time during 
the liquid~tion of a co~oration, apply to the Court for.an order 
that the liquidation be continued under the supervision of the 
Court as provided in this Part, and on the application the Court 
may so order and make any further order it thinks fit. 

(9) An applicant under this section shall give the Registrar notice 
of the application, and the Registrar is entitled to appear and 
be heard in person or by counsel. 

(l0) At any time after the issue of a certificate of intent to 
dissolve and before the issue of a certificate of dissolution, a 
certificate of intent to dissolve may be revoked 
(a) by sending to the Registrar a statement of revocation of 

intent to dissolve in prescribed form and approved in the 
same manner as the resolution under subsection (3), and 

(b) by publishing the statement in the Yukon Gazette. 

(11) On receipt of a statement of revocation of intent to dissolve, 
the Registrar shall issue a certificate of revocation of intent 
to dissolve in accordance with section 255. 
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(12) On the date shown in the certificate of revocation of intent to 
dissolve. the revocation is effective and the corporation may 
continue to carry on its business or businesses. 

(13) If a certificate of intent to dissolve has not been revoked and 
the corporation has complied with subsection (7). the corporation 
shall prepare articles of dissolution •. 

(14) Articles of dissolution in prescribed fonn shall be sent to the 
Registrar. 

(15) On receipt of articles of dissolution. the Registrar shall issue 
a certificate of dissolution in accordance with section 255. 

(16) The corporation ceases to exist on the date shown in the 
certificate of dissolution. 

205 (1) Subject to subsections (2) and (3). if a corporation 
(a) has not commenced business within three years after the date 

shown in its certificate of incorpor~tion. 
(b) has not carried on its business for three consecutive years. 

or 
(c) is in default for a period of one year in sending to 'the 

Registrar any notice or document required by this Act. 

the Registrar may dissolve the corporation by issuing a 
certificate of dissolution under this section or he may apply to 
the Court for an order dissolving the corporation. in which case 
section 210 applies. 

(2) The Registrar shall not dissolve a corporation under this section 
until he has 
(a) given 120 days notice of his decision to dissolve the 

corporation to the corporation and to two directors of the 
corporation and if there is only one director of the 
corporation. to such director. and 

(b) published notice of his decision to dissolve the corporation 
in the Yukon Gazette. 

(3) Unless cause to the contrary has been shown or an order has been 
made by the Court under section 239. the Registrar may. after 
expiry of the period referred to in subsection (2). issue a 
certificate of dissolution in prescribed fonn. 
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(4) The corporation ceases to exist on the date shown in the 
certificate of dissolution. 

206 (1) The Registrar or any interested person may apply to the Court for 
an order dissolving a corporation if the corporation has 
(a) failed for two or more consecutive years to comply with the 

requirements of this Act with respect to the holding of 
annual meetings of shareholders. 

(b) contravened subsection 16(2). or sections 21. 151 or 153. or 
(c) procured any certificate under this Act by 

misrepresentation. 

(2) An applicant under this section. other than the Registrar. shall 
give the Registrar notice of the application. and the Registrar 
is entitled to appear and be heard in person or by counsel. 

(3) On an application under this section or section 205. the Court 
may order that the corporation be dissolved or that the 
corporation be liquidated and dissolved under the supervision of 
the Court. and the Court may make any other order it thinks fit. 

(4) On receipt of an order under this section. section 205 or section 
207. the Registrar shall 
(a) if the order is to dissolve the corporation. issue a 

certificate of dissolution in prescribed form. or 
(b) if the order is to liquidate and dissolve the corporation 

under the supervision of the Court. issue a certificate of 
intent to dissolve in prescribed form and publish notice of 
the order in the Yukon Gazette. 

(5) The corporation ceases to exist on the date shown in the 
certificate of dissolution. 

207 (1) The Court may order the liquidation and dissolution of a 
corporation or any of its affiliated corporations on the 
application of a shareholder. 
(a) if the Court is satisfied that in respect of a corporation 

or any of its affiliates 
(i) any act or omission of the corporation or any of its 

affiliates effects a result. 
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(i1) the business or affairs of the corporation or any of 
its affiliates are or have been carried on or conducted 
in a manner, or 

(ii1) the powers of the directors of the corporation or any 
of its affl1iates are or have been exercised in a 
mann,er 

that is oppressive or unfairly prejudicial to or that 
unfairly disregards the interests of any security holder, 
creditor, director or officer, or 

(b) if the Court is satisfied that 
(i) a unanimous shareholder agreement entitles a 

complaining shareholder to demand dissolution of the 
corporation after the occurrence of a specified event 
and that event has occurred, or 

(ii) it is just and equitable that the corporation should be 
liquidated and dissolved. 

(2) On an application under this section, the Court may make any 
order under this section or section 234 it thinks fit. 

(3) Section 235 applies to an application under this section. 

208 (1) An application to the Court to supervise a voluntary liquidation 
and dissolution under subsection 204(8) shall state the reasons, 
verified by an affidavit of the applicant, why the Court should 
supervise the liquidation and dissolution. 

(2) If the Court makes an order applied for under subsection 204(8), 
the liquidation and dissolution of the corporation shall continue 
under the supervision of the Court in accordance with this Act. 

209 (1) An application to the Court under subsection 207(1) shall state 
the reasons, verified by an affidavit of the applicant, why the 
corporation should be liquidated and dissolved. 

(2) On the application under subsection 207(1), the Court may make an 
order requiring the corporation and any person having an interest 
in the corporation or a claim against it to show cause, at a time 
and place specified in the order but not less than 30 days after 
the date of the order, why the corporation should not be 
liquidated and dissolved. 
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(3) On an application under subsection 207(1). the Court may order 
the directors and officers of the corporation to furnish to the 
Court all material information known to or reasonably 
ascertainable by them. including 
(a) financial statements of the corporation. 
(b) the name and address of each shareholder of the corporation. 

and 
(c) the name and address of each creditor or claimant. including 

any creditor or claimant with unliquidated, future or 
contingent claims, and any person with whom the corporation 
has a contract. 

(4) A copy of an order made under subsection (2) shall be 
(a) published as directed in the order, at least once in each 

week before the time appointed for the hearing, in a 
newspaper published or distributed in the place where the 
corporation has its registered office. and 

(b) served on the Registrar and each person named in the order. 

(5) Publication and service of an order under this section shall be 
effected by the corporation or by any other person and in any 
manner the Court may order. 

210 (1) In connection with the dissolution or the liquidation and 
dissolution of a corporation, the Court may make any order it 
thinks fit including, without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, anyone or more of the following: 
(a) an order to liquidatei 
(b) an order appointing a liquidator, with or without security, 

fixing his remuneration or replacing a liquidatori 
(c) an order appointing inspectors or referees, specifying their 

powers, fixing their remuneration or replacing inspectors or 
refereesi 

(d) an order determining the notice to be given to any 
interested person, or dispensing with notice to any personi 

(e) an order determining the validity of any claims made against 
the corporationi 

(f) an order at any stage of the proceedings, restraining the 
directors and officers from 
(i) exercising any of their powers, or 
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(in collecting or receiving any debt or other property of 
the corporation. ar from paying out ar transferring any 
property of the corporation. except as permitted by the 
Court; 

(g) an arder determining and enforcing the duty or liability of 
any director. officer or shareholder 
(i) to the corporation. or 
(ii) for an obligation of the corporation; 

(h) an arder approving the payment. satisfaction or compromise 
of claims against the corporation and the retention of 
assets for that purpose. and determining the adequacy of 
provisions for the payment or discharge of obligations of 
the corporation, whether liquidated, unliquidated. future or 
contingent; 

(i) an order disposing' of or destroying the documents and 
records of the corporation; 

(j) on the application of a creditor. the inspectors or the 
liquidator. an order giving directions on any matter arising 
in the liquidation; 

(k) after notice has been ghen to all interested parties, an 
order re1feving a liquidator from any amissfon or default on 
any terms the Court thinks fit or confirmfng any act of the . . 
1 i qui da tor; 

(1) subject to section 216. an order approving any proposed 
interim or final distribution to shareholders in money or in 
property; 

(m) an order dispOSing of any property belonging to creditors or 
shareholders who cannot be found; 

(n) on the application of any director. officer. security 
holder. creditor or the liquidator. 
(i) an order staying the liquidation on any terms and 

conditions the Court thinks fit. 
(i1) an order continuing or discontinuing the liquidation 

proceedings. or 
(ii1) an order to the liquidator to restore to the 

corporatian all its remaining property; 
or 

(0) after the liquidator has rendered hi s fi na 1 account to the 
Court. an order dissolving the corporation. 

211 (1) If the Court makes an order for the liquidation of.a corporation, 
the liquidation commences when the order is made. 
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212 (1) If the Court makes an order for liquidation of a corporation, 
(a) the corporation continues in existence but shall cease to 

carry on business, except the business that is, in the 
opinion of the 1 iquidator, required for an orderly 
1 iquidation, and 

(b) the powers of the directors and shareholders cease and vest 
in the liquidator. except as specifically authorized by the 
Court. 

(2) The liquidator may delegate any of the powers vested in him by 
paragraph (l)(b) to the directors or shareholders. 

213 (1) When making an order for the liquidation of a corporation or at 
any later time. the Court may appoint any person. including a 
director. an officer or a sha"reholder of the corporation or any 
other body corporate, as liquidator of the corporation. 

(2) If an order for the liquidation of a corporation has been made 
and the office of liquidator is or becomes vacant. the property 
of the corporation is under the control of the Court until the 
office of liquidator is filled. 

214 (1) A liquidator shall 
(a) forthwith after his appointment give notice of his 

appointment to the Registrar and to each claimant and 
creditor known to the liquidator. 

(b) forthwith publ tsh notice in the Yukon Gazette and once a 
week for two consecutive weeks in a newspaper published or 
distributed in the place where the corporation has its 
registered office and take reasonable steps to give notice 
in each province in Canada where the corporation carries on 
business. stating the fact of his appointment and requiring 
any person 
(i) indebted to the corporation, to provide a statement of 

account respecting the indebtedness and to pay to the 
liquidator at the time and place specified any amount 
OWing. 

(i 1) possessing property of the corporation. to deliver it 
to the liquidator at the time and place specified. and 
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(iii) having a claim against the corporation, whether 
liquidated, unliquidated, future or contingent, to 
present particulars of the claim in writing to the 
liquidator not less than two months after the first 
publication of the notice, 

(c) take into his custody and control the property of the 
corporation, 

(d) open and ma i nta i n a trust account for the money of the 
corporation, 

(e) keep accounts of the money of the corpora t i on rece ived and 
paid out by him, 

(f) maintafn separate lists of the shareholders, creditors and 
other persons having clafms against the corporation, 

(g) if at any time the liquidator determines that the 
corporation is unable to payor adequately provide for the 
discharge of its obligations, apply to the Court for 
directions, 

(h) deliver to the Court and to the Registrar, at least once in 
every 12-month period after his appointment or more often as 
the Court may require, financial statements of the 
corporation in the form required by section 149 or in any 
other form· the liquidator thinks proper or as the Court may 
requ ire, and 

(i) after his final accounts are approved by the Court, 
distribute any remaining property of the corporation among 
the shareholders according to their respective rights. 

215 (1) A liquidator may 
(a) retain lawyers, accountants, engineers, appraisers and other 

professional advisers, 
(b) bring, defend or take part in any civil, criminal or 

administrative action or proceeding in the name and on 
behalf of the corporation, 

(c) carry on the business of the corporation as required for an 
orderly liquidation, 

(d) sell property of the corporation publicly or privately, 
(e) do a 11 acts and execute any documents in the name and on 

behalf of the corporation, 
(f) borrow money on the security of the property of the 

c.orporation, 
(g) settle or compromise any claims by or against the 

corporation, and 
(h) do all other things for the liquidation of the corporation 

and distribution of its property. 
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(2) A liquidator is not liable if he relies in good faith on 
(a) financial statements of the corporation represented to him 

by an officer of the corporation or in a written report of 
the auditor of the corporation to reflect fairly the 
financial condition of the corporation, or 

(b) an opinion, a report or a statement of a lawyer, accountant, 
engineer, appraiser or other professional adviser retained 
by the liquidator. 

(3) If a liquidator has reason to believe that any person has in his 
possession or under his control, or has concealed, withheld or 
misappropriated any property of the corporation, he may apply to 
the Court for an order requiring that person to appear before the 
Court at the time and place deSignated in the order and to be 
examined. 

(4) If the examination referred to in subsection (3) discloses that a 
person has in his possession or under his control or has 
concealed, withheld or misappropriated property of the 
corporation, the Court may order that person to restore it or pay 
compensation to the liquidator. 

216 (1) A liquidator sha 11 pay the costs of liquidation out of the 
property of the corporation and shall payor make adequate 
provision for all claims against the corporation. 

(2) Within one year after his appointment, and after paying or making 
adequate provision for all claims against the corporation, the 
liquidator shall apply to the Court 
(a) for approval of his final accounts and for an order 

permitting him to distribute in money· or in kind the 
remaining property of the corporation to its shareholders 
according to their respective rights, or 

(b) for an extension of time, setting out the reasons for the 
extension. 

(3) If a liquidator fails to make the application required by 
subsection (2), a shareholder or creditor of the corporation may 
apply to the Court for an order for the liquidator to show cause 
why a final accounting and distribution should not be made. 
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(4) A liquidator shall give notice of his intention to· make an 
application under subsection (2) to the Registrar, each inspector 
appointed under section 210, each shareholder, each creditor 
known to him and any person who provfded a security or fidel fty 
bond for the lfquidator. 

(5) If the Court approves the final accounts rendered by a liquidator 
the Court shall make an order 
(a) directing the Registrar to issue a certificate of 

dissolution, 
(b) directing the custody or disposal of the documents and 

records of the corporation, and 
(c) subject to subsection (6), discharging the liquidator. 

(6) The liquidator shall forthwith send or deliver a certified copy 
of the order referred to in subsectfon (5) to the Registrar. 

(7) On receipt of the order referred to in subsection (5), the 
Registrar shall issue a certificate of dissolution in accordance 
with section 255. 

(8) The corporation ceases to exist on the date shown in· the 
certificate of dissolution. 

217 (1) If in the course of liqufdation of a corporation the shareholders 
resolve or the liqufdator proposes to 
(a) exchange all or substantially all the property of the 

corporation for securities of another body corporate that 
are to be dfstributed to the shareholders, or 

(b) distribute all or part of the property of the corporation to 
the shareholders In kind, 

a shareholder may apply to the Court for an order requiring the 
distribution of the property of the corporation to be in money. 

(2) On an application under subsection (1), the Court may order that 
(a) all the property of the corporation be converted into and 

distributed in money, or 
(b) the applicant be paid the fair value of his shares, in which 

case the Court 
(i) may determine whether any other shareholder is opposed 

to the proposal and If so, join that shareholder as a 
party, 
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(ii) may appoint one or more appraisers to assist the Court 

to fix the fair value of the shares, 

(iii) shall fix the fair value of the shares of the applicant 

and the other shareholders joine,d as parties as of a 

date determined by the Court, 

(iv) shall give judgment in the amount of the fair value 

against the corporation and in favour of each of the 

shareholders who are parties to the application, and 

(v) fix the time within which the liquidator must pay that 

amount to a shareholder after delivery of his shares to 

the liquidator, if his share certificate has not been 

delivered to the Court or to the liquidator at the time 

the order is pronounced. 

218 (1) A person who has been granted custody of the documents and 

records of· a dissolved corporation remains 1 iable to produce 

those documents and records for six years following the date of 

its dissolution or until the expiry of any shorter period that 

may be ordered under subsection 216(5). 

(2) A person who, wi thout reasonable cause, contravenes subsection 

{I} is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than 

$5000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than six months 

or to both. 

219 (l) In this section, "shareholder" includes the legal representatives 

of a shareholder. 

(2) Notwithstanding the dissolution of a body corporate under this 

Act, 

(a) a civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding 

commenced by or against the body corporate before its 

dissolution may be continued as if the body corporate had 

not been dissolved, 

(b) a civil, criminal or administrative action or proceeding may 

be brought against the body corporate within two years after 

its dissolution as if the body corporate had not been 

dissolved, and 

(c) any property that would have been available to satisfy any 

judgment or order if the body corporate had not been 

dissolved remains available for that purpose. 
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(3) Service of a document on a corporation after its dissolution may 
be effected by serving the document on a person shown in the last 
·notice filed under section 101 or 108. 

(4) Notwithstanding the d1ssolution of a body corporate under this 
Act. a shareholder to whom any of its property has been 
d1stributed in the liqu1dation 1s liable to any person claiming 
under subsection (2) to the extent of the amount rece~ved by that 
shareholder on the distribution. and an action to enforce that 
liability may be brought within two years after the date of the 
dissolution of the body corporate. 

(5) The Court may order an action referred to in subsection (4) to be 
brought against the persons who were shareholders as a class. 
subject to any conditions the Court thinks fit and. if the 
pla1ntiff establishes h1s claim. the Court may refer the 
proceed1ngs to a referee or other officer of the Court who may 
(a) add as a party to the proceedings before him each person who 

was a shareholder found by the plaintiff. 
(b) detennine. subject to subsection (4). the amount that each 

person who was a shareholder shall contribute towards 
satisfaction of the plainti.ff's claim. and. 

(c) direct payment of the amounts so detennined. 

220 (1) On the dissolution of a body corporate under this Act. the 
portion of the property distributable to a creditor or 
shareholder who cannot be found shall be converted into money and 
pa1d to the Treasurer. 

(2) A payment under subsection (1) is deemed to be in satisfaction of 
a debt or claim of the creditor or shareholder. 

(3) If at any time a person establ fshes that he fs entftled to any 
money paid to the Treasurer under thi s Act. the Treasurer sha 11 
pay an equivalent amount to him out of the Yukon Consol fdated 
Revenue Fund. 

221 (1) Subject to subsection 219(2) and section 220. property of a body 
corporate that has not been disposed of at the date of 1 ts 
d1ssolution under this Act shall be converted into money and paid 
to the Treasurer. 
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(2) If a body corporate is revived as a corporation under section 201 
or 202, any property that has not been di sposed of shall be 
returned to the corporation and there shall be paid to the 
corporation out of the Yukon Consolidated Revenue Fund 
(a) an amount equal to any money received pursuant to subsection 

(1), and 
(b) if property has been di sposed of, an amount equa 1 to the 

amount realized by the Government of Yukon from the 
disposition of that property. 

(3) Money received by the Treasurer under section 220 or this section 
is trust money within the meaning of the-Financial Administration 

~. 

PART 18 

INVESTIGATION 

222 (1) In this Part, "affiliated corporation" with reference" to a 
corporation includes a Yukon company affiliated with that 
corporation. 

223 (1) A security holder or the Registrar may apply to the Court, ex 
parte or on any notice that the Court may require, for an order 
directing an investigation to be made of the corporation and any 
of its affiliated corporations. 

(2) If, on an application under subsection 0), it appears to the 
Court that there are sufficient grounds to conduct an 
investigation to determine whether 
(a) the business of the corporation or any of its affiliates is 

or has been carried on with intent to defraud any person, 
(b) the business or affairs of the corporation or any of its 

affiliates are or have been carried on or conducted, or the 
powers of the di rectors are or have been exerci sed, in a 
manner that is oppressive or unfairly prejudicial to or that 
unfairly disregards the interests of a security holder, 
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(c) the corporation or any of its affiliates was fonned for a 
fraudulent or unlawful purpose or is to be dissolved for a 
fraudulent or unlawful purpose, or 

(d) persons concerned with the fonmation, business or affairs of 
the corporation or any of its affiliates have in connection 
therewith acted fraudulently or dishonestly, 

the Court may order an investigation to be made of the 
corporation and any of its affiliated corporations. 

(3) An applicant under this section or section 224 is not required to 
give security for costs. 

(4) An application under this section or section 224 shall be heard 
in camera unless the Court otherwise orders. 

(5) No person may publish anything relating to proceedings under this 
section or section 224 except with the authorization of the Court 
or the written consent of the corporation being investigated. 

(6) Documents in the possession of the Court relating to an 
application under thfs section or section 224 are confidential 
unless the Court otherwise orders. 

(7) Subsections (5) and (6) do not apply to an order of the Court 
under this section or section 224. 

224 (1) On an application under section 223 or on a subsequent 
application, the Court may make any order it thinks fit 
including, without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any 
or all of the following: 
(a) an order appOinting an inspector, fixing the remuneration of 

an inspector, or replacing an inspector; 
(b) an order determining the notice to be given to any 

interested person, or dispensing with notice to any person; 
(c) an order authori zi ng an inspector to enter any premi ses in 

which the Court is satisfied there might be relevant 
information, and to examine any thing and make copies of any 
document or record found on the premises; 

(d) an order requiring any person to produce documents or 
records to the inspector; 
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(e) an order authorizing an inspector to conduct a hearing, 
administer oaths and examine any person on oath, and 
prescribing rules for the conduct of the hearing, 

(f) an order requiring any person to attend a hearing conducted 
by an inspector and to give evidence on oath, 

(g) an order giving directions to an inspector or any interested 
person on any matter ariSing in the investigation, 

(h) an order requiring an inspector to make an interim or final 
report to the Court, 

(i) an order determining whether a report of an inspector should 
be published and, if 50, designating the persons to whom all 
or part of the report should be sent, 

(j) an order requiring an inspector to discontinue an 
investigation, or 

(k) an order requiring any person other than the corporation to 
pay all or part of the costs of the investigation. 

(2) Unless the Court otherwise orders, an inspector shall send a copy 
of his report to the corporation. 

(3) Unless the Court otherwise orders, the corporation shall pay the 
costs of the investigation. 

(4) Any interested person may apply to the Court for directions on 
any matter arising in the investigation. 

225 (1) An inspector under this Part has the powers set out in the order 
appointing him. 

(2) In addition to the powers set out in the order appOinting him, an 
inspector appOinted to investigate a corporation may furnish to, 
or exchange information and otherwise cooperate with, any public 
official in Canada or elsewhere who is authorized to exercise 
investigatory powers and who is investigating, in respect of the 
corporation, any allegation of improper conduct that is the same 
as or similar to the conduct described in subsection 223(2). 

(3) An inspector shall on request produce to an interested person a 
copy of any order made under section 223 or subsection 224(1). 
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226 (1) A hearing conducted by an inspector shall be heard in camera 
unless the Court otherwise orders. 

(2) An individual who is being examined at a hearing conducted by an 
inspector under thi s Pa rt has a right to be represented by 
counsel during the examination. 

227 (1) A person sha"· not be excused from attending and giving evidence 
and producing books, papers, documents or records to an inspector 
under this Part on the grounds that the oral evidence or 
documents required of him may tend to criminate him or subject 
him to any proceeding or penalty, but no such oral evidence so 
required shall be used or is receivable against him in any 
proceedings thereafter instituted against him under any 
enactment. 

228 (1) Any oral or written statement or report made by an inspector or 
any other person in an investigation under this Part has absolute 
privilege. 

229 (1) Nothing in this Part affects the privilege that exists in respect 
of a solicitor and his client. 

230 (1) A copy of the report of an inspector under section 224, certified 
as a true copy by the inspector, is admissible as evidence of the 
facts stated in it without proof of the inspector's appointment 
or of his signature. 

PART 19 

REMEDIES, OFFENCES AND PENALTIES 

231 (1) In this Part, 

"action" means an action under this Act or any other law; and 

"complainantn means 
(a) a registered holder or beneficial owner, or a former 

registered holder or beneficial owner, of a security of a 
corporation or any of its affiliates, 
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(b) a director or an officer or a fonner director or officer of 
a corporation or of any of its affiliates, or 

(c) any other person who, in the discretion of the Court is a 
proper person to make an application under this Part. 

232 (1) Subject to subsection (2), a complainant may apply to the Court 
for leave to 
(a) bring an action in the name and on behalf of a corporation 

or any of its subsidiaries, or 
(b) intervene in an action to which a corporation or any of its 

subsidiaries is a party, for the purpose of prosecuting, 
defending or discontinuing the action on behalf of the 
corporation or subsidiary. 

(2) No leave may be granted under subsection (1) unless the Court is 
satisfied that 
(a) the complainant has given reasonable notice to the directors 

of the corporation or its subsidiary of hh intention to 
apply to the Court under subsection (1) if the directors of 
the corporation or its subsidiary do not bring, diligently 
prosecute, defend or discontinue the action, 

(b) the complainant is acting in good faith, and 
(c) i.t appears to be in the interests of the corporation or its 

subsidiary that the action be brought, prosecuted, defended 
or discontinued. 

233 (1) In connection with an action brought or intervened in under 
section 232, or paragra~h 234(3)(q), the Court may at any time 
make any order it thinks fit including, without 1 imiting the 
generality of the foregoing, any or all of the following: 
(a) an order authorizing the complainant or any other person to 

control the conduct of the action; 
(b) an order giving directions for the conduct of the action; 
(c) an order directing that any amount adjudged payable by a 

defendant in the action shall be paid, in whole or in part, 
directly to former and present security holders of the 
corporation or its subsidiary instead of to the corporation 
or its subsidiary; 

(d) an order requiring the corporation or its subsidiary to pay 
reasonable legal fees incurred by the complainant in 
connection with the action. 
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234 (1) A complainant may apply to the Court for an order under this 
section. 

(2) If, on an application under subsection (1) , the Court is 
satisfied that in respect of a corporation or any of its of 
affiliates 
(a) any act or omi ssi on of the corporation or any of its 

affiliates effects a result. 
(b) the business or affairs of the corporation or any of its 

aff11 iates are or have been carried on or conducted in a 
manner, or 

(c) the powers of the directors of the corporation or any of its 
affiliates are or have been exercised in a manner 

that is oppressive or· unfairly prejudicial to or that unfairly 
disregards the interests of any security holder, creditor. 
director or officer, the Court may make an order to rectify the 
matters complained of. 

(3) In connection with an app1tcation under this section. the Court 
may make any interim or final order it thinks fit including, 
without limiting the generality of the for.egoing. any or all of 
the following: 
(a) an order restraining the conduct complained of; 
(b) an order appointing a receiver or receiver-manager; 
(c) an order to regulate a corporation's affairs by amending the 

articles or by-laws; 
(d) an order declaring that any amendment made to the articles 

or by-l aws pursuant to paragraph (c) operates 
notwithstanding any unanimous shareholder agreement made 
before or after the date of the order, until the Court 
otherwise orders; 

(e) an order directing an issue or exchange of securities; 
(f) an order appointing directors in place of or in addition to 

all or any of the directors then in office; 
(g) an order directing a corporation. subject to subsection 

32 (2), or any other person, to purchase securi ties of a 
security ho' der; 

(h) an order directing a corporation or any other person to pay 
to a security holder any part of the money paid by him for 
securities; 

(i) an order directing a corporation. subject to section 40. to 
pay a dividend to its shareholders or a class of its 
shareholders; 
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(j) an order varying or setting aside a transaction or contract 
to whi ch a corporati on is a party and compensati ng the 
corporation or any other party to the transaction or 
contract; 

(k) an order requiring a corporation, within a time specified by 
the Court, to produce to the Court or an interested person 
financial statements in the fonn required by section 149 or 
an accounting in any other fonn the Court may detennine; 

(1) an order compensating an aggrieved person; 
(m) an order directing rectification of the registers or other 

records of a corporation under section 236; 

(n) an order for the liquidation and dissolution of the 
corporati on; 

(0) an order directing an investigation under Part 18 to be 
made; 

(p) an order requiring the trial of any issue; or 
(q) an order granting leave to the applicant to 

(i) bring an action in the name and on behalf of the 
corporation or any of its subsidiaries, or 

(ii) intervene in an action to which the corporation or any 
of its subsidiaries 15 a party, for the purpose of 
prosecuting, defending or discontfnuing an "action on 
behalf of the corporation or any of its subsidiaries. 

(4) This section does not confer on the Court power to revoke a 
certfficate of amalgamation. 

(5) If an order made under this section directs an amendment of the 
articles or by-laws of a corporation, no other amendment to the 
articles or by-laws shall be made without the consent of the 
Court, until the Court otherwise orders. 

(6) If an order made under this section directs an amendment of the 
articles of a corporation, the directors shall send articles of 
reorganization in prescribed fonn to the Registrar together with 
the documents required by sections 19 and 108, if applicable. 

(7) A shareholder is not entitled to dissent under section 184 if an 
amendment to the articles is effected under this section. 

(8) An appHcant under this section may apply in the alternative 
under paragraph 207(1)(a) for an order for the liquidation and 
dissolution of the corporation. 
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235 (1) An application made or an action brought or intervened in under 
this Part shall not be stayed or dismissed by reason only that it 
is shown that an alleged breach of a right or duty owed to the 
corporation or its subsidiary has been or may be approved by the 
shareho 1 ders of the corporation or the subsidiary, but evi dence 
of approval by the shareholders may be taken into account by the 
Court in making an order under section 207, 233 or 234. 

(2) An application made or an action brought or intervened in under 
this Part shall not be stayed, discontinued, settled or dismissed 
for want of prosecution without the approval of the Court given 
on any tenns the Court thinks fit and, if the Court detennines 
that the interests of any complainant may be substantially 
affected by the stay, discontinuance, settlement or dismissal, 
the Court may order any party to the application or action to 
give notice to the complainant. 

(3) A complainant is not required to give security for costs in any 
appl ication made or action brought or intervened in under this 
Part, unless the court otherwise orders upon being satisfied that 
it is just and equitable to do so. 

(4) In an application made or an action brought or intervened in 
under this Part, the Court may at any time order the corporation 
or its subsidiary to pay to the complainant interim costs, 
including legal fees and disbursements, but the complainant may 
be held accountable for the interim costs on final disposition of 
the application or action. 

236 (1) If the name of a person is alleged to be or to have been wrongly 
entered or retained in, or wrongly deleted or omitted from, the 
reg i s ters or other records of a corpora t i on, the corpora t ion, a 
security holder of the corporation or any aggrieved person may 
apply to the Court for an order that the registers or records be 
rectified. 

(2) If the corporation is a distributing corporation, an applicant 
under this section shall file notice of the application with the 
Registrar of Securities. 
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(3) In connection with an application under this section, the Court 
may make any order it thinks fit including, without limiting the 
generality of the foregoing, any or all of the following: 
(a) an order requiring the registers or other records of the 

corporation to be rectified; 
(b) an order restraining the corporation from calling or holding 

a meeting of shareholders or paying a dividend before the 
rectification; 

(c) an order determining the right of a party to the proceedings 
to have his name entered or retained in, or deleted or 
omitted from, the registers or records of the corporation. 
whether the issue arises between two or more security 
holders or alleged security holders. or between the 
corporation and any security holders or alleged security 
holders; or 

(d) an. order compensating a party who has incurred a loss. 

237 Cl) The Regi strar or the Regi strar of Securi ti es may apply to the 
Court for directions in respect of any matter concerning his 
duties under this Act. and on the application the Court may give 
any direct10ns and make any further order as 1t 'thinks fit. 

23B (1) If the Registrar refuses to file any articles or other document 
required by this Act to be filed by him before the articles or 
other document become effective. he shall. within 20 days after 
its receipt by him or 20 days after he receives any approval that 
may be required under any other Act. whichever is the later. give 
written notice of his refusal to the person who sent the articles 
or document. giving reasons for his refusal. 

(2) If the Registrar does not f1le or give written notice of his 
refusal to file any art1cles or document with1n the time 1im1ted 
in subsection (1). he 1s deemed for the purposes of section 239 
to have refused to file the articles or document. , 

239 (1) A person who feels aggrieved by a decision of the Registrar 
(a) to refuse to file in the form submitted to him any articles 

or other document required by this Act to be filed by him. 
(b) to approve a name. to change. revoke or disapprove a name. 

or to refuse to reserve. accept. change or revoke a name 
under section 11. 12 or 269. 

(c) to refuse under subsection 181(11) to permit a continued 
reference to shares having a nominal or par value. 
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(d) to refuse to issue a certificate of discontinuance under 
section 1B2, 

(e) to refuse to revive a corporation under section 201, 
(f) to dissolve a corporation under section 205, or 
(g) to cancel the registration of an extra-territorial 

corporation under section 272, 

may apply to the Court for an order requiring the Registrar to 
change his decision, and on the application the Court may so 
order and make any further order it thinks fit. 

(2) A person who feels aggrieved by a decision of the Registrar of 
Securities to refuse to grant an exemption under subsection 4(3), 
145(1), 150(1) or 165(3) may appeal the decision to the Court. 

240 (1) If a corporation or any sharehQlder, direct~r, officer, employee, 
agent, auditor, trustee, receiver, receiver-manager or liquidator 
of a corporation contravenes this Act, the regulations, the 
articles or by-laws or a unanimous shareholder agreement, a 
complainant or a creditor 9f the corporation may, in addition to 
any other right he has~ apply to the Court for a~ order directing 
that person to comply with, or restraining tliat person from 
contravening any of those things, and on the application the 
Court may so order and make any further order it thinks fit. 

241 (1) When this Act states that a person may apply to the Court, the 
application may be made in a sunvnary manner in accordance with 
the rules of the Court by originating notice, petition or 
otherwise as the rules provide, and subject to any order 
respecting notice to interested parties, or any other order the 
Court thinks fit. 

242 (1) A person who makes or assists in making a report, return, notice 
or other document required by this Act or the regulations to be 
sent to the Registrar, the Registrar of Securities or any other 
person that 
(a) contains an untrue statement of a material fact, or 
(b) omits to state a material fact required in it or necessary 

to make a statement contained in it not misleading in the 
light of the circumstances in which it was made, 
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is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than 
$5000 or to imprisonment for a term of not more than six months 
or to both. 

(2) If a body corporate contravenes subsection (1), then, whether or 
not the body corporate has been prosecuted or convicted in 
respect of the contravention, any director or officer of the body 
corporate who knowingly authorizes, permits or acquiesces in the 
contravention of subsection (1) is guilty of an offence and 
liable to a fine of not more than $5000 or to imprisonment for a 
term of not more than six months or to both. 

(3) No person is guilty of an offence under subsection (1) or (2) 1f 
the untrue statement or omission was unknown to him and in the 
exercise of reasonable diligence could not have been known to 
him. 

243 (1) Every person who, without reasonable cause, contravenes a 
provision of this Act or the regulations for which no penalty 1s 
provided is guflty of an offence and liable to 
(a) in the case of a body corporate, a fi ne of not more than 

$1000, and 
(b) in the case of an individual, a fine of not more than $1000 

or to imPrisonment for a term of not more than one month, or 
to both. 

244 (1) If a person is found guilty of an offence under this Act or the 
regulations, the court in which proceedings in respect of the 
offence are taken may, in addition to any punishment it may 
impose, order that person to comply with the provisions of this 
Act or the regulations for the contravention of which he has been 
found guil ty. 

(2) A prosecution for an offence under this Act may be instituted at 
any time wi thi n two years from the time when the subject matter 
of the complaint arose, but not thereafter. 

(3) No civil remedy for an act or omission is suspended or affected 
by reason that the act or omission is an" offence under this Act. 
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245 (1) In any action or other legal proceeding in which the plaintiff is 
a body corporate, if it appears to the court on the appl ication 
of a defendant that the body corporate will be unable to pay the 
costs of a successful defendant, the court may order the body 
corporate to furnish security for costs on any terms 1t thinks 
fit. 

PART 20 

GENERAL 

246 (1) A notice or document required by thh Act, the regulations, the 
articles or the by-laws to be sent to a shareholder or director 
of a corporation may be sent by mail addressed to, or may be 
delivered personally to, 
(a) the shareholder at his latest address as shown 1n the 

records of the corporation or 1ts transfer agent, and 
(b) the director at his latest address as shown 1n the records 

of the corporat10n o~ in the last notice filed under section 
101 or 108. 

(2) For the purpose of the service of a notice or document. a 
director named in a not1ce sent by a corporation to the Registrar 
under section 101 or 108 and filed by the Registrar is presumed 
to be a director of the corporation referred to in the not1ce. 

(3) A notice or document sent by mail 1n accordance with subsection 
(1) to a shareholder or director of a corporation is deemed to be 
received by him at the time 1t would be delivered in the ordinary 
course of mail unless there are reasonable grounds for believing 
that the shareholder or director did not receive the notice or 
document at the time or at all. 

(4) If a corporation sends a notice or document to a shareholder in 
accordance with subsection (1) and the notice or document is 
returned on three consecutive occasions because the shareholder 
cannot be found, the corporation 1s not required to send any 
further notices or documents to the shareholder until he informs 
the corpor~tion in writing of his new address. 
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247 (1) A notice or document requi red or pemitted to be sent to or 
served on a corporation may be 

(a) delivered to its registered office, or 

(b) sent by registered mail to 

(i) its registered office, or 

(ii) the post office box designated as its address for 

service by mail, 

as shown in the last notice filed under section 19. 

(2) A notice or document sent by registered mail to the corporation 

in accordance with paragraph (l)(b) is deemed to be received or 

served at the time it would be delivered in the ordinary course 

of mail unless there are reasonable grounds for bel ieving that 

the corporation did not receive the notice or document at that 

time or at all. 

247.1(1) A notice or document required or pennitted to be sent to the 

Registrar of Securities may be sent or filed by leaving it in the 

office of the Registrar of Securities during business hours or by 

mailing it by registered mail addressed to the office of the 

Registrar or Securities, and if sent or filed by registered mail, 

is deemed to be received at the time it would have been delivered 

in the ordinary course of mail unless there are reasonable 

grounds for believing that the Registrar of Securities did not 

receive the notice or document at that time or at all. 

248 (1) If a notice or document is required· by this Act or the 

regulations to be sent, the sending of the notice or document may 

be waived or the time for the notice or document may be waived or 

abridged at any time with the consent in writing of the person 

entitled to receive it. 

249 (1) When this Act requires or authorizes the Registrar to issue a 

certificate or to certify any fact, the certificate shall be 

signed by the Registrar or by an individual authorized by the 

Registrar. 
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(2) Except in a proceeding under section 206 to dissolve a 

corporation, a certificate referred to in subsection (1) or a 

certified copy of it, when introduced as evidence in any civil, 

criminal or administrative action or proceeding, is conclusive 

proof of the facts so certified without proof of the signature or 

official character of the person appearing to have signed the 

certificate. 

250 (1) A certificate issued on behalf of a corporation stating any fact 
that is set out in the articles, the by-laws, a unanimous 

shareholder agreement, the minutes of the meetings of the 

directors, a committee of directors or the shareholders, or in a 

trust indenture or other contract to which the corporation is a 

party, may be signed by a director, an officer or a transfer 

agent of the corporation. 

(2) When introduced as evidence in any civil, criminal or 

administrative action or proceeding, 

(a) a fact stated in a certificate referred to in subsection 
(l) , 

(b) a certified extract from a securities register of a 

corporation, or 

(c) a certified copy of minutes or extract from minutes of a 

meeting of shareholders, directors or a committee of 

directors of a corporation, 

is, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, proof of the 
facts so certified without proof of the signature or official 

character of the person appearing to have signed the certificate. 

(3) An entry in a securities register of, or a security certificate 

issued by, a corporation is, in the absence of evidence to the 

contrary, proof that the person in whose name the security is 

registered ~s owner of the securities described in the register 

or in the certificate. 

251 (1) If a notice or document is required to be sent to the Registrar 
or Registrar of Securities under this Act, the Registrar or 

Registrar of Securities may accept a photostated or photographic 

copy of the notice or document. 
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252 (1) The Registrar may require that a document or a fact stated in a 
document required by this Act or the regulations to be sent to 
him shall be verified under oath or by statutory declaration. 

253 (1) There sha 11 be appoi nted from among the members of the Pub 1 i c 
Service a Registrar of Corporations who may designate one or more 
persons on the staff of his office to act on his behalf. 

(2) A seal may be prescribed for use by the Registrar in the 
performance of his duties. 

253.1(1) A notice or document may be sent or served on .the Registrar by 
leavfng it at the office of the Registrar or by mailing it by 
registered mail addressed to the Registrar at the office of the 
Registrar and ff sent by registered mail is deemed to be received 
or served at the time' it would have been delivered in the 
ordinary course of mail unless there are reasonable grounds for 
bel ieving that the Registrar d1d not received the notice or 
document at that time or at all. 

254 (1) The Commfssioner in Executive Council may make regulations 
(a) prescribing any matter required or authorized· by. this Act to 

be prescrfbed; 
(b) requ f ri n9 the payment of a fee f n respect of the f11 i n9. 

examination or copyfng of any document. or in respect of any 
action that the Registrar is required or authorfzed to take 
under this Act. and prescribing the amount of the fee; 

(c) prescribing the format and contents of annual returns. 
not f ces and other documents requ; red to be sent to the 
Regfstrar or to be issued by him; 

(d) prescribing rules with respect· to exemptfons permitted by 
thfs Act; 

(e) declaring that. for the purpose of paragraph 149(1)(a). the 
standards as they exfst from time to time. of any accounting 
body named in the regulations shall be in force in Yukon. in 
whole or in part or with any revisions. variations or 
modffications that are specified by the regulations; and 

(f) provfding for any matter he consfders necessary to implement 
the purposes and provisions of this Act. 
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255 (1) In this section. "statement" means a statement of intent to 
dissolve and a statement of revocation of intent to dissolve 

referred to in section 204. 

(2) When this Act requires that articles or a statement relating to a 
corporation shall be sent to the Registrar then. unless othe,.",fse 

specifically provided. 
(a) two copies (in this section called "duplicate originals U

) of 

the articles or the statement shall be signed by a director 
or an officer of the corporation or. in the case of articles 

of incorporation. by an incorporator. and 
(b) on receiving duplicate originals of any articles or 

statement that conform to law. any other required documents 
and the prescribed fees. the Registrar shall 

(i) endorse on each of the duplicate originals the word 
.aFiled- and the date of the filing. 

(ii) issue in duplicate the appropriate certificate and 

attach to each certificate one of the duplicate 
originals of the articles or statement. 

(iii) file a copy of the certificate and attached articles or 
statement, and 

(iv) send to the corporation or 
original certificate and 

statement. 

its. representative. the 

attached articles or 

(3) A certificate referred to in subsection (2) issued by the 
Registrar may be dated as of the day he receives the articles. 
statement or Court order pursuant to which the certificate is 

issued or as of any later day specified by the Court or person 
who signed the articles or statement. 

(4) A signature required on a certificate referred to in subsection 
(2) or section 256 may be printed or otherwi se mechanica lly 
reproduced on the certificate. 

(5) Notwithstanding subsection (3), a certificate of discontinuance 
may be dated as of the day a corporation is continued under the 
laws of another jurisdiction 

256 (1) Every corporation shall. on the prescribed date, send to the 
Registrar an annual return in prescribed form and the Registrar 
shall file it. 
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(2) The Registrar may furnish any person with a certificate that a 

corporation has ffled with the Registrar a document required to 

be sent to him under this Act. 

(3) On the payment of the prescribed fee, the Registrar may issue a 

certificate stating that, according to his records, the body 

corporate named in the certificate 

(a) is or is not an existing corporation on the date of issue of 

the certificate, or 

(b) was or was not an existing corporation on the day or during 

the period specified in the certificate. 

257 (1) The Registrar may alter a notice or document, other than an 

affidavit or statutory declaration, if so authorized in writing 

by the person who sent the document or by his representative. 

258 (1) If a certificate containing an error is issued to a corporation 

by the Registrar, the directors or shareholders of the 

corporation shall, on the request of the Registrar, pass the 

resolutions and send to him the documents required to comply with 

this Act, and take any other steps the Registrar may reasonably 

require, and the Registrar may demand the surrender of the 

certificate and issue a corrected certificate. 

(2) A certificate corrected under subsection (1) shall bear the date 

of the certificate it replaces. 

(3) The issue of a corrected certificate under this section does not 
affect the ri ghts of a person who acts in good faith and for 

value in reliance on the certificate containing the error. 

259 (1 ) A person who has pa 1 d the prescr; bed fee 1 s ent1tl ed dur1 ng the 

business hours of the registry to examine a document required by 

thi s Act or the regul ati ons to be sent to the Regi strar, and to 

make copies of or extracts from that document. 

260 (1) The Registrar shall furnish any person who has paid the 
prescri bed fee wi th a copy or a certifi ed copy of a document 

required by this Act or the regulations to be sent to the 

Registrar. 
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261 (1) Records required by this Act to be prepared and maintained by the 
Registrar may be in bound or loose-leaf form or in a photographic 
fflm form. or may be entered or recorded by any system of 
mechanical or electronic data processing or by any other 
information storage device that is capable of reproducing any 
required information in legible written form within a reasonable 
time. 

262 (1) [f records maintained by the Registrar are prepared and 
maintained other than in written form. 
(a) the Registrar shall furnish any copy required to be 

furnished under subsection 260(1) in legible written form. 
and 

(b) a reproductfon of the text of those records, if it fs 
certified by the Registrar, is admissible fn evidence to the 
same extent as the original written records would have been. 

PART 21 

EXTRA-TERRITOR[AL CORPORAT[ONS 

263 (1) [n this Part. 

"anniversary month", with reference to an extra-territorial 
corporation. means the month in each year that is the same as the 
month in which Its certificate of registration was issued; 

"attorney for serviceA or "attorney" means. with reference to an 
extra-territorial corporation. the individual who, according to 
the Registrar's records, is appointed under this Part as that 
~xtra-territorial corporation's attorney for service; 

"business" means such lawful objects and purposes for which an 
extra-territorial corporation is established as are within the 
legislative authority of the Legislature and includes the sale of 
its securities by or on behalf of the corporation. but does not 
include the business of banking, insurance, the construction and 
operation of a railway or the operation of air transport. canals. 
telegraphs. telephones or irrigation; 
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"charter" includes 
(a) a statute, ordinance or other law incorporating an 

extra-territorial corporation, as amended from time to 
time, 

(b) letters patent of incorporation and any letters patent 
supplementary to them, 

(c) a memorandum of association, as amended from time to 
time, 

(d) any other instrument of incorporation, as amended from 
time to time, and 

(e) any certificate, licence or other instrument evidencing 
incorporation; 

ninternal regulations" includes by-laws, art1cles of association, 
rules or regulat10ns relat1ng to the management of the business 
and affairs of an extra-territor1al corporation, by whatever name 
they are called, if they are made by the members or a class of 
members of, or the board of d1 rectors, board of management or 
other governing body of, the extra-territorial corporat10n; 

Uregistered" means reg1stered under this Part. 

264 (1) For the purposes of this Part, an extra-territorial corporation 
carries on business 1n Yukon if it transacts any of the ordinary 
business of an extra-territorial corporation whether or not the 
corporation has a resident agent or representative or a 
warehouse, office or place of business in Yukon. 

(2) The taking of orders by travellers for goods, wares or 
merchandi se to be subsequently imported into Yukon to fi 11 such 
orders, or the buying or the selling of such goods, wares or 
merchandise by correspondence, if the corporation has no resident 
agent or representat1ve or a warehouse, office or place of 
busines in Yu~on, shall be deemed not to be carrying on business 
in Yukon with1n the meaning of this part. 

265 (1) This Part does not apply to an extra-territorial corporation 
required to be licensed as an insurer under the Insurance Act. 

(2) This Part does not apply to a Canada corporation so as to affect 
its right to carry on business in Yukon • 
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(3) This part does not apply to an extra-territorial corporation 
required to be registered pursuant to the provisions of the 
Societies Act or the Co-operative Associations Act. 

Dhi 5 ion 1 

Registration 

266 (1) Every extra-territorial corporation shall send a written notice 
to the Registrar setting out the address of the registered office 
of the corporation in the jurisdiction of incorporation 
immediately upon commencing carrying on business in Yukon. 

(2) Subject to subsections (3) and (4), every extra-territorial 
corporation shall be registered under this Part before or within 
30 days after it commences carrying on business fn Yukon. 

(3) If a corporation becomes an extra-territorfal corporation by 
reason of the operation of subsection 182(8) and is then carrying 
on business in Yukon, the extra-territorial corporation shall be 
registered under this Part on or within 30 days after the date 
shown in the certificate of discontinuance issued under section 
182. 

(4) An extra-territorial corporation currently registered under Part 
VI of the Companies Act before the coming into force of this Act 
is deemed to be registered under this Part. 

(5) Notwithstanding that an extra-territorial corporation has 
complied with subsection (1) and notwithstanding that the 
extra-territorial corporation may have ceased carrying on 
business in Yukon within 30 days of commencing carrying on 
business, the extra-territorial corporation shall comply with the 
provisions of subsection (2). 

267 (1) An extra-territorial corporation shall apply for registration by 
sending to the Registrar a statement in prescribed form and such 
further information and documents as the Registrar may require. 
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(2) The statement shall be accompanied by the appointment of its 
attorney for service, in prescribed form. 

(3) If all or any part of a document is not in the English language, 
the Registrar may require the submission to him of a translation 
of the document or that part of the document, verified in a 
manner satisfactory to him, before he registers the 
extra-territorial corporation. 

268 (1) The Registrar may, on request, reserve for 90 days a name for an 
extra-territorial corporation that 
(a) intends to become registered, 
(b) is about to change its name, or 
(c) 1s intended to result from an amalgamation of two or more 

bodies corporate. 

269 (1) An extra-territorial corporation shall not be registered with a 
name or carry on business within Yukon under an assumed name that 
is 
(a) prohibited by the regulations, 
(b) ident1cal to the name of a body corporate incorporated under 

the laws of Yukon, 
(c) reserved for an intended corporation or a corporation under 

subsection 11(1), 
(d) reserved for an extra-territorial corporation or an intended 

extra-territorial corporation under section 268, or 
(e) disapproved by the Registrar pursuant to subsection (2). 

(2) The Regi stra r may di sapprove the name of an extra-terri tori a I 
corporation if, in his opinion, the name 
(a) is objectionable, 
(b) is likely to mislead or confuse, or 
(c) is similar to the name of any other body corporate or to the 

name of any association, partnership or firm known to the 
Regi strar and the use of that name woul d be 1 i kely to 
confuse or mislead. 

(3) If a body corporate, association, partnership or firm referred to 
in paragraph (2)(c) 
(a) consents in writing to the use of the name in whole or in 

part, and 
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(b) if required by the Reghtrar, undertakes to dissolve or 
change its name to a dissimilar name within six months after 
the date of registration of the extra-territorial 
corporation under this Part, 

the Registrar may approve the name. 

(4) If 

(a) through inadvertence or otherwise, an extra-territorial 
corporation is registered with or later acquires a name that 
contravenes subsection (I), or 

(b) the Registrar disapproves an extra-territorial corporation's 
name after it is registered under this Part, 

the Registrar may, by notice in writing, giving his reasons, 
direct the extra-territorial corporation to change its name to 
one that he approves within 90 days after the date of the notice. 

(5) The Registrar may give a notice under subsection (4) on his own 
initiative or at the request of a person who feels aggrieved by 
the name that contravenes subsection (1). 

(6) This section does not apply to a Canada corporation. 

270 (1) Notwithstanding section 269, an extra-territorial corporation the 
name of which contravenes section 269 may, with approval of the 
Registrar 
(a) be registered with its own name, and" 
(b) "carry on business in Yukon under an assumed name the use of 

which is approved by the Registrar and which does not 
contravene section 269 and which has been registered 
pursuant to section 87 of the PartnerShip Act. 

(2) The extra-territorial corporation 
(a) shall acquire all property and rights in Yukon under its 

assumed name, and 
(b) is entitled to all property and rights acquired and subject 

to all obligations and liabilities incurred under its 
assumed name as if the same had been acquired and incurred 
under its own name. 
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(3) The extra-territorial corporation may sue or be sued in its own 
name, its assumed name, or both. 

(4) An extra-provincial corporation that assumes a name pursuant to 
subsection (1) may, with the approval of the Registrar and on 
application in the prescribed form and payment of the prescribed 
fee, cancel its assumed name and carry on business in Yukon under 
the name in which it was registered. 

271 (1) Subject to section 269, on receipt of the statement and other 
documents required by section 267 and of the prescribed fees, the 
Regi strar shall 
(a) file the statement and documents, 
(b) register the extra-territorial corporation, and 
(c) issue a certificate of registration in prescribed form in 

accordance with section 255. 

(2) A certificate of registration issued under this section to an 
extra-territorial corporation is conclusive proof for the 
purposes of this Act and for all other purposes that the 
provisions of this Act in respect of registration of the 
extra-territoria 1 corporati"on and all requi rements precedent and 
incidental to registration have been complied with, and that the 
extra-territorial corporation has been registered under this Part 
as of the date shown in the certificate of registration. 

272 (1) Subject to subsection (2), the Registrar may cancel the 
registration of an extra-territorial corporation if 
(a) the extra-territorial corporation is in default for a period 

of one year in sending to the Registrar any fee, notice or 
document required by this Part, 

(b) the extra-territorial corporation has sent a notice to the 
Registrar under subsection (4) or the Registrar has 
reasonable grounds to believe that the extra-territorial 
corporation has ceased to carry on business in Yukon, 

(c) the extra-territorial corporation is dissolved, 
(d) the extra-territorial corporation does not carry out an 

undertaking given under subsection 269(3), 
(el the extra-territorial" corporation does not comply witl1 a 

direction of the Registrar under subsection 269(4), or 
(f) the extra-territorial corporation has otherwise contravened 

this Part. 
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(2) The Registrar shall not cancel the registration of an 
extra-territorial corporation under subsection (1) until 
(a) he has gi ven at I east 120 days' noti ce of the proposed 

cancellation with his reasons for it to its attorney for 
service in accordance with section 275, and 

(b) either no appeal is conmenced under section 239 or, if an 
appeal has been commenced, it has been discontinued or the 
Registrar's decision is confirmed on the appeal. 

(3) The Registrar may reinstate the registration of an 
extra-territorial corporation that was cancelled under paragraph 
(l)(a) on the receipt by the Registrar of the fees, notices and 
documents requ i red to be sent to him and of the prescri bed 
reinstatement fee. 

(4) An extra-territorial corporation that ceases to carry on busine.ss 
in Yukon shall send a notice to that effect to the Registrar. 

273 (1) Subject to section 269, on the reinstatement of the registration 
of an 
272( 3), 

extra-territorial 
the Registrar 

corporation 
shall issue 

registration in. prescribed form. 

pursuant to subsection 
a new ·certificate of 

(2) The cancellation of the registration of an extra-territorial 
corporation does not affect its liability for its obligations. 

Division 2 

Information 

274 (1) An extra-territorial corporation shall set out its name in 
legible characters in or on all contracts, invoices, negotiable 
instruments, orders for goods or services issued or made by or on 
behalf of the extra-territorial corporation in the course of 
carrying on business in Yukon. 
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275 (1) If an attorney of an extra-territorial corporation dies or 
resigns or his appointment is revoked, the extra-territorial 
corporation shall forthwith send to the Registrar an appointment 
in prescribed form of an individual as its attorney for service 
and the Registrar shall file the appointment. 

(2) An extra-territorial corporation may in prescribed form appoint 
an individual as its alternative attorney if that individual is 
(a) a member of a partnership of which the attorney is also a 

member, or 
(b) an assistant manager of the extra-territorial corporation 

and the attorney is the manager for Yukon of the 
extra-territorial corporation. 

(3) An extra-territorial corporation shall send to the Registrar 
(a) each appointment by it of an alternative attorney, and 
(b) if the alternative attorney dies or resigns or his 

appointment is revoked, a notice to that effect, 

and the Registrar shall file the apPointment or notice, as the 
case may be. 

(4) An attorney for an extra-terri toria 1 corporation who intends to 
resign shall 
(a) give not less than 60 days notice to the extra-territorial 

corporation at its head office. and 
(b) send a copy of the not i ce to the Regi s tra r who sha 11 f11 e 

ft. 

(5) An attorney shall forthwith send the Registrar a notice in 
prescribed form of any change of the attorney's address and the 
Registrar shall file the notice. 

(6) An extra-territorial corporation shall ensure that the address of 
its attorney is an office which is 
(a) acceSSible to the public during normal business hours, and 
(b) readily identifiable from the address or other description 

given in the notice referred to in subsection (5) or the 
appointment referred to in subsection 267(2). 

(7) A not i ce or document requ i red or permi tted by law to be sent or 
served in Yukon on an extra-territorial corporation may be 
(a) delivered to its attorney or to an individual who is its 

alternative attorney according to the Registrar's records, 
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(b) delivered to the address, according to the Registrar's 
records, of its attorney, or 

(c) sent by registered mail to that address. 

(8) A noti ce or document sent by regi stered ma il to the attorney's 
address in accordance with paragraph (7)(c) shall be deemed to be 
received or served at the time it would be delivered in the 
ordinary course of mail, unless there are reasonable grounds for 
believing that the attorney did not receive the notice or 
document at that time or at all. 

(9) An individual whose appointment as an attorney or alternative 
attorney of an extra-territorial corporation is filed with the 
Registrar of Companies immediately before the commencement of 
this Act is deemed to be its attorney or an alternative attorney, 
as the case may be, on the commencement of this Act. 

275.1(1) Where an extra-territorial corporation has not registered in 
accordance with subsection 266(2) or the attorney for the 
extra-territori~l corporation has resigned and has not be"en 
replaced, all notices or documents including, but not 1 imiting 
the genera 1 i ty of the foregoi ng, wri ts and summonses, may be 
served on such extra-territorial corporation by delivering them 
to the Registrar. 

(2) The Registrar shall cause to be inserted in the Yukon Gazette, 
following the delivery of such notices or documents, a notice of 
process with a memorandum of the date of delivery, stating 
generally the nature of the notice or document and if applicable, 
a summary of the relief sought and the time limited and the place 
mentioned for entering an appearance. 

(3) After the notice has appeared in the Yukon Gazette, the delivery 
to the Registrar shall be deemed, as against such 
extra-territorial corporation, to be good and valid service of 
such notices or documents from the date of delivery to the 
Registrar. 
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275.2(1) In any action, suit or proceeding against an extra-territorial 
corporation served pursuant to section 275.1, it shall not be 
necessary to aver in any pleading. or to adduce any evidence. 
that the company was organized. incorporated or is in existence. 
under the laws of any foreign state or jurisdiction. or that the 
extra-territorial corporation had the power under its articles or 
equivalent document. to make the contract or incur the liability 
which gave rise to the action. suit or proceeding. 

275.3(1) Nothing in section 275.1 or 275.2 shall be deemed to 1 imit. 
abridge or take away any legal right. recourse or remedy against 
an extra-territorial corporation nor to absolve or lessen any 
obligation. rule or duty imposed by law on an extra-territorial 
corporation. 

276 (1) A registered extra-territorial corporation shall send to the 
Registrar 
(a) a notice in prescribed form of any change in the information 

required by the regulations to be set out on the form which 
was filed under section 267. within one month after the 
effective date of the change. and 

(b) a copy of each amenclment to ani documents required by the 
Registrar which were filed pursuant to section 267. within 
one month after the effective date of the amendment. 
verified in a manner satisfactory to the Registrar. 

and the Registrar shall file the copy or the notice. as the case 
may be. 

(2) A notice of change of directors sent to the Registrar shall 
contain the address and occupation of each new member of the 
board of d1rectors or governing body. 

(3) An extra-territorial corporation·is not required to send a notice 
under paragraph (1)(a) if 
(a) the effective date of the change occurs in as annhersary 

month or the month following. and 
(b) the change is reflected in the annual return required to be 

filed under subsection 279(1). 
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(4) If an extra-territorial corporation effects a change in the name 
under which it is registered, the Registrar on filing the copy of 
the amendment under paragraph (1)( a). shall issue a new 
certificate of amendment of registration 1n prescribed form and 
change his records accordingly. 

277 (1) A registered extra-territorial corporation shall send to the 
Registrar 
(a) a copy of any instrument effecting an amalgamation of the 

extra-territorial corporation with one or more other 
extra-territorial corporations, 

(b) a copy of the amalgamation agreement, if any, and 
(c) a statement in prescribed fonn relating to the amalgamated 

extra-territorial corporation and the documents referred to 
in section 267, 

within one month after the effective date of the amalgamation. 

(2) On receiving the documents referred to in subsection (1), the 
Registrar shall file them and issue a new certificate of 
registration of the amalgamated extra-territorial corporation. 

278 (1) If liquidation proceedings are commenced in respect of a 
registered extra-territorial corporation, the extra-territorial 
corporation, or, if a liquidator is apPOinted, the liquidator, 
(a) shall send to the Registrar forthwith after the commencement 

of those proceedings a notice showing that the proceedings 
have commenced and the address of the liquidator if one is 
apPOinted. and 

(b) shall send to the Registrar forthwith after the completion 
of those proceedings a return relating to the liquidation. 

(2) The Registrar shall 
(a) on receiving a notice under paragraph (1)(a), file it. and 
(b) on receiving a return under paragraph (l)(b) , file it and 

cancel the registration of the extra-territorial corporation 
forthwith after the expiration of 90 days following the date 
of filing of the return. 

(3) The liquidator of a registered extra-territorial corporation 
shall send to the Registrar a notice of any change in his address 
within 30 days after the effective date of the change, and the 
Registrar shall file the notice. 
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279 (1) A registered extra-territorial corporation shall, in each year on 
or before the last day of the month inunediately following its 
anniversary month, send to the Registrar a return in prescribed 
form and the Registrar shall file it. 

(2) A registered extra-territorial corporation shall, at the request 
of the Registrar, send to the Registrar a return containing any 
further or other information that the Registrar may reasonably 
require. 

280 (1) The Registrar may furnish any person with a certificate that an 
extra-territorial corporation has sent to the Registrar a 
document required to be sent to him under this Act. 

(2) A certificate purporting to be signed by the Registrar and 
stating that a named extra-territorial corporation was or was not 
registered on a specified day or during a specified period, is 
admissible 1n evidence as prima facie proof of the facts stated 
in it without proof of the Registrar's appointment or signature. 

Division 3 

Capacity, Disabilities and Penalt1es 

281 (1) No act of an 'extra-terr1torial corporation, including any 
transfer of property to or by an extra-terri tori a 1 corporat i on, 
is invalid by reason only 
(a) that the act or transfer is contrary to or not authorized by 

its charter or 1nternal regulations or any law of the 
jurisdiction in which it is incorporated, or 

(b) that the extra-territorial corporation was not then 
I 

registered. 

282 (1) An extra-territorial corporation while unregistered is not 
capable of commencing or maintaining any action or other 
proceeding in any court in Yukon in respect of any contract made 
in the course of carrying on business in Yukon while it was 
unregistered. 
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(2) If an extra-territorial corporation was not registered at the 

time it commenced an action or proceeding referred to in 

subsect ion (1) but becomes regi stered aften/ard. the act ion or 

proceeding may be maintained as if it had been registered before 

the commencement of the action or proceeding. 

283 (l) A person who contravenes th f s Part commi ts an offence and is 

liable to a fine of not more than $5000.00. 

(2) A corporation, finn, broker or other person who acts as the agent 

or representa.tive of, or in any other capacity, for an 

extra-territorial corporation which carries on business contrary 

to the requirements of this Part, commits an offence. 

PART 22 

CONSEQUENTIAL AND COMMENCEMENT 

284 (1) The Companies Act, except for sections 182 to 213 inclusive, is 

repealed. 

(2) The following subsection 1s added to section 184 of the Companies 

~: 

"(2) For the purposes of this part, "Registrarn means Registrar 

as defined 1n the Business Corporations Act." 

(3) In subsection 185(1) of the Companies Act, "articles of 

incorporation under Part 2 of the Business Corporations Act" 

is substituted for "memorandum and articles of association 
under Part IIn. 

(4) In subsection 187(l)of the Comoanies Act, the following is 

added to the end of the subsection: 

"or by memorandum and articles of association under Part I I 
of the Companies Act." 
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(5) In subsection 32.1(6) of the Co-operative Associations Act, 
"Part 21 of the Business CorDorations Act appl ies" is 
substituted for "sections 142 to 174 of the Companies 
Ordinance apply". 

(6) In subsection 32.1(7) of the Co-operative Associations Act, 
"Business Corporations Act" is substituted for "Companies 
Ordinance". 

(7) In subsection 50(1) of the Medical Profession Act, "Business 
Corporations Act" is substituted for "Companies Ordinance". 

(8) In paragraph S2(1)(c) of the Medical Profession Act, Dis a 
corporation in good standing incorporated pursuant to the 
Business Corporations Act U is substituted for "is a company 
limited by shares in gDod standing with the Registrar of 
Companies under the Companies Ordinance". 

(9) In paragraph S2(1)(d) of the Medical Profession Act, 
"Business Corporations Act" is substituted for "Companies 
Ordinance". " 

(10) In subsection"S4(1) of the Medical Profession Act. DBusiness 
Corporations ActO is substituted for "Companies Ordinance" 
wherever it appears. 

(11) In the definition of "corporation" in subsection 2(1) of the 
Municipal Act. "corporation." is added inmediately after 
"means a". 

(12) In paragraph 3(1)(f) of the Securities Act. aBusiness 
Corporations Act" is substituted for "Companies Ordinance". 

(13) In subsection 21(1) of the Securities Act, "Business 
Corporations Acta is substituted for "Companies Ordinance". 

(14) In subsection 2(1) of the Societies Act. the following is 
substituted for the definition of "Registrar": 

"'Registrar' means the Registrar as defined in the Business 
Corporations Act;". 
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(15) The following is substituted for section 39 of the Societies 
Act: 
"39 (1) Any interested person may apply to the Court 

for an order liquidating and dissolving a 
Society. 

(2) The Court may order the 1 iquidation and 
dissolution of a Society if it is satisfied 
that it is just and equitable to do so. 

(3) The provisions of sections 209 to 216 inclusive 
of the Business Corporations Act apply, with 
the necessary changes, to an application made 
under this section. u 

285 (1) Any reference in an enactment, memorandum of association or 

amendments thereto, articles of association, bylaws, resolutions 
or special resolutions to the Companies Act as it existed before 
the coming into force of this Act, or to any procedure or 
document under the Companies Act, shall be deemed to be a 
reference to this Act or the equivalent procedure or document in 
accordance with this Act. 

286 (1) This Act comes into force -on a day to be fixed by the 
Commissioner in Executive Council. 
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